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METHODS FOR DETERMINING THE PRODUCTIVITY OF
IRRIGATION WATER FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

SUGAR CANE IN HAWAII: AN EHPIRICAL APPROACH

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Sugar, one of the major agricultural commodities in the State of

Hawaii, has consiGtently used approximately 62 percent of the total

available water supply in the State and from this amount, has supplied

the State with 12 percent of its annual income. In a normal year,

this represents approximately 150 million dollars. Total sugar

produced in the State during 1966 amounted to 1,240,000 tons and this

was the third consecutive year in which a record crop was produced.

Accompanying this increase in sugar production is a rapid growth in

urbanization in and around areas bordering sugar lands. One result of

these activities is increased competition for water. Sugar and other

agricultural uses are likely to be the losers partly because the

productivity of water in industry is generally considered higher and

partly because demand for these non-agricultural uses is likely to

increase at a much faster rate. As urbanization increases, more water

will be needed for recreational uses, domestic uses and pollution

abatement. Further urbanization generally brings with it new

industries which are often heavy water users. Therefore, to keep water

from becoming a critical and even limiting factor in developing the

best future uses of these areas, steps to increase the water supplies

and to use present supplies more efficiently should be taken as early

as possible.
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Economic and efficient use of water occurs when the value of its

marginal product is equated in all its uses. In this case there will

be no economic gain by shifting water among different uses. Economic

and efficient use of water in producing sugar cane thus calls for a

knowledge of its marginal productivity. By knowing the marginal

contributions of irrigation water, the irrigator can determine optimum

irrigation rates. Irrigators as well as farm managers would find it

easy to cope with problems such as water-logging and increased soil

salinity because fairly accurate amounts of water can be released each

time for irrigation purposes. Further, it would be possible to plan

for adequate dosage of fertilizer, increased sugar cane acreages and

other possible adjustments.

Marginal values for irrigation water used in sugar cane production

developed in the past were largely based on the results of experiments.

However, it is common knowledge that these results are seldom

duplicated under general field conditions. This is largely due to the

fact that it is easier to control more variables during experiments

than in the field. Therefore, marginal values obtained from

experiments are valid only to the point where they are used as criteria

for measurement of performance unless all the possible conditions have

been duplicated. On the other hand, measurement of the productivity

of irrigation water in the field appears to be very complex. It is

very seldom that the researcher can find sufficient detail and

refinement in data from management records to meet his needs.
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Purpose of Study

The purpose of the study is to develop empirically, operationally

feasible methods for determining the productivity of irrigation water

as applied to sugar cane production in Hawaii from the extensive

general field records that exist for the crop. The study adopts a

production function approach rather than a budgeting or linear

programming approach. Theoretically, the produc tion func tion can be

regarded as an "efficiency frontier:, Le., a series of points on a

surface indicating maximum output for corresponding levels of input".

Such a function is assumed to be continuous an'l yields mar~inal values

for respective inputs through partial differentiation. These marginal

values can be used in conjunction with price-cost relationships to

determine optimum irrigation rates. Neither the budgeting nor linear

programming could be adopted due to the absence of conclusive agreement

on the exact relationship between water and crop-yield outside of

experimental conditions. Further, marginal values obtained with these

procedures are estimates of what they ought to be and .!l2l what they ~.

In this study the development of appropriate functions recognized

existing theories regarding soil-water-plant relationships in general

and for sugar cane in particular. This was achieved with the use of

a variable incorporating several of these theories developed from

plantation and meteorological data. This composite variable was

used in conjunction with other explanatory variables in a stepwise

multiple regression of historical data collected from two sugar

producing areas in the State and tested in two stages. In stage one

the variable was used as a measure of the adequacy of irrigation over
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the entire crop cycle. Variation in yield responses at different

stages of growth was also considered. Stage two was used to test

theories regarding yield, percent available moisture and critical

moisture stress, based on the relationship of stalk elongation and

average moisture stress.

The study area was divided into two sub-areas, one which depends

heavily on rainfall for water and where irrigation is supplementary,

while the other had adequate amounts of water obtained from artesian

wells. Marginal productivity estimates arc based on a single equation

regression model and data covering the most recent six crops. The

study adopted chree general working hypotheses: (1) that the same

functional form or forms of the production equation apply equally well

to both sugar producing areas, which implies that all the data

collected are observations on the same functions; (2) that (a)

productivity differences between irrigated and unirrigated fields are

sufficient to bring about a shift rather than a change in the

functional form of the equation, and (b) productivity differences

between irrigated and unirrigated fields are sufficient to warrant

separate treatment; (3) that the composite variable used to reflect

water-soil and climatic effects is flexible enough to test various

agronomic theories on irrigated and un irrigated lands.

The study is divided into six sections. Section two reviews some

of the methods that are presently available and frequently used in

determining the productivity of irrigation water. Agronomic theories

and the general econom1.c model used are presented in section three.



Results of the empirical analyses are presented in section four.

Marginal productivity estimates are derived in section five. The

entire study is summarized in section six.

5



CHAPTER II

ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR DETERMINING Trill
PRODUCTIVITY OF IRRIGATION WATER

Attempts to measure the economic contributions of water to

production have increased significantly during the past decade.

Budgeting) linear programming) production function or regression

analysis have all been used in the search for suitable methods for

measuring the productivity of water. The purpose of the present

section is twofold (1) to give a brief review of each method and (2)

to eav1uate each method as to its suitability for use in the present

study.

Budgeting

Of the three main approaches frequently used in determining the

productivity of irrigation water) the budgeting method is perhaps the

oldest and most extensively used. The following equations show briefly

the composition of a budget:

Y :::: F (Xl) X2 ) ...~) (2-1)

R :::: Y P - (X1Pxl + X2 Px2) .. ,Xn Pxn) (2-2)y

Where:

Y ~ the amount of the product expected from the use of resources Xi

X :::: the amount of the resource Xi used in producing Y

R :::: the profits or net returns to be maximized

P ~ price of the product per unit of outputy

PXi= price of input Xi

Equation 2-1 is the physical production function showing the general
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functional relationship between the expected product (Y) and the inputs

(X) used. Equation 2-2 is the profit or net revenue function. This

equation is a discrete point on a physical function transformed into

an expression of profit or loss by multiplying both output and input

by their respective prices. Net revenue (R) represents the difference

between total budgeted revenue (Y Py) and total budgeted costs

:E Xi Pxi' In developing estimates for a budget of this nature it is

assumed that this is a valid point on the production surface and the

producer has adequate information about input and output prices.

These amounts are seldom known with certainty.

Harginal productivity of the individual resource is difficult to

isolate under budgeting. However, the marginal products can be roughly

estimated by varying the bundle of resources and noting the changes

that occur in the total product or net returns. If the composition of

the resource group is known with accuracy then the marginal product of

a particular resource may be imputed. In some cases it may be

desirable to compute the average productivity of this resource. This

can be obtained by simply dividing the changes in output by the amount

of the resource used. But this is not usually necessary because the

linear relationships assumed cause the average product to be coincident

with the marginal product.

The main drawbacks of budgeting are that it is usually not

possible to ascertain if the points chosen do lie on the relevant

production surface and the implication that changes between budgeted

points or points on the surface are linear. Its advantages lie in
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ease of construction, computation and the modest amounts of data

required.

Linear Programming

The second approach frequently used in measuring the productivity

of a source, or irrigation water in particular, is that of linear

programming. Simply stated, it is a mathematical study of certain

optimizations subject to specific mathematical and economic

constraints. A very simple and straight forward linear programming

model is shown below. The model is divided into three sections (1)

the objective function (2) the resource restrictions and (3)

alternative processes. The general mathematical formulation for a

three resource model is as follows:

~bximize Ro = rl Xl + r2 X2 + r3 X3 (2-3)

Subject to: all Xl + a 12 X2 + a13 X3 Ll

a2l Xl + a22 X2 + a23 X3 W

a
3l Xl + a32 X2 + a 33

X
3

L2

Equation 2-3 is the objective function which in this case calls for the

maximization of net returns, Ro ' above variable costs. As shown, Ro is

equal to the summation of the net returns to individual activities

(rl Xl etc.) included in the program. Three production possibility

equations are shown and can be described as follows; the a's appearing

in the rows are the amounts of the L's or W required to produce one

unit of alternative activity (X's) shown in the column; the Wand the

L's are the total supply of resources e.g., land, water and labor

available; the inequality signs indicate that no resource may be used

in excess of the amount available, lesser amounts are permissable; the
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XiS represent the respective levels at which a particular activity will

be included in the program. These levels will be solved for in terms

of the other side conditions given in the program. The solution can be

obtained by systematically solving the set of equations using the

simplex method.

Since its discovery shortly after World War II, linear programming

as a research tool in economic analysis, has been modified and refined

for adaptation in various fields, industry as well as agriculture. 1\10

of the main features of linear programming are (1) the conditions of

specification emphasize preciseness which indicates that the outcome or

the true solution is based on exact conditions (2) the solution is

obtained through an efficient and systematic approach and which assures

that each trial will yield values which are closer to the true solution.

A third feature of this approach can be added. With the age of

electronic computers the method is capable of handling large number of

variables which was not possible previously.

Briefly, this method is based on four main assumptions which

Dorfman (7) calls psecial postulates. These assumptions are additivity,

linearity, divisibility, and finiteness. Activities to be included in

a linear programming analysis must show additive properties since the

total amount of resources used up is equal to the sum of the individual

amounts used by each process or activity in the program. Linearity

implies that the specific input-output ratio is not affected by the

extent to which a particular process is~se4. A relationship such as

that shown in the following equation, Y = a + bX, always hold.

Divisibility implies continuity, i.e., inputs can be divided into
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infinitely large numbers of fractional units. Simply, divisibility

implies that inputs can be divided into fractional units such as .125

man or .315 tons. Expressed graphically it implies that an activity

can be indicated as a smooth and continuous line. Lumpiness and

discontinuity are not characteristic of this approach. Linear

progrannning assumes that there is a limit to the number of alternative

activities being considered. If these activities were infinite then

it would be impossible to locate and maximize profitable situations.

The appropriateness of the above assumptions can be criticized

when applied to agricultural problems. ~illny of these criticisms

concern the linear assumptions. It is sometimes argued that because

of the linear assumptions, linear programming is not suited to problems

in agriculture, and so alternative tools of analysis are frequently

adopted. However, linearity is useful because it serves two basic

functions: (1) it permits us to define a process in terms of constant

input-output ratios and (2) it is computationally convenient.

Production Function

Production function analysis provides the third alternative

approach for measuring the productivity of irrigation water. A

production function expresses the functional relations between input

and output. Given a particular set of input factors and the optimum

way in which they can be combined an individual will attempt to

maximize the output that can be obtained from the combination of these

factors. The theoretical production function traces out these extreme

points. Optimality assumes that the technical conditions between input
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and output have already been satisfied and also implies that production

is being examined in the economic sense. If the production relation

ships are examined in the physical sense at the outset, they can be

easily transferred to value functions if input and product prices are

known. In mathematical terms a production function may be expressed

as follows:

(2-4)

Where Y represents the maximum output that can be

obtained [rom specific amounts of inputs

(Xi's (i=l, ... n) in their respective units. The

vertical bars separate variable inputs on the left

from fixed inputs on the right.

Assuming the function is continuous, marginal products can be obtained

for each input factor X, by finding the partial derivative of the total

product function with respect to each factor. The total product curve

is at a maximum when the partial derivative is set equal to zero. To

maximize the output Y, a firm will seek to vary the combinations of

input. This will result in three production conditions, the output Y

can increase in constant proportion relative to the input x, i.e., the

increase in input is proportionate to the increase in the output

(constant returns); output can increase faster than the increase in

input (increasing returns), and output can increase slower than the

increase in input (decreasing returns). These three conditions

generally determine the shape of the production function. In fact,

the standard text book production function demonstrates all three

conditions as shown in Fig. 1. What is shown here is a brief and
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simple relationship between output and two input factors, one of which

is held constant while the other is allowed to vary.

'I M

Figure 1. Classical Productiol Function

The total product curve ITP' shows three distinct segments which,

according to Heady and Dillon (10), defines the areas in which

rational or irrational production occurs. Areas A and B are regions

of rational production, while area C is irrational since returns become

negative beyond point 'N' on the total product curve. However, area A

is sometimes called irrational because "returns can be increased by

applying greater quantities of variable resources to those factors

that are otherwise considered fixed", so that production would occur

somewhere in area B, i.e., the area between 1M' and IN I . If the

variable resource is free or relatively cheap, production would be

pushed to a point that is closer to 1M' while, if it is expensive, the

point of production would be closer to IN' on the total product curve.

The marginal and average products are derived from the total product

curve.
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Algebraic Forms of Production Functions

Because the true form of the production function for any particular

process is likely to unknown if knowledge of its characteristic is

needed, these must be empirically derived. Statistically derived

production functions generally show additive or multiplicative

relationships among the variables and can be illustrated in various

forms based on the specified assumptions. Those functions with one

input variable are called single-variable input functions while those

with two or more are called polynomials. In the algebraic context

there are basically two forms of functions: linear and curvilinear

functions. Unlike the curvilinear function, a linear function is one

in which there are no exponents attached to the variables, and the

relationship is generally additive except for differences in signs.

Since the choice of form determines the characteristics of the

estimated production surface or conversely since the characteristics

of the production surface should dictate the form of the equation used

this choice is very important. Examples of various forms widely used

in production function analysis can be found in Heady and Dillon (10)

and other related texts.

Other Ways of Determining Water Values

In addition to the three approaches discussed, there are some other

means used in determining the economic productivity of water. The value

in use of a unit of water can be approximated by finding the maximum

amount of dollars that consumers are now paying and how much they would

be willing to pay if the supply was to increase. Another method is to
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find a resource for which water is a good substitute for which values

can be easily obtained. These methods tend to be expensive both in

terms of time and money. Also it is not easy to measure consumer's

willingness to pay nor can we readily relate water uses to price, so

use of chis particular method is limited.

Choice of Technique

As mentioned earlier the primary conc~rn of this study is the

development of a suitable method to determine from management records

the productivity of irrigation water. Budgeting and linear programming

are not considered suitable tools of analysis in this respect mainly

because they assume prior knowledge of the input-output coefficients.

While some knowledge of the coefficients is available this is not the

case with irrigation water. Most of the input-output coefficients for

water have been developed under experimental conditions and are

essentially different from what they would be under actual field

conditions. Further, current literature on soil-water-crop relation

ship suggests disagreements on the exact underlying principles. What

this means is that the current knowledge on the theory of soil-plant

relationship suggests that the input-output coefficients obtained so

far are not yet ready for extrapolation beyond the rigidly specified

conditions of the experiment. Differences between crops as well as

physical environment suggest that these coefficients must be developed

on an individual basis. The production function approach opens a

possible door to the discovery of the nature of the relationship that

has existed between water and sugar cane production.



CHAPrER III

THEORETICAL CONCEPTS AND ECONOMIC MODEL
FOR DETERMINlliG THE PRODUCTIVITY OF

IRRIGATION WATER IN SUGAR CANE PRODUCTION

The main purpose of this section is to present the theoretical

concepts that are relevant to the development of a suitable economic

model for determining the productivity of irrigation water with respect

to sugar cane production in the State of lmwaii. Theoretical concepts

are presented first followed by the general model used for determining

the marginal values for irrigation water in the prescnt study.

Theory of Resource Use

The theory of resource use indicates that a resource may be used

at varying levels until profit the maximizing level is reached provided

the supply is not limited. At this point the value of the marginal

returns from its use is just equal to the marginal cost of the resource.

The resource is said to be underused if the returns are higher than

the cost. These relationships are shown in Figure 2 below. The model

Dollars
per
unit

P .......---~

Units of Resource

Figure 2. Theory of Resource Use
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assumes: (1) diminishing marginal productivity to the particular

resource,l (2) that the price mechanism is operational, and (3)

behavior is rational.

The line traced out by AA l represents the marginal value product

of water; PR is the price of water while OS is the amount of water

used. Point S represents the optimum level of water use. The area

enclosed by PAR represents net returns above costs (the area PORS).

The profit maximizing level of water then is where the marginal value

product ~NPw is equal to the price of water Pw' This occurs at point

R. In the present application total product, tons of cane per acre,

is defined in physical terms so the marginal physical product is

multiplied by the price of the product in order to obtain AAl . If the

price of the product as well as the cost of the water is known then

point R can easily be determined. For the present, it is assumed

that these are given.

Agronomic Theories Regarding Soil-Water-Plant Relationship

Knowledge of soil-water-crop-yield relationships are critical to

the development of a suitable and operationally feasible model for

determining the productivity of irrigation water especially in the

case of sugar cane. Sugar cane is very sensitive to water especially

in the late stages of growth. Excessive amounts applied during this

1 Diminishing marginal productivity is defined in the usual way,
i.e., as the amount of variable input is increased, the product added
increases at an increasing rate until a point is reached.where further
increments in the variable inputs cause a decline in the rate at which
additional product is obtained.
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period result in losses in quality and quantity of sugar produced from

the crop. The work of physical scientists involved with sugar cane

and other crops as well as economists suggests varying explanations of

phenomena underlying soil-water-yield relationships. However, there

seems to be general agreement that studies of this nature should

consider the following:

(1) Soil moisture storage capacity, i.e., the amount of water

that a certain volume of soil will hold against gravitational

pull when allowed to drain freely.

(2) Soil moisture tension or stress, the force by which water is

held by soil particles at any point in time.

(3) Osmotic extraction of water particles by plants as

transpiration from a vegt:;::'ltive surface takes place.

(4) Permanent wilting point - wher~ tension counterbalances the

extractive power of the root system.

(5) Changing water requirements over the crop cycle.

(6) The effects of salt on the osmotic process.

Presently, a significant gap exists between the development of adequate

physical-economic relationships and providing for full integration of

the above points in the decision-making framework. Attempts to include

the various theories in a workable model appear cumbersome and complex.

However, with careful consideration it may be possible to develop

procedures which are simple, computationally manageable and

economically feasible.

From the viewpoint of the economist, there are at least two

approaches to the development of a suitable model for estimating
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marginal values for irrigation water from a production function. He

may depend on experimental results for input-output data or he may

attempt to trace the production surface from data obtained from field

records. In either casc, givcn prior knowledge about thc production

process, the economist will probably proceed by fitting several

alternative algebraic equations from which he hopes to choose the one

that embodies the physical logic and rcpresents the correct relation

ship that exists among the variables. The use of experimental data

often gives more successful results than data obtained under general

field conditions. Field data is more prone to errors since these

records are usually not designed for functional analysis and less

control is involved. It is sometimes possible that marginal values

for irrigation watcr determined from models developed under real world

conditions can be successfully combined with results of experiments to

get a better approximation of the true values.

Development of a production function for water or a variable in

the functional relationship that accurately reflects the productivity

of water must consider the way in which water is made available to the

plant relative to the amount present in the soil. The unique soil

water-climate-yield relationships among crops usually call for crop by

crop estimation of these coefficients. The following section will

discuss briefly some of the relevant works that provide the general

framework for the present study.

Only recently have researchers attempted to incorporate climatic

factors into their models. The reason for this late recognition is

explained by Clements:
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"In most crop areas of large continental land masses,
the climate over one field is essentially the same as over
the adjoining field. In fact, oftentimes the weather
conditions are comparatively uniform for several hundred
of miles (except for small differences due to direction of
slope, etc.). Such uniformity has led students of crop
production to ignore largely all but soil influences in
considering growth of plants. Yet, variations in climate
from year to year cause considerable differences in behavior
of a given crop." (43, p. 201)

Researchers later found that climate can vary over short distances

depending on the topography of the land. The effect of climatic

variation is manifested in differences in light intensities which are

critical to production of crops such as sugar cane. Besides ignoring

the influence of climate, a large majority of research on productivity

of water conducted previously, used "quantity of water" as the only

causal variable in developing production functions. One of the

earliest attempts to correlate crop growth with internal and external

factors was that of the physical scientists working at the Hawaii

Agricultural Experiment Station and the Hawaiian Sugar Planters'

Association, led by H. F. Clements. They demonstrated that "climatic

factors so markedly affect growth, that fertilizer requirement of a

given crop was largely determined by them" (43, p. 233). Their main

objective was to investigate the integration of climatic and

physiological factors with reference to sugar cane production. One of

the results of these investigations was the development of indices

"which could be followed while the crop is still in growth".

Corrective measures could be applied before the crop cycle was

complete. Two types of indices were suggested:

(1) primary index - total sugar content in the young leaf sheath.
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(2) secondary indices, such as moisture and nitrogen levels.

By analyzing the young leaf sheath the producer will know to what

extent the plant is losing or gaining growth. In other words "the

moisture level of the plant has a good deal to do with the type of

plant growth which will result. The sheaths of elongating leaves seem

to be a fairly sensitive index of the balance between atmospheric

energy and soil moisture. Where irrigation is practiced, the moisture

level of the crop can be nicely maintained." (43, p. 229). While the

above work was being conducted, researchers elsewhere concentrated on

pinning down unique water requirements for several crops. These

varied from physical scientists working with climatological and

irrigation data to engineers who were interested in knowing these

input-output relationships in order to design principles for irrigation

works.

Beringer (29) and Moore (51) are perhaps the first agricultural

economists who attempted to build operational models integrating known

agronomic theories on soi1-water-c1imate-p1ant relationships in

determining the productivity of irrigation water. Beringer in

particular pointed to the limited value of using quantity of water as

the only water variable in a model for estimating a production function

for water. Results obtained in this way are of limited use because the

effects of variation and distribution of water over the irrigation

season are not considered. Further, the method is only suitable for

experiments and reflects results obtained under highly static

conditions (climate, soil types, etc.). Instead Beringer suggested a

production function for water where crop yield would be a function of
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the inverse of the soil moisture stress that occurs between irrigation

cycles. Beringer's proposal was opposed to much of the traditional

thought on the soil-water-plant relationship. Briefly the traditional

opinion was that as more water is applied more plant will be obtained.

Plant growth is diminished when soil moisture falls below the field

capacity and ceases when the permanent wilting point is reached. These

concepts served as the basis of early irrigation trials but are

currently lacking in support. Probably the most significant work

leading.todeve lopment oE. Beringer I s function was that of Veihmeyer and

Hendrickson (54, p. 63). Working mainly with fruit trees, these

workers proposed what is frequently called the "equal availability

theory". The equal availability theory was based on the contention

that the force holding water to the surface of soil particles exhibits

small changes between field capacity and permanent wilting point and

that soil moisture tension in most soils does not exceed one atmosphere

until most of the available water has been removed. Because of this,

plants are able to extract soil moisture equally well between field

capacity and permanent wilting point. The equal availability theory

was questioned by many researchers. Their opposition was based on

another notion of the distribution of moisture within the soil profile

relative to the crop root. The alternative theory advanced was that

post-irrigation distribution of soil moisture is not uniform because

the upper layers of the soil dries out much earlier and therefore

reaches wilting point earlier than the lower layers. Further those

zones of the soil profile that are heavily populated with roots are

likely to have higher moisture tension than the less populated ones.
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These opinions led to the conclusion that: (1) in "general the

relative rate of plant growth is a function of the mean moisture stress

in the active root zones"; i.e., growth rate is related to tension

holding moisture to the soil particles. The amount of stress present

depends on the salt content, the amount of available soil moisture,

and the number of soil particles present in a given amount of soil.

Soil moisture stress then reflects the physiological conditions that

may arise in the root zone due to the forces necessary to obtain water

from the soil. This condition exists when salt content is high or when

the movement of water to the zone of absorption is not rapid; (2)

moisture tension can be expressed as joint distribution of time and

depth because at any time t, tension within the soil profile between

layers is a decreasing function of depth and that in anyone layer it

is an increasing function of time. Taylor (54) and Wadleigh (58)

proposed a method to handle such conditions. Their method assumes:

(1) a high level of soil salinity and (2) that total soil moisture

tension can be expressed as a linear function of soil moisture tension

and osmotic pressure. In effect they argued that both forces tend to

equalize the distribution of the soil moisture stress in the soil

profile and results in what they call an integrated moisture stress.

This integrated moisture stress can be represented by a single number.

To make this method workable, Wadleigh develops the concept of

"atmosphere days" defined as the summation of the stresses exerted

each day between irrigation rounds.

Equation 3-1 is a mathematical representation of this rather

restrictive approach. In this equation, the integral of S (stress) is
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taken with respect to time because Wadleigh assumes that "in certain

soils, S is only a function of deptW'.

A = J (3-1)

A = atmosphere days

t x = number of days between irrigation rounds

As indicated by Beringer, Wadleigh's approach provides two causal

variables which can be used to estimate a production function for

water: (1) crop yield expressed as a function of the total stress

exerted each day between irrigation rounds and (2) crop yield expressed

as a function of the average moisture stress between irrigation rounds.

The average moisture stress can be obtained by dividing the total

moisture stress by the number of days between irrigation rounds.

As an alternative to the above approach, Taylor proposed a similar

but more general theoretical construction. He uses Tr to represent the

integrated moisture tension present in the root zone which is obtained

by double integration. This method is described briefly in equation

3-2 below:

(a) Ti
.. f(x) (3-2)

(b) T· = get)
J

(c) T = F(x, t)

(d) Tr = /XfTii hx ~t

to



Where: T = soil moisture tension
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t := time

x = depth below soil surface

Tr := integrated soil moisture tension in the

root zone

This model is more general than equation 3-1 because it is not

restricted to only saline soils and can handle the theory that

"moisture stress is a joint distribution function of depth and time".

To strengthen his argument for the yield moisture stress function,

Beringer (29) cites the results of experiments done with sugar beets,

alfalfa, and potatoes, using the mean moisture stress concept. In

each case, the relationship between yield and mean integrated soil

moisture tension measured in atmospheres was a decreasing function

and prompted Beringer to conclude that "these experiments leave little

doubt about the existence of the law of diminishing returns in response

to changes in integrated moisture tensions--or rather its inverse",

also that as the integrated moisture stress is allowed to rise, there

will be no proportionate decrease in the total quantity of water used

because "it takes less water per irrigation to bring a soil volume up

to field capacity" when only small variations in moisture stress are

permitted.

The production function for water advocated by Beringer and

referred to earlier can thus be described as a multistage function,

i.e., a production function for each irrigation round. As the author

points out, differentiation of a function of this nature reflects a

marginal product that describes the rate of increase in crop yield
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caused by a reduction in the moisture stress that exists between each

irrigation round. This proposition has some obvious limitations. One

of the most limiting factors is that of determining the exact stress

relations and working through the double integration procedures

proposed by Taylor. Another limitation has been indicated by the

author himself and has to do with economic applications. The inverse

of the soil moisture stress is only an "index" which in itself does

not carry a price and therefore, to have meaningful results, must be

expressed as a function of total quantity of water and other associated

inputs, whose combined costs must be accurately estimated before

economic optima for irrigation frequencies can be determined.

Beringer's approach suggests that the irrigator can choose the quantity

of water to apply provided that he knows the response function for that

particular period of growth. However, because growth is cumulative

and therefore suggests some lag or carryover effects of moisture as

well as inter-period moisture stress, these amounts can only be viewed

as approximations.

Despite the obvious limitations, the moisture tension hypothesis

appears to be well received and supported and has been frequently

refined and used in est~ating marginal productivity of water.

Significant refinements have been made by the inclusion of climatic

factors in models prepared by Moore (51) and Flinn and Musgrave (48)

and will be discussed in turn. Making the explicit assumption that

"there is a definite relationship between plant growth and mean

moisture stress value present in the sOil", Moore proposed a method

for determining values for water in different irrigation cycles. He
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sees the method as being successful if "soil moisture stress

availability curves" constructed "by inverting soil moisture release

curves as they relate to available moisture depletion between field

capacity and permanent wilting point" can be determined (51, p. 878).

Determination of these curves allows the researcher to "express

relative growth as a function of available moisture depletion for

each soil". No attempt will be made here to reproduce the entire

assumptions and computational procedures employed by this author

because the complete \vork is readily available and essentially builds

on the concepts presented by Beringer and others. However, a few

general comments seem in order.

As did other researchers, Moore recognized that the concept of

relating growth rate to mean soil moisture stress was anything but

fixed, so that mathematical formulations were difficult to establish.

Further, the soil moisture stress relationship was an approximation of

the true physiological effect of soil and climatic conditions on crop

growth and hence yield. }loore made several convenient assumptions.

These varied from the "knowledge of the soil moisture present at any

time" to "a linear potential growth rate over time". A linear potential

growth rate implies that (a) the effect of soil moisture stress is

equal between irrigation rounds and (b) equal reduction of available

soil moisture in two different irrigation cycles will cause equivalent

decline in the relative growth rate. Using these simplifying assump

tions, Moore develops mathematically, an index of relative growth

which in turn is multiplied by some potential yield to get actual

yield" under specified irrigation practices. He then constructed a
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water budget table in which irrigation practices were included as

constraints to get labor and water requirements for the crop.

Economic analysis is then possible because price relationships can be

established for both inputs and outputs from which the value of water

may be imputed.

The most significant contribution by Moore appears to be the

incorporation of climatic effects in the model through evapotranspi

ration rates. However, his contention that transpiration rates will

always be equal to the potential rate does not appear valid because

it is very possible that in anyone period transpiration rates can

fall below the potential rate. P~other weak point of Moore's approach

is the key role given to estimates of potential growth rate by

agronomists. One does not have to think very deeply to see that it is

highly improbable that an agronomist is capable of specifying the net

results from an interaction of all factors affecting plant growth or

crop yield. If his estimates are correct, then why not use them as a

basis for estimating water values7 This could simply be done by

relating these estimates to a specific amount of water applied to the

crop and establish some ratio of plant growth to water applied. It

appears that the situation is less simple. The model appears too

complicated for the average irrigator who may not be adept at

mathematical concepts, one of the operational requirements of the

model.

A recent article published by Flinn and Musgrave (48) developed

what appears to be an operationally feasible model for (1) determining

a production function for water by combining climatic and soil factors
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and (2) for handling the timing problem, i.e., the best time to apply

and how much water to apply at each stage of growth. In their model,

climatic effects represent.ed by evapotranspiration rates is introduced

as a shift variable of the zero-one variety. The synthesized model

draws on the approaches of Beringer and in particular, Moore. The

moisture budget as well as the estimate of maximum crop yield again

function in similar manner. The authors assert that their model is

closer to reality because (1) soil moisture, atmospheric conditions

and stage of growth are combined to "ensure a reliable estimate of

actual evapotranspiration", (2) index of growth is made to depend on

relationship between actual and potential evapotranspiration, and (3)

the identification of daily atmospheric and soil moisture conditions.

While the work of Flinn and Musgrave must be commended, with the

exception of the "timing problem", the overall approach is not very

clear. In one case the reader is assured that the crop parameters

used in the simulation model are biologically sound "yet the crop

considered is a hypothetical one" (48, p. 6). The relationship

between actual and potential evapotranspiration used as a determinant

of the index of plant growth remains unexplained. Further no

discussion of the data used in production function estimation are

given and as the author indicates no consideration was given to the

stochastic nature of the functions used. Because of these inadequacies,

complete evaluation of the model appears infeasible. However, it is

clear that the theoretical constructs have been thoroughly considered.

The foregoing propositions demonstrate the complex relationships

that exist between the soil, water and the plant. Further, attempts to
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build operationally feasible models for determining productivity of

irrigation water must recognize the various agro-economic theories.

Many researchers tend to overlook the benfit-cost ratios involved and

generally become carried away with sophiticated models which in

themselves are too cumbersome for practical applications. In this

study, a production function for water is developed using data obtained

from field records for sugar cane. The physical data is that recorded

during crop growth and the analysis draws heavily on theories discussed

in the foregoing models as well as those proposed for sugar cane in

particular. As will be demonstrated below the model is based on a

flexible composite variable that reflects the effects of soil moisture,

moisture stress and climate on the final crop yield. For purposes of

this study it is assumed that there is a definite relationship between

sugar cane yield and the composite variable during two stages of growth

designated as early growth and late growth. This composite variable

measures the adequacy of irrigation water in each stage at corresponding

levels of moisture stress for distinct soil groups as well as over the

entire crop cycle.

A COMPOS ITE VARIABLE AS A CASUAL FActOR FOR DETERMINING A
PRODUctION FUNGrION FOR WATER

The composite variable on which the empirical analysis presented

in this study is based, was first developed in a different form by

physical scientists working in the Hawaiian Sug~~ Planters'

Association's Experiment Station (41) and later modified to its present

form. In making the modifications, two factors were borne in mind
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(1) that there should be no damaging effects on the original definition

of the variable and (2) the modifications should increase its

flexibility.

Original work on this approach was oriented towards linking the

use of moisture by the plant to rate of evapotranspiration from

vegetative surfaces (41). This linkage has been attempted through the

use of equations 3-3 and 3-5 below:

Cs = Ra + Iw - Ea - ~, - L

Where: Cs = change in stored soil moisture

Ra = actual rainfall

lw = irrigation water

Ea = actual evapotranspiration

Rw = run off water

L = leaching

This approach assumes that (1) plant growth is maximized when the

available water is just equal to potential evapotranspiration and that

plant growth is more or less proportional to the rate of evapotranspir

ation and (2) evapotranspiration remains at the potential rate until all

the available soil moisture has been depleted. Equation 3-3 is often

called the water balance equation and has been widely used in the past

and most recently adopted by Lateef (60), in a study on sugar cane

irrigation in Hawaii. Given the necessary meteorological and other data

from management records, water balance can be computed by merely

substituting these values into the equation. This coefficient represents

water available to the plant. When the available soil moisture computed

by adjusting the initial soil moisture with the above equation approaches
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zero, drought occurs and irrigation becomes necessary. Total water

deficit for the crop cycle can be obtained by adding the potential

evapotranspiration for all the drought days, and then substracting this

amount from the total evapotranspiration. The remainder is the

effective water used by the plant.

Water balance computations usually begin early in the crop cycle

and end approximately six weeks prior to harvest. This brief period

allows the cane to ripen without irrigation. Because of this, adjust-

ments must be made during the computations for the water balance

equation. These adjustments can be made using the information presented

2in Figure 3, page 32. The ratio of potential evapotranspiration to

pan evaporation increases from .4 during early grovlth to 1.0 at peak

use between 6 to 17 months at which time full canopy exists. Estimate

of the total water requirements for a specific crop cycle can be

computed by adding the total monthly evaporation for the period. If

the monthly data is unavailable, the following formula can be adapted:

a APE

Where: APE = annual pan evaporation

(3-4)

a = 1.85, 1.71, 1.67, 1.52, etc.

Equation 3-4 can be used in two ways:

1. Multiply the annual pan evaporation by the value chosen for

a to get an estimate of the water requirements.

2. If the value chosen for a is 1.67, for example, the estimated

2 Adapted from Table 3311-2 of R. B. Campbell's paper on sugar
cane published in Irrigation of Agricultural Lands by the American
Society of Agronomy, Madison, Wisconsin, 1967.
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water requirements can be computed as follows -- .67 x pan

evaporation for the first six months of crop growth plus

1.0 x pan evaporation for the next 16 months.

These computations are based on the assumption that maximum growth is

maintained throughout. Estimates of evaporation rates to be used in

the water balance equation can be obtained from standard evaporation

pans which are used to link the evaporation from a vegetative surface

with that from water surface. Computations for the water balance

equation provides three alternative causal factors for measuring water-

yield relationship:

1. Expressing sugar cane yield as a function of moisture deficit.

2. Expressing sugar cane yield as a function of effective water.

3. Expressing sugar cane yield as a function of the effective pan

factor defined as the ratio of actual to potential evapotran-

spiration.

Without abstracting from its usefulness, the water balance approach

appears to be more suited to experimental research than to general

field application because of the computational burden due to the large

amount of data necessary. This restricts its use under general field

conditions to only small samples unless rapid computational facilities

are available to the irrigator. However, it provides the fundamental

relationships used in developing the relationships for equation 3-5 on

which the study is based.

=

The composite
Ea

Wi = Ep

variable, Wi, can be defined as:

)\.. (NxS) + Re
EP

(3-5)
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Where: Wi = water adequacy

Ea = actual evapotranspiration

E = potential evapotranspirationp

N = number of irrigation rounds

S = available soil moisture

Re = effective rainfall

~ = percentage of available soil moisture

used by the plant prior to reaching

the critical moisture stress.

When the composite variable, defined without 1', the adjustment

factor, takes on a value of 1.0, maximum sugar cane yield is obtained.

This value also indicates that the crop is always irrigated the moment

soil moisture has been depleted. Further, irrigation is sufficient to

restore the soil to field capacity. A ratio of 1.0 indicates that the

actual evapotranspiration is equal to its potential rate. This one-to

one ratio when used in water balance computations for sugar cane was

found to cause only slight errors. The rate of stalk elongation was

found to be only 4 percent less prior to irrigation than when soil

moisture is at field capacity (41). In other words the assumption that

soil moisture is released at a constant rate from field capacity until

the soil is dry results in minor errors under Hawaiian conditions.

When irrigation is required, sugar cane growth is just 4 percent less

than growth at field capacity. Research reported by Clements (46)

suggests that when more than 40-60 percent of the soil moisture has

been used up tensipn rises rapidly enough to seriously retard growth.

His primary interest was to determine a level of water applications
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within the low tension range where water would not limit growth.

Clements postulated that within these ranges irrigation water can be

applied in unlimited amounts provided there is enough soil aeration

and drainage. No consideration was given to the hypothesized

relationship between soil moisture and yield or plant growth at higher

tension ranges. However, it appears that the assumption that plant

growth is not affected by moisture stress may be unrealistic in some

applications. This is particularly true where soil salinity levels are

high or where plants are irrigated with water containing salt.

Research done by Robinson (52) and Thorne (56) and by scientists

at the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station provides information for

determining the relationship between soil moisture and moisture stress

for different soil groups in Hawaii. These relationships are presented

in Figure 4, page 36. Soil group A includes dark magnesium clays and

soils with similar moisture regimes while group B includes those that

are predominantly low humic latosols. In both cases there is an

inverse relationship between moisture stress and soil moisture. The

relationships shown in Figure 4 for these soil groups enable us to

introduce flexibility into the composite water variable defined earlier

in equation 3-5. An example of how these relationships work is

presented in Figure 5, page 37. The underlying assumption is that

sugar cane is grown on soil group B and that the fields are irrigated

when 60 percent of the available soil moisture has been depleted.

Prior to irrigation, moisture stress is measured at 1 atmosphere; and

if the fields are not irrigated, yields will decline. Maximum yield is

obtained when soil moisture is maintained at field capacity. This
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Yield

Available soil
moisture (percent)

100 40 20

Moisture tension
(atmosphere) .33 1.0 2.0

Figure 5. Relationship between yield and soil moisture for soil
group B

corresponds to moisture stress of only .33 atmospheres. The percent

of available moisture then corresponds to the }\ in equation 3-5 and

since this can take on any value between a and 100 the desired

flexibility has been achieved. Similar relationships can be constructed

for soil group A.

Figure 6 shows the results of investigations on the relationship of

3stalk elongation and average moisture stress for sugar cane. In these

relationships, rate of stalk elongation falls off at about two

atmospheres and gives a fair approximation of the relationship of the

effect of moisture stress on sugar cane yield. So then if the

3 Adapted from Figure 6 of F. E. Robinson's paper on "Soil Moisture
Tension, Stalk Elongation and Irrigation Interval Control", Agronomy
Journal, Vol. 55, 1963.
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relationships for Figures 3 and 5 are combined, it appears that on soil

group B, if available soil moisture is reduced to less than 40 percent,

yield will decrease unless sugar cane fields are irrigated immediately.

For soil group A, the critical moisture level appears to be approxi-

mately 80 percent. These estimates are only approximations because

Robinson's estimates did not extend over the entire crop cycle. The

use of rate of stalk elongation as a measure of sugar cane yield is

supported by Clements4 and research recently conducted by the Hawaiian

Sugar Planters' Association. Clements found that "growth unit"

correlates very well with the actual volume of cane laid down. The

growth unit is defined "as the daily increment increase in the volume

4 Harry F. Clements, "Environmental Influences on the Growth of
Sugar Cane", Mineral Nutrition of Plants, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin. (no date).
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of cane produced in a field with full stand, and can be computed by

multiplying daily elongation rate by the green weight per stalk of the

sheath sample."

So far this section has presented (a) a general theory of resource

use and (b) several agronomic theories regarding soil-water-plant

relationship in addition to the proposed composite variable as a causal

factor for determining the production function for water. Without

further discussions, the following propositions will be stated in terms

of the general model on which the empirical analysis will be based.

General Hodel

Unlike most crops, sugar cane requires large amounts of water in

the earlier periods and lesser amounts during the last six weeks of the

crop. This late period is probably the most critical point in the crop

cycle with regard to sugar content. It appears then that if enough

water is applied early in the growing season in proportion to other

inputs maximum yields will be obtained at all times. This means that

within some given constraint there exist some level of water at which

cane yield will be maximized. These levels are related to the amount

on hand as well as the way it is made available to the plant. Further,

availability is influenced by such factors as salinity levels, wind

velocity and temperature. Estimates of ~.rginal values from a water

yield response function in which the influence of these climatological

factors have been omitted will be far from meaningful. In attempting

to measure marginal values for irrigation water in the present study,

the following working hypotheses were established:
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(1) That the same functional form or forms of the production

equations apply to both sugar-producing areas. This implies

that the data collected are observations on the same

production function.

(2) Productivity differences between land classes can be

accounted for by a shift rather than a change in the

functional form of the equation.

(3) That the composite variable used to reflect water, soil

moisture and climatic conditions is flexible enough to be

adopted to both irrigated and unirrigated lands and

incorporates the important aspects of the various theories

reg~rding the water-crop-yield relationship.

Variables

It is customary in~pr~duction function estimation to group the

causal variables into various categories. This combining of inputs is

generally referred to as aggregation and is often undertaken to over

come inherent difficulties in the data. Frequently, it is impossible

to measure the separate inputs accurately because field records are

seldom kept in sufficient detail. Sometimes it is necessary to reduce

the number of variables being considered. The number of categories

used in any study necessarily depends on the nature of the problem

involved. Heady and Dillon (10, p. 220) provides two principles which

if followed makes aggregation safe:

(1) The inputs within an individual category should be almost

perfect substitutes or perfect complements.
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(2) Relative to each other, the categories of inputs should be

neither perfect substitutes nor perfect complements.

In some cases it is convenient to classify inputs into

controllables and non-controllables. In the present study the input

variables are classified into two groups. Group one is reflected in the

composite variable (soil storage capacity, irrigation rounds, rainfall,

evapotranspiration rates, soil moisture stress, water quality) while

group two consists of crop age; fertilizer, herbicides, land

productivity, variety, and elevation. Management has been held

constant. The full effectiveness of water in sugar cane production

requ~res the right combination of these variables, some of which are

controllable particularly if irrigation is customary. The presence of

some variables such as large supplies of water encourage the addition

of more fertilizer especially if fertilizer is relatively cheap.

Mathematical Model

A mathematical model that describes any production process should

specify most or all of the information that is formally recognized by

the investigator. It should include the assumptions about the

respective variables and the algebraic forms of the equations as well

as the properties of the statistical techniques that will be employed

in the process.

In each of the mathematical models to be investigated, variations in

sugar cane yield are held to be caused largely by corresponding vari

ations in the composite variable and variations in fertilizer, as well as

the age of the crop. Other factors such as varietal changes and weed

and insect control are assumed to have minor effect on yield variation.
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The underlying mathematical assumption is that the relationships

among the variables are additive within a single equation, i.e., as

each variable is added, the amount and significance of the variation

in sugar cane yield may be increased. Three general algebraic

functions were chosen for consideration and are shown below:

(a) general quadratic formulation

(b) square root formulation

(c) reciprocal formulation

Y = a - b 1 + u

Xl

Where: Y = total sugar cane yield to be estimated,

measured in tons of cane per acre

a = the amount of sugar cane obtained without

the application of inputs Xi

bi(i=l. .n) = regression coefficients

u = errors or factors responsible for th"'C'

unexplained variation in sugar cane yield

normally referred to as the random term

~(i=l •• n) = respective units of the inputs

Coefficients for the basic functions will be estimated from a least

squares single equation regression model. This approach was chosen

not only for its computational ease but also because it is highly

(3- 6)

(3-7)

(3-8)

efficient in predicting various levels of output from specified inputs.

Further, the standard errors of the coefficients obtained are generally
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small. The technique of least squares regression is mathematically

rigorous and so there are less chances for errors when compared to

other methods. An added advantage of this method is that it is very

consistent and inexpensive. It was assumed that the variables included

in the equations exhibit complete independence from each other as well

as from year to year. These conditions also apply to the disturbance

terms (u's) in the equation.

The marginal physical product of each input can be obtained by

taking the partial derivative of the estimated function with respect to

each factor. To get the input levels at which the total products are

maximized, we set the partial derivatives equal to zero. S These

relationships are shown as equation 3-9. Equation 3-6 is used as an

example:

=

=

(3- 9)

Because interaction terms are present in the original equation, equation

3-9 has to be solved simultaneously to obtain levels of Xl and X2 . But

these levels do not reflect economic optima. An economic optima must be

expressed in terms of price relationships. Assuming that both input and

product prices are available, an economic optimum can be defined as

shown in equation 3-10.

Pxl = price of input Xl

P~2 = price of input X2

(3-10)

S Second order conditions should also be satisfied, i.e., second
derivatives should be negative.
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Py = price of product

Solving both equations simultaneously gives levels of Xl and X2

at which profits will be maximized. Derivation of marginal values from

the production function can also be used to locate the best time to

irrigate either within a specific stage of growth or over the entire

crop cycle. They also provide the basis for estimating factor demand

curves for irrigation water.



CHAPTER IV

METHODS OF EMPIRICAL ANALYSES AND THEIR RESULTS

This chapter will present the methods and results of the empirical

analyses based on data collected from two sugar producing areas in the

State. It includes the production functions estimated under the various

production conditions as well as their statistical and agronomic

properties. The physical environment is first described followed by

the presentation of fitted functions.

For purposes of this study, the sugar producing areas in the State

were divided into two broad categories. Category one includes all

-sugar plantations that depend heavily on rainfall for water supply and

where irrigation is used as a supplement. Category two includes all

sugar plantations with adequate irrigation water obtained from artesian

wells and which were less dependent on rainfall.

One sugar plantation was chosen from each category and used as a

sample. Physical input-output data was obtained from the records of

each of the sugar plantations chosen. Supplementary data was obtained

from the United States Naval Air Station, Barbers Point; Environmental

Science Services Administration and the Hawaiian Sugar Planters'

Association, Honolulu. With the exception of the section on irrigated

lands in study area B, all the analyses are based on data covering six

crop years, i.e., the most recent six crops for which complete data

could be obtained. Each area was analyzed separately based on the

general economic model presented in the previous section. Results of

these analyses are presented below, preceded by a brief description

of physical features of each study area.
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Study Area A -- Physical Features

Study area A is located on the Island of Oahu and consists of

sugar lands that lie between sea level and an elevation of 200 feet.

Sugar cane is produced on soils that fall into two main groups (1) those

which consist of dark magnesium clays and (2) low humic latosols.

Humic latosols contain high amounts of iron and aluminum and are

primarily silty clay loams. The area receives between 20 and 30 inches

of rain yearly which is below the 70 inches recommended for ideal cane

growth. Because of this, sugar plantations irrigate with water from

artesian wells. Water for irrigation is obtained from the Pearl Harbor

aquifer, a pool of fresh water called the Ghyben-Herzberg Lens, floating

on intruded sea water which underlies the area. Immediately below the

fresh water is a zone of brackish water which seeps into the fresh water

zone if the removal rate exceeds the recharge rate. Current water

yields from this source appear to be very close to the safe yield of

the aquifer. But future demand is likely to increase due to the rapid

industrial and urban expansion presently taking place in the area (47).

Study Area B -- Physical Features

Study area B is located on the northernmost coast of the Island of

Hawaii. It consists mainly of rolling lands dented by occasional

rainfed gulches and rises from gentle slopes to as high as 1,200 feet

above sea level. Underlying the sugar cane lands are volcanic rocks of

the Hamakua and Laupahoehoe series. Two main soil series characterize

the area, humic latosols and the hydrohumic latosols. Humic latosols

are generally found between sea level and 1,500 feet and are basically

silty clay loams, with high iron and aluminum content, but low in
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organic matter and silica. The hydrohumic latosols are generally found

between 1,500 and 2,500 feet above sea level, slightly acidic and rich

in organic matter. Sugar cane produced in this area depends heavily on

rainfall and irrigation is used as a supplement. Rainfall generally

varies between 40 and 100 inches per year, which is considered adequate

for sugar cane production. Occasionally the area suffers from drought.

Many of the sugar cane fields from which the data for this study was

obtained are located in low rainfall areas and until recently had

significant variations in sugar cane yield. Water obtained for

irrigation purposes is collected from the higher slopes and brought to

the lower areas by means of an irrigation ditch. Portable sprinkler~

for irrigation depends on gravitational pressure. The area is generally

exposed to winds blowing predominantly from the north which vary:between

3.5 and 9 miles per hour. Temperatures are 'g~nerally suitable for year-

round sugar cane growth.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Multiple regression techniques were used in fitting several

alternative production functions to data collected for each study area.

The estimating equations took the general form:

(a) general quadratic formulation represented by

2 2Y = bO + b1Xl + b2X2 - b3Xl - b4X2 + b5Xl X2 + ... bnXn + u

(b) reciprocal relationships represented by

-1Y + bO + b1Xl + b2X2 - b3X3 + u

Both dependent and independent variables considered in the initial

stages are listed below in a functional relationship:

TCA = f (A, F, Vi, CY, H, LQi' Wi, F x Wi) (4-1)
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Where: TCA = sugar cane yield in tons of cane per acre

A = age of the crop in months

F = fertilizer (nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium)
in pounds per acre

Vi = variety--dummy variable

CY = crop year (p lant-- ra toon 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. )

II = herbicide

LQi = land quality based on productivity ratings
(A, B, C) dummy variable

Wi

F x Wi

=

=

a composite variable reflecting water, the
effects of climatic factors and soil moisture
conditions

the interaction between the composite variable
and fertilizer.

The analysis adopts a step-by-step procedure and the results are

presented in a similar manner.

Empirical Results -- Study Area A -- Phase One

For study area A, input-output data were collected for 100 fields,

but later reduced to 66 fields due to incomplete information on some

fields. Because the use of standardized evaporation pans was recently

adopted, only four years of pan evaporation data were available. The

required pan evaporation data were estimated with a procedure developed

for the study and presented in detail elsewhere, for individual

meteorological stations scattered throughout the plantation. 6 Briefly

this procedure involves fitting a regression line to existing pan

6 Hogg, Howard C., Jack R. Davidson, and Lloyd B. Rankine, "A
Composite Variable for Estimating the Productivity of Irrigation Water",
HAES, Technical Paper 938. Proceedings Water Resources Committee,
Western Agricultural Economics Research Council, December 1967.
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evaporation, gram caloric and wind data. Wind data used were obtained

from a weather station adjacent to the study area. 7 The following

estimating equations were obtained for each station. Each subscripted

variable represents a different pan evaporation station.

Pe (1) -3.3345 + .00214G + .0044W
(10.433)-:( (4.211);'( (4- 2)

Pe (2) = 3.8838 + .00042G + .00058W
(1.753);'0': (3.410);'( (4- 3)

Pc (3) = 2.6872 + .00099G + .00062W
(3.700);': (3.699);': (4-4)

~I( t ratios, significant at 1 percent level
i':i'r t ratios, significant at 10 percent level

Estimates of monthly pan evaporation (Pc) for respective fields used in

the study were obtained by substituting wind speed (w) and gram caloric

readings (g) into the respective equations that represent pan evaporation

stations closest to these fields. Annual pan evaporation (APE was

derived by adding monthly estimates for the period of the crop cycle and

dividing the total by twelve. Potential evapotranspiration was then

computed by multiplying the annual pan evaporation by the factors 1.71

and 1.52 as used to define the two general versions of the composite

variable.

Even though this technique of estimating pan evaporation appears

relatively simple and differs from more complex approaches, there is

enough evidence to support its use as a model for short-term predication.

For the most part, all the above prediction equations have met accepted

7 Officers at the Environmental Science Services Administration,
Honolulu Office, suggested the use of this source because none were
available within the study area.
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statistical criteria as can be seen by the probability levels. Further,

the estimated pan evaporation values were close to those actually

observed at the respective stations. Pan evaporation estimates for

each station were not significantly different from each other, but there

was enough evidence to separate them. This approach was used as a

research tool developed solely for the purposes of this study.

Extension to other situations may require further refinement.

Statistical Production Functions

Statistical production functions based on the general quadratic and

reciprocal formulations obtained from the analysis of the data are shown

in Table I. These functions were obtained by inserting the regression

coefficients for the significant variables into the general form of the

respective equations, then holding each significant variable constant

at its mean and making the necessary adjustments in the constant term

(a value) leaves us with tons of cane per acre expressed as a function

of the composite variable (water adequacy) for land quality A. The

unadjusted equations are presented in Table I of Appendix A.

Two versions of the composite variable were used in fitting these

functions and are defined below:

(a) Wi = (NxS) + Re
1.71 APE

(b) Wi = (NxS) + Re
1.52 APE

They reflect alternative approaches to the definition of the

composite variable. These definitions assume that sugar cane yield is

maximized when the fields are irrigated after all the available soil

moisture has been depleted and is based on a single estimate for the

entire crop.



TABLE I. PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR ALL FIELDS,

Quadratic Functions
Land Quality A

Adjusted a
\Yi 2 R2Eguation Crop Years A Value Wi

1 a 1955-1966 72.5338 52.4999 -13.2209 .35
(3. 063)~'" (1. 781)~""::

Reciprocal Functions

Eguation Crop Years
Adjusted
A Value

Land Quality A

1 b 1955-1966 135.5013 -23.1769
(6.672)~·'

.35

* t values -- significant at 1 percent level

** t values -- significant at 10 percent level



JCTION FUNCTIONS FOR ALL FIELDS, SUGAR PRODUCING AREA A

Quadratic Functions
Land Quality A

a
\Yi 2 R2

Adjusted b_
Wi A Value Wi

~.4999 -13.2209 .35 72.5155 46.6530
I. 063)~'" (1.781)·...·:: (3.066)·':

Reciprocal Functions

-10.4204 .35
(l . 778 ) .':.':

Land Quality A

-23.1769
(6.672)~':

.35

Adjusted
A Va 1ue

135.4123 -26.0191
(6.665)'::

.35

level a Wi (NxS) + Re
1. 71 APE

level b Wi (NxS) + Re
1. 52 APE
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Equations 4-5 and 4-6 below give the results obtained when

version b of the composite variable is fitted to plantation-wide data,

i.e., for all crops grown and harvested between 1955 and 1966.

TCA = 72.5155 + 46.6530 Wi
(3.006)*

10.4204 Wi2
(1. 788)iri,

(4-5)

TCA = 135.4123 26.0191 Wi- l

(6.665)*
(4-6)

* t ratios significant at 1 percent level
** t ratios significant at 10 percent level

As can be readily seen in the above equations and Table I, the

regression coefficients obtained for the included variables were

significant at either the 10 or 1 percent levels. However, only 35

percent of the variation in sugar cane yield were explained by the

significant variables. Many of the variables included in the original

equations were omitted because they did not satisfy prescribed

statistical criteria. Equation 4-5 appears to fit the data reasonably

well, however, its usefulness is often questioned. To assess its

usefulness as an estimator of the contributions of water to sugar cane

yield, CWo tests were performed: (1) test for multicolinearity and

(2) test for autocorrelation. A discussion on both concepts is

presented in phase two of the analysis.

Results of these tests are presented in Tables II, III, and IV.

Table II shows coefficients for the Durbin-Watson Statistic and Von

Neumann Ratio while Tables III and IV show the correlation coefficients

for various input categories included in equations 4-5 and 4-6. With

the exception of the squared term in the quadratic equation, inter-

relationships among the variables in both equations do not appear to be
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TABLE II. RESULTS OF TESTS FOR AUTOCORRELATION

Type of
Regression Durbin-Watson Statistic Von Neumann Ratio Results

d

Equation Wi Wi Wi Wi ok d d

1 Quadratic 1.4078 1.4082 1.4114 1.4118 1.41L. 1.44

2 Reciprocal 1.4207 1. 4212 1.4242 1.4248 1.42~1.44

* Based on 1 percent significance level

a serious problem. If this is used as choice criteria, then equation

4-6 would be preferred to equation 4-5.

Results shown in Table II above indicate only small differences

between the two functions. In both cases there were very small

evidences of autocorrelation existing in the data. This can be

interpreted to mean that these equations can be used with caution. No

attempt was made to remove the autocorrelation at this stage though

statistical methods for handling these problems do exist (17, p. 198).

In applying other criteria to these statistical functions, two points

were considered (1) the relation of the functions to the hypothesized

relationship and (2) the original definitions of the composite variable.

In the first case, the quadratic equation meets the diminishing marginal

product criteria and allows maximization of the function. In both

versions the composite variable, yield effect was not maximized where

the variable Wi was equal to 1.0. This occurred at values of 2.20 and

1.98 for Wi and Wi, respectively. This would indicate that irrigation



TABLE III. CORRE~ION }lATRIX -- INPUTS, EQUATION 4-5

Inputs

Age

Crop Year

Land Quality A

Land Quility B

Composite Variable

Composite Variable Sqd.

Age in
Honths

1.000

Crop Year Land Quality A Land Quality B
Wi2(Plo or Rat.) (Productivity) (Productivity) Wi

.034 .117 - .168 .115 .109

1.000 .074 - .068 - .058 - .055

1.000 - .640 - .254 - .257

1.000 - .246 - .253

1.000 .985

1.000

TABLE IV. CORRELATION HATRLX -- INPUTS, EQUATION 4-6

Age in Crop Year Land Quality A Land Quality B
t.) (Productivity) (Productivity)

.034 .117 - .168

1.000 .074 - .068

1.000 - .640

1.000

l/Composite Variable 1.000
U1
~
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of sugar cane fields was more frequent than that assumed in the

definition of the composite variable for sugar producing area A.

The next step in this phase of the analysis was to modify the

composite variable to test the relationship between sugar cane yield

and a range in soil moisture used on a plantation-wide basis. Values

between .4 and .8 were employed. They were introduced into the

composite variable as C factors in the following manner -- c(NxS) + Re

Examples of some of the results obtained are shown in Tables V and VI.

Only results for one version of the composite variable are shown for

each form of the equations. Quite noticeable is the fact that the

total coefficient of determination increased by only one percent for

all the equations except 3 and 4. There was also a significant increase

in the significance levels for the regression coefficients. Equations

appearing below are adjusted total product for general quadratic

formulations for equations 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Table V. They are

estimated for land quality A.

TCA = 71.7146 + 98.4238Wi 44.3381Wi2 (4-7)

TCA = 70.6646 + 88.7890Wi 35.3772Wi2 (4-8)
(5.075)* (3.315)*

TCA = 70.3452 + 79.7426Wi 28.4250Wi2 (4-9)
(5.065)* (3.351)*

TCA = 70.7279 + 64.78l2Wi 19.0228Wi2 (4-10)
(4.964)* (3.329)*

* t ratios -- significant at 1 percent level

Other equations for the quadratic form are presented in Appendix A.

Table VII shows the c factors and the corresponding values at which the

functions are maximized with respect to the composite variables for the

above equations.



TABLE V. MODIFIED QUADRATIC EQUATIONS FOR CROPS 1955-1

Land
Equation C Factor A Value Age Crop Year Quality A

1 .4 36.3847 .2743 - .8162 31. 5055
(1. 320) (2.053) -/,*i, (14.220)*

2 .5 34.2600 .3002 - .8500 32.0777
(1.444) (2. 139) ~b'r.', (14.205)-/'

3 .6 33.1160 .3242 - .8804 32.4346
(1. 560) (2. 150) *id, (14.143)7'

4 .8 32.3794 .3636 - .9291 32.7818
(1. 752)a (2. 333) ~\-.., (13. 978) ~'(

a.k Significant at the 1 percent level
"!rl( Significant at the 2 percent level

*~rk Significant at the 5 percent level b
a Significant at the 10 percent level Wi = c(N

1



EQUATIONS FOR CROPS 1955-1966 SUGAR PRODUCING AREA A

Land Land b
Crop Year Quality A Quality B Wi Wi2 R2

- .8162 31. 5055 24.1046 98.4238 -44.3381 .36
(2.053) -/'*i' (14.220)* ( 9.990)-/: ( 5.019)·': ( 3.212)-/:

- .8500 32.0777 24.6600 88.7890 -35.3762 .36
(2. 139) .b'r.', (14.205)-/' (10.045)·" ( 5.075)·" ( 3.315)·'c

- .8804 32.4346 25.0019 79.7426 -28.4250 .35
(2. 150) *id' (14.143)7' (10.043)·" ( 5.065)-/: ( 3.351)."

- .9291 32.7818 25.3252 64.7812 -19.0228 .35
(2.333) .'c;', (13.978)·'( ( 9.968);" ( 4.964)-/( ( 3.329)·/(

b
Wi = c(NxS) + Re

1. 71 APE



TABLE VI. HODIFIED RECIPROCAL FUNCTIONS FOR CROPS 1955-1966 - - SUGAR PRODUCING AREA A

Land Land b

Equation C Factor A Value Age Crop Year Quality A Quality B Wi- 1 R2

5 .4 100.9980 .2817 - .8292 30.5915 23.1968 -12.5152 .36
(1. 350) (2.089)*** (14.192) ;\- ( 9.880)* ( 7.225)*

6 .5 100.6260 .3072 - .8632 31.0850 23.6858 -14.6744 .36
(1.480) (2.177);bb\: (14.231)* ( 9.970);·~ ( 7.211);\-

7 .6 100.0090 .3307 - .8938 31. 3878 23.9839 -16.6125 .36
(1.600)a (2.254) *;\-* (14.217) ;': (10.000);': ( 7.142)*

8 .8 98.6249 .3692 - .9430 31.6732 24.2623 -20.0432 .36
(1. 786)a (2.375);':* (14.128);'~ ( 9.976);': ( 6.972);\-

;\- Significant at 1 percent level
** Significant at 2 percent level

*** Significant at 5 percent level b

a Significant at 10 percent level Wi- 1 = c (NxS) + Re
1. 71 APE

lTl
"-.I
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TABLE VII. MAXll1IZING VALUES OF Wi AND THEIR CORRESPONDING
C FACTOR FOR SPECIFIED EQUATIONS

Maximizing

Equation C Factor Wi Wi

5 .4 1.109 1.309

6 .5 1.254 1.369

7 .6 1.402 1.494

8 .8 1.702 1. 738

As shown in the aforenoted table, the values for the composite

variable at which sugarcane yield is maximized increases as the factor

for adjustment increases. This means that when available soil moisture

is depleted by 40 percent or more, irrigation is required so as to

maintain increasing yields or else yields will fall drastically.

The following equations are representations obtained when the

reciprocal versions have been modified with the same adjustment factors

used for the quadratic formulations. They correspond to equations 5, 6,

7, and 8 in Table VI.

TCA = 135.5471 - l2.5l52Wi- l (4-11)
(7. 255)~dr

TCA = 136.1602 - 14. 6744WC l (4-12)
(7.211)*,-r

TCA = 136.3014 - l6.6l25Wi- 1 (4-13)
(7.147) **

TCA = 135.9518 - 20.0432Wi- 1 (4-14)
(6.972)**

** t - ratios significant at 1 percent level
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A complete list of the modified equations is presented in Tables II and

III of Appendix A.

The foregoing equations were used to test whether differences in

land quality were sufficient to cause a shift in the functional form of

the equation and whether the composite variable as defined was workable.

Preliminary results indicate that land quality difference was indeed a

shift variable. This can be noticed in the difference and significance

between the regression coefficients in equations presented in Tables V

and VI of the text and Tables I, II, and III of Appendix A. Both

versions of the composite variable appear to work reasonably well. These

results set the stage for the second phase of the analysis for sugar

producing area A.

Phase Two -- Empirical Results

The main purpose of phase two was to explore the relationships

between sugar cane yield, soil moisture and soil moisture stress based

on established agronomic theories. Four ranges of critical moisture~

stress were used to modify the original definitions of the composite

variable Wi, baseJ on two major soil groups that characterize the sugar

cane fields. Critical moisture stress was based on the realtionships

presented in section 3. The soil groupings are identified as group A

and B. Group A consists of dark magnesium clays and related soils,

while group B consists of low humic latosols and related ones. A second

grouping of the observations was necessary because some of the fields

were irrigated with brackish water. The exact salt content was not

known. However, for purposes of the study all irrigation water

containing 3.24 or more grams of sodium chloride per gallon was
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considered brackish water. In addition, a few fields were subjected

to overhead irrigation and were eliminated to preserve homogeneity.

Empirical Results

The following statistical production functions based on the

composite variable defined as:

Wi

where

= ~ (N x S) + Re

a APE

now represents used soil moistuLc corresponding

to a particular critical moisture stress.

a = 1.71 or 1.52

and which appear below as well as in Tables VIII and IX. Only the

functions containing significant variables were selected and are

expressed in terms of land quality A.

TCA = 13.3060 + 230.78l0Wi - l27.2630Wi2

(2.863)i( (2.242);'0'(

TCA = 146.8226 - 12. 5395Wi- l

(4.11)*

i( t ratios significant 1 percent level
"'(~k t ratios significant 2 percent level

(4-15)

(4-16)

Equations 4-15 and 4-16 represents examples of results obtained for

fields irrigated with brackish water for soil groups A and B when 60

percent and 30 percent of the available soil moisture have been used up.

Equations 4-17 and 4-18 below represent relationships for fresh water

when 60 percent of the soil moisture has been depleted for soil groups

A and B.



TABLE VIII. ADJUSTED FUNCIIONS FOR FIELDS IRRIGATED WITH BRACKISH AND NON-BRACKISH WATER,
LAND QUALITY A -- CROPS 1955-1966

Brackish Water
Used Critical a

Equation Soil Soil Hoistur.: Soil A Value \-li Wi2 R2

Hoisture Stress Group
Percent AnI

1 .60 unknown A 13.3060 230.7810 -127.2630 .39
(2.836)~': (2.242)**

2 1.00 unknown A - 13.2371 212.9740 - 86.1990 .41
(3.983)* (3.365)1':

Wi- 1

4 .60 unknown A 144.5810 23.3518 --- .38
(5.281)*

6 .30 unknO\yn B 146.8226 - 12.5395 --- .54
(4.1l1)~\-

Non-Brackish Water

10 .60 2 A 34.2016 209.1420 -135.5030 .23
(2. 569) ~': (2. 143) ~\-.<-

Wi
13 .25 1 A 131. 5057 - 7.8806 --- .23

(3.796)*
14 .60 2 A 133.8507 - 14.4979 --- .22

(3. 596) ~':

15 .60 1 B 127.0533 - 14.9842 --- .18
\ (2.586)~\-

16 .30 75 B 62.5744 123.3240 - 62.1591 .18
(2.40 1) ~':~': (1. 934)~':

* t ratios significant at 1 percent level ~(N x S) + Re
-k-'<- t ratios significant at 5 percent level a. Wi =

1. 71 APE 0"
t-'



TABLE IX. ADJUSTED FUNCTIONS FOR FIELDS IRRIGATED l-lITH BRACKISH AND NON-BRACKISH WATER,
LAND QUALITY A -- CROPS 1955-1966

Brackish Water
Used Critical a

Equation Soil Soil Hoisture Soil we 1 Wi2 R2

Hoisture Stress Group A Value
Percent ATH

16 .25 --- A 134.0721 - 11. 3854 --- .32
(4.890)~\"

19 .60 --- B 130.6813 - 16.1116 --- .34
(2. 33)*"l\"

Wi
22 1.00 --- A - 22.0988 203.7060 -73.9165 .43

(4.230)* (3.611)*
24 .30 --- B 70.0856 - 89.8446 -30.4412 .55

(1. 430) ( .613)

Non-Brackish Water

10 .60 2 A 138.6413 - 18.3090 --- .26
(4. 620)"l\"

12 .60 2 B 167.0962 - 41. 9282 --- .36
(5.44)*

Wi Wi2

25 .60 2 A 54.4082 134.7030 -75.5681 .21
(1. 944) ~"*"x (1. 560)

28 1.00 33 B 17.1613 141.6560 -55.3461 .20
( 1. 945) m\"* (1.623)

* t ratios significant at 1 percent level 14N x S) + Re
** t ratios significant at 2 percent level a. Wi = 1. 52 APE

*** t ratios significant at 5 percent level 0'
N
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TCA = 34.2016 + 209.l42Wi l35.5030Wi2

(2.569)* (2.l43)*1r

TCA = 127.0533 l4.9842Wi- l

(2.586)*

* t ratios significant at 1 percent level

** t ratios significant at 2 percent level

(4-17)

(4-18)

Critical soil moisture stress is approximately 2 and 1 atmosphere in

each case. No critical soil moisture is indicated for brackish water

because as mentioned previously the exact salt content is unknown. A

complete list of the adjusted equations and their respective critical

moisture stresses is presented in Table VIII. All the functions except

those for fresh water on soil group B represent land quality A. The

original functions, as estimated, are presented in Table IV of

Appendix B.

Alternative functions were fitted using definition b of the

composite variable. The results are shown in Table IX. These results

have been obtained by substituting the significant variables and then

holding them constant at their mean values. All the respective

functions have been expressed in terms of land quality A. As before,

all the equations for soil group B represent relationships for land

quality A. No other land quality existed. The original functions are

presented in Tables IV through IX of Appendix B.

In order to evaluate the usefulness and validity of the functions

estimated in this, the second phase of the analysis, tests for

interrelationships among the variables used and for independence of the

residuals were performed as occurred in phase one.
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A. Tests for Interrelationships Among the Included Variables

Evidence of interrelationships among the variables included in the

estimated equations can be observed from the coefficients in a

correlation matrix. Two such matrices are presented in Tables X and XI.

Examination of the coefficients indicates that significant interrela

tionships exist among the variables that are part of the quadratic

equations. This indicates that either the linear or the squared term

could work independently, equally well. However, it is obvious that a

quadratic formulation calls for a squared term. As previously indicated,

when two or more variables within the same equation are highly related to

each other, the significance levels of the regression coefficients will

be low and errors in prediction will be quite large. Such a contention

is supported by the results presented in Tables XIII and XIV.

B. Tests for Independence of Residuals

In the technical sense, tests for independence of the residuals are

referred to as tests for autocorrelation. These tests are necessary

because when the technique of multiple regression was employed, it was

assumed that successive errors as well as independent variables \vere

completely independent of each other. If they lack independence,

estimates based on the regression coefficients would be less accurate.

Several statistical methods have been developed for handling such

situations. One such method involves calculation of a first order

auto-regressive scheme for the residuals in which the original data

undergoes transformation. New regression coefficients are then computed

from the transformed data (17, p. 198). Presence or absence of auto-



TABLE X. CORRELATION NATRIX FOR SPECIFIED LWUTS

Crop Land Land Wi Wi2 Wi- l Wi Wi2
Year Qty. A Qty. B (.60) (.60) (.60) (.30) (.30)

Crop Year 1.000 .075 - .024 - .188 - .184 .194 - .173 - .173
Land Qty. A 1.000 - .757 .062 .079 - .033 .063 .070
Land Qty. B 1.000 - .093 - .096 .092 - .037 - .031

Wi (.60) 1.000 .992 - .966 .958 .949
Wi2 (.60) 1.000 - .928 .949 .954
Wi- l (.60) 1.000 - .928 - .890
Wi (.30) 1.000 .992
Wi2 (.30) 1.000

Crop Year
Land Qty. A
Land Qty. B

Wi (.60)
Wi2 (.60)
Wi- l (.60)
we l (.25)
Wi (.30)
Wi2 (.30)

TABLE XI. CORREIATION l>1ATRIX FOR SPECIFIED INPlrrS

Crop Land Land Wi \oli2 \oli- l Wi- l \oli Wi2

Year Qty. A Qty. B (.60) (.60) (.60) (.25) (.30)

1.000 .075 - .024 - .196 - .191 .206 .176 - .182 - .181
1.000 - .757 - .059 .075 - .032 .057 .060 .066

1.000 - .094 - .096 .095 .048 - .038 - .031
1.000 .993 - .967 - .903 .958 .949

1.000 - .930 - .867 .949 .954
1.000 .937 - .929 - .893

1.000 - .961 - .920
1.000 .992

1.000
--

Q'\
VI
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corr~lation can be detected with the aid of the Durbin-Watson ctatisti~

and the Von Neumann ratio.

In order to perform these tests, the following equations were

selected from among those presented in Table V. These functions will

be listed below in order to avoid mis-identification, and represent

version a of the composite variable and land quality A.

Brackish Water - Soil Group A

(1) TCA = 13.3060 + 230.78l0Wi - l27.2630Wi2

(3) TCA = 144.5810 - 23.35l0Wi- l

Non-Brackish Water - Soil Group B

(12) TCA = 62.5744 + l23.3240Wi 62.l590Wi2

(14) TCA = 127.0533 - l4.9842Wi- l

Results of these tests are shown in Table XII and are based on 5 percent

significance level.

TABLE XII. DURBIN-WATSON STATISTIC AND VON NEUMANN RATIOS
FOR SPECIFIED FUNCTIONS

Durbin-Watson Von Neumann Results
Eguations Statistic Ratio d. dL.

1 1. 7859 1.8024 1. 78 "7 1. 62

3 1.7171 1.7171 1.71 '? 1. 62

12 1. 7674 1.8020 1. 76 '?' 1.42

14 1.8834 1.8834 1.88 "7 1.42

In all cases the computed value was greater than the tabulated value for

the lower boundry Durbin-Watson statistic. These computations were

based on the following formula:
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Yc(t)

d

Where

=

n

~
t = 2

* 2Ut

d represents the computed statistic

*U = Yt

Where Yt is the observed value of a given dependent variable and

Yc(t) is the computed value based on the estimated regression equation.

*Ut may be regarded as an estimator of Ut , the error term included in

the general formulation of the estimating equations. On the basis of

the results presented in Table XII, it was possible to accept the

equations because there was substantial evidence that serial correlation

among the residuals was lacking. As further proof of lack of dependence

among the residuals, a sample of the computed residuals is plotted in

Figure 7. These results were expected because even though an aspect of

t~le series was introduced by considering 6 crop years, the observations

were basically cross sectional. Tables XIII and XIV show a comparison

between actual and estimated yields as well as their differences for

equations 1, 3, 12 and 14. In general the magnitude of the differences

expressed in tons of cane per acre, was almost identical for both forms

of the equation except in the case of Table XIV in which those for the

reciprocal (14) appear to be longer than those for the quadratic

formulation.

Empirical Results -- Sugar Producing Area B

Two separate statistical analyses were conducted for sugar

producing area B, located on the Island of Hawaii. Data collected for
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TABLE XIII. SA}~LE OF ACTUAL AND ESTI}~ED YIELD FOR SUGAR CANE PRODUCED ON SOIL GROUP A
AND IRRIGATED \HTH BRACKISH WATER

Equation 1 Equation 3

Actual Yields Estimated Yields Difference Estimated Yields Difference
TCA TCA TCA TCA TCA

115.06 109.66 5.40 108.64 6.42
103.70 112.30 - 8.60 111. 31 - 7.61
106.66 99.99 6.67 100.66 6.00
56.72 82.71 -25.99 82.80 -26.08
72.13 101. 19 -29.06 101. 84 -29.71

117.75 108.69 9.06 107.98 9.77
110.49 97.90 12.59 97.88 12.61
105.95 110.55 - 4.60 110.46 - 4.51
104.56 92.35 12.21 91.84 12.72
112.50 114.71 - 2.21 114.63 - 2.13
123.19 111. 38 11.81 110.27 12.92
119.93 112.83 7.10 111.61 8.32
111.45 104.23 7.22 104.08 7.37
124.94 112.74 12.20 111. 52 13.42
83.15 92.68 - 9.53 93.91 -10.76
88.62 105.76 -17.14 105.92 -17.30

117.98 113.41 4.57 112.31 5.67
122.74 116.50 6.24 115.07 7.67
114.43 116.21 - 1.78 114.77 - 0.34
104.14 118.30 -14.16 119.07 -14.93
109.01 114.68 - 5.67 113.30 - 4.29
131. 86 120.17 11.69 124.39 7.47

0'
\C



TABLE XIV. SAHPLE OF ACIUAL AND ESTll1ATED YIELD FOR SUGAR CANE PRODUCED ON SOIL GROUP B
AND IRRIGATED \HTH NON-BRACKISH WATER

Equation 12 Equation 14

Actual Yields Estimated Yields Difference Estimated Yields Difference
TCA TCA TCA TCA TCA

100.51 102.06 - 1.55 105.77 - 5.26
75.58 88.67 -13.09 93.39 -17.81
94.14 86.66 7.48 92.47 1. 67

121. 81 107.24 14.57 108.13 13.68
90.09 99.48 - 9.39 102.01 -11.92

126.53 108.41 18.12 109.85 16.68
113.84 110.31 3.53 110.16 3.68
102.60 97.74 4.86 100.95 1. 65
101.40 101. 89 - 0.49 106.82 - 5.42
98.90 106.16 - 7.85 109.40 -10.50

107.09 98.81 8.28 101. 01 6.08
107.96 107.47 0.49 108.49 - 0.53

71.80 99.49 -27.69 104.26 -32.46
111. 25 92.97 18.28 98.49 12.76
81.26 99.56 -18.30 105.44 -24.18
95.02 103.98 - 8.96 110.70 -15.68

118.98 106.69 12.29 107.23 11. 75
111. 90 100.11 11. 79 107.52 4.38
99.20 108.16 - 8.96 109.96 -10.76
60.72 95.80 -35.08 97.15 -36.43
93.18 118.26 -25.08 114.47 -21. 29

102.27 107.81 - 5.54 110.28 - 8.01
109.42 94.93 14.49 98.41 11.01
97.57 90.17 7.40 85.32 12.25

--...J
0
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the period 1953-1966 were subdivided into two broad groups. Group one

included all the observations obtained from fields on which irrigation

was practiced while group two consisted of observations from the

unirrigated fields. The majority of the irrigated fields is located in

the low elevation zones, 100-400 feet, while the unirrigated fields are

in the high elevation zones, more than 600 feet above sea level. In

some cases unirrigated fields are located as high as 1,700 teet above

sea level. This marked difference in elevation was thought to be

sufficient to cause a difference in yield response. Fields that are

located in high elevation areas tend to receive less solar radiation.

In fact, it has been established that for every 1,000 feet change in

elevation, solar radiation falls off approximately 7 percent (60, p. 9).

The amount of solar radiation received by the plant also depends on such

factors as the cloud cover, the sun's angle and the atmosphere turbidity.

Solar radiation exhibits a positive relationship with sugar cane yield.

The higher the solar radiation, the higher the expected yield. In

Hawaii, solar radiation has been found to be among the highest in the

world and this is held to be partly responsible for the high sugar

production in the state.

The variation in elevation was used to separate the unirrigated

fields into three subgroupings for analytical purposes. These sub

groupings correspond to the location of the evaporation pans; 750 feet,

1,125 feet and 1,500 feet above sea level. This additional subdivision

enables us to compare one entire function fitted for all the unirrigated

fields in which a shift variable of the zero-one variety is used to

account for elevation differences, with individual functions for each
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elevation. As mentioned previously, it was expected that differences in

elevation would bring about a change in the functional form of the

statistical equations. However, the errors in the predicted yield as

well as the marginal values were not expected to be significantly

different from each other.

As in the case of area A, the amount of pan evaporation data

available was less than that needed for direct estimation. This

limitation was less severe in the caSe of the analysis for the irrigated

fields because like pan evaporation stations, irrigation of sugar cane

fielc!s was very recent. There was sufficient data on pan evaporation to

cover the irrigated crops (two crop years in most cases), but not enough

to cover the number of crops on which the analysis was based for the

unirrigated fields. The required monthly pan evaporation data for these

fields was obtained by statistical manipulation of the mean and standard

deviation of the observations tlillt were available for each station.8

Annual pan evaporation was then computed for the respective crop year

with the procedure outlined for area A.

Statistical Results: Group One - Irrigated Fields

Group one constitutes the irrigated fields and as already mentioned,

are the low elevation fields. For reasons mentioned above, only 39

observations from 26 fields were used in the analysis. Analysis of the

data proceeded in a number of steps. Where possible, the crop cycle

was divided into two stages; stage one represents the first 6 months of

8 This procedure is discussed at length in reference (8, p. 147).
The monthly pan evaporation used is basically theoretical, based on the
assumption that the observations for each month are normally distributed.
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sugar cane growth, stage two represents the last 7-18 months of crop

growth on the average. Theoretically, it was possible to break up the

crop cycle into at least six stages (see Figure 3) rather than two

cycles if we rely purely on the periods in the crop cycle. But besides

being computationally convenient, a two stage function is also supported

by the evidence in Figure 3. It appears that sugar cane will tolerate

high 1eve1~ of moisture depletion between a and 6 months and low levels

as the crop moves towards maturity, i.e., between 6-18 months when the

evaporative demand is much higher. When the plants are young the ground

cover is incomplete and so less water is required for maximum yie1d. 9

As they become older and the canopy becomes fuller the scope of

evaporation increases. Because of this, irrigation can be less

frequent during the early stages of growth than during the late stages.

For this theory to hold, the functions estimated empirically for the

early stage when 60 or 80 percent of the available moisture has been

depleted should have statistical properties that are significant and

similar in both stages.

The two stage function proposed above follows the general

formulation shown below as equation 4-19.

(4-19)

Where

TCA = tons of cane per acre

9 This contention is supported by Jen-Hu Chang, Climate and
Agriculture. A1dine Publishing Company, Chicago, pp. 209-210, 1968.
Chang also indicates that where there is high radiation intensity the
maximum yield of a crop with inco~p1ete cover is usually less than one
in which the ground cover is incomplete.
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Wl represents the composite variable for stage 1

W2 represents the composite variable for stage 2

This general formulation considers the composite variable (water

adequacy) defined earlier, as the only causal variable, or that all

other input factors are held constant at their mean values. Statistical

estimation of equation 4-19 followed a piecemeal approach. The

"quantity of water" applied in each stage of the crop cycle was first

considered in conjunction with other variables. This was possible

because the actual amounts of water applied were available. None of the

resulting fitted equations were statistically significant and so were

not included here. This finding supports the hypothesis advanced that

the quantity of water applied is not a useful variable on which to base

a production function for water. The "effective water" (EW) was then

considered. Results obtained are presented in equation 4-20 below:

TeA ::: 109.3114 + 2.1486 Age - .3145 Nitrogen
(2.600)* (3.610)*

(4-20)

.0365 Phosphorus - 21.2469 EW l - l - 1247.3281 Ew2- l

(1.480) ( .217) (1.40)

::: .45 F ratio::: 5.417

* t ratios, significant at 1 percent level

In this equation, the effective water (EW) for each stage is

defined as the number of irrigation rounds multiplied by the available

soil moisture storage capacity plus effective rainfall. As can be

seen, only age and nitrogen show high statistical significance.

Effective water for stage two and phosphate are significant at slightly

less than 10 percent. It should be pointed out that to this point no

consideration was given to the atmospheric demand for water or the
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amount of water used prior to reaching a critical moisture stress for

the particular soil group on which the irrigated fields are located.

All the irrigated fields used in this section of the analysis are

located on soil group B. The physical characteristics, as well as the

moisture release curves for this particular soil were given earlier.

Incorporation of the relationship between soil moisture stress and soil

moisture used for the specified soil group resulted in the following

equations:

TCA = 73.7951 + 2.0883 Age
(2.340)**

.2688 Nitrogen
(3.150)* (4-21)

97.3972 EWl - 70.8596 EW12 + 353.0918 EW2
(1.540) (1.180) (1.640)**

-223.5776 Ew2
2

(1.510)

= .51 F ratio = 4.628

TCA = 126.4576 + 2.1112 Age
(2.500)**

2.8669 Nitrogen
(3.308)* (4-22)

-2.883 EWl-l - 17.8398 EW2- l
(1.400) (1.840)**7,

= .47 F ratio = 5.013

* t ratios significant at 1 percent level
** t ratios significant at 2 percent level

*** t ratios significant at 10 percent level

Equations 4-21 and 4-22 represent production functions when

approximately 30 percent of the available soil moisture has been used

up by the plant and show substantial improvements over the results

presented in equation 4-20. Effective water for stage two was now

significant at the 10 percent level.
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The next step was the introduction of potential evapotranspiration

into the composite variable. As before, the composite variable was

constructed for t,.,o stages of growth as well as for the entire crop

cycle. The resulting equations are presented below in their fitted

form. Equations 4-23, 4-23a, 4-23b describe three relationships

obtained when the composite variable Wi, is constructed Eor the entire

crop and are selected from among those presented in Table xv.

TCA = - 7.9484 + 2.4141 Age - .3248 Nitrogen
(3.107)* (3.283)* (4-23)

+ 393.5273Wi
(1. 784) *'/""ri~

- 353.6l62\.a2
(1.687) "/,*-Jd•

= •44 F ratio = 6.665

TCA = - 280.9165 + 2.3991 Age - .3229 Nitrogen
(3.087)* (3.791)*

- 701.0290Wi + 1034.7146 ~Wi
(1.624)**** (1.685)7ri'**

(4-23a)

= .44 F ratio = 6.663

Nitrogen

- 43.7985 (Wi YN
( 1.443)

TCA =-603.7598 + 2.4500 Age + .8309
(3.199)* (1.033)

- 484.5036 Wi + l584.l235\rWi
(1.872)** (2.211)*

(4-23b)

= .47 F ratio = 5.917

Equations 4-23 and 4-23a represent relationships when soil

moisture has been depleted to 40 percent. When soil moisture was

reduced to almost 100 percent, relationships shown in equation 4-23b

resulted. The amount of variation in sugar cane yield explained by the

included variables are 44 percent and 47 percent for equation 4-23 and

4-23a and 4-23b respectively. For the most part the regression

coefficients are within acceptable significant levels. Crop age and



TABLE XV. PRODUCIION FUNCIIONS FOR IRRIGATED FIELDS - - SUGAR PRODUCING AREA B

(1)

• .30F ratio = 6.666

TCA = - 7.9856 + 2.4141 Age - .3248 Nitrogen + 787.3272 Wi - 1414.9822 Wi2

(3.107)* (3.823)* (1.785)** (1.687)'~

R2 = .44

(2)

= .60F ratio = 6.665

TCA c • 7.9484 + 2.4141 Age - .3248 Nitrogen + 393.5273 Wi - 353.6162 Wi2

(3.107)* (3.823)* (1.784)**** (1.687)**

R2 c .44

(3)

= 1.00F ratio = 6.665

TeA = - 7.8825 + 2.4142 Age - .3248 Nitrogen + 235.9695 Wi - 127.2184 Wi2

(3.107)* (3.823)* (1.784)** (1.687)m~

R2 = .44

TCA = - 280.6714 + 2.3991 Age - .3229 Nitrogen - 1401.1018 Wi + 1462.3447 ~i
(3.087)* (3.791)* (1.624)'~~ (1.684)'~ (4)

? F ratio = 6.662R- c .44 = .30

TCA = - 280.9165 + 2.3991 Age - .3229 Nitrogen - 701.0290 Wi + 1034.7146 ~
(3.087) ,\- (3.791)* (1. 624) ir.~ (l.685)'\- (5)

R2 = .44 F ratio = 6.663 = .60

(6)

= 1.00F ratio = 6.664

TCA = - 281.1631 + 2.3991 Age - .3229 Nitrogen - 420.9053 \H -+ 802.0161 'fWi
(3.087)* (3.790)* (1.625)~~k (1.686)**

R2 = .44

......

......



TABLE XV. (Continued) PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR IRRIGATED FIELDS -- SUGAR PRODUCING AREA B

TCA = - 603.7598 + 2.4500 Age + .8309 Nitrogen - 484.5036 Wi + 1584.1235~
(3.199)* (1.033) (1.872)** (2.211)*

- 43.7985 ~ ~
( 1.443) (7)

R2 = .47 F ratio = 5.917 = 1.00

TCA = 118.5810 + 2.3971 Age - .3400 Nitrogen - 4.2353 \.,ri-l
(3.041) * (3.975)* (1. 248) (8)

R2 = .41 F ratio = 7.989 = .30

TCA = 118.5809 + 2.3971 Age - .3400 Nitrogen - 8.4705 Wi- 1

(3.041)* (3.975)* (1. 248) (9)

R2 = .41 F ratio = 7.989 = .60

TCA = 118.5809 + 2.3971 Age - .3400 Nitrogen - 14.1175 Wi- 1
(3.041) 7\- (3.975)* (1. 248) (10)

R2 = .41 F ratio = 7.989 = 1.00

* t ratios significant at 1 percent level
~k t ratios significant at 10 percent level

~

.......
co
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nitrogen are generally more significant than the other explanatory

variables. This is true for all equations except 4-23b in which

nitrogen is replaced by the square root of the composite variable Wi.

The reduction in the significance of the regression coefficient for

nitrogen was caused by the interaction term, ~i y-N introduced into

equation 4-23b. The introduction of this variable also resulted in a

3 percent increase in the amount of variation explained. On the whole,

there is very little difference between the functions shown in the text

and the tables, since their statistical properties were almost similar.

Two equations were used in testing for interdependence among the

observations, the size of error terms, as well as to get some indication

of their predictive ability over the production surface. These results

are shown in Tables XVI and XVII. Table XVI compares 20 of the 39

observations used in fitting the functions with their corresponding

predicted values. Examination of the differences between observed and

predicted yield may give a picture in which there is a systematic

relationship between the negative and positive values. Such appearance

is due to the manner in which these values were selected. On the whole

differences were quite large due to existence of interrelationships

among the variables, the squared and square root terms.

Table XVII presents the results of the tests for autocorrelation

in the observations as well as the error terms. Five of the equations

presented in Table XV were used to obtain values for the Durbin-Watson

statistic and Von Neumann ratios. These results indicate that in

general the observations on the included variables each year of the

study period were independent of each other.



TABLE XVI. SAHPLE OF AC--rUAL AND ESTD1ATED YIELD FOR SUGAR CANE PRODUCED
ON IRRIGATED FIELDS: AREA B

Equation 4-23 Equation 4-23b

Actual Yields Estimated Yields Difference Estimated Yields Difference
TCA TCA TCA TCA TCA

83.11 64.05 19.06 79.24 3.87
92.21 61.15 31.06 82.52 9.69
91.42 74.94 16.48 76.47 14.95
80.31 95.10 -14.79 102.02 -21. 71
72.31 87.02 -14.71 86.95 -14.64
66.73 93.72 -26.99 72.05 - 5.32
61. 39 93.40 -32.01 82.84 -21. 45
60.23 72.96 -12.73 67.27 - 7.04
72.59 89.41 -16.82 83.32 -10.73
70.47 77 .05 - 7.52 72.72 - 2.25
81.05 72.66 8.39 82.40 - 1.35
80.57 95.13 -14.56 71.29 9.28
45.08 60.32 -15.24 54.54 - 9.46
76.75 85.71 - 8.96 95.18 -18.43

105.02 84.12 20.90 81.35 23.67
110.55 72.57 37.98 84.40 26.15
98.75 74.94 23.81 78.86 19.89
77.56 71.99 5.57 85.89 - 8.33
72.06 69.52 2.54 75.69 - 3.63
39.81 21.12 18.68 56.14 -16.33

OJ
o
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TABLE XVII. DURBIN-WATSON STATISTIC AND VON NEUMANN RATIOS
FOR SPECIFIEC EQUATIONS

Durbin-Watson Von Neumann Results
Equation Statistic Ratio d dL7(

2 (4-23) 1. 3612 1. 3970 1. 36 ? 1.09

3 1.9930 2.0455 1.99 -;. 1.09

5 1. 6611 1.7048 1.66 ~ 1.09

7 1.8790 1.9285 1.87 / 1.03

9 1. 8735 1.9228 1.87 '"? 1.14

* based on 1 percent significance level

Equation 4-24 represents relationships established when thc two

stage function was fitted to the data.

TCA = 8.6019 + 2.6913 Age - .3233 Nitrogen + 67.0769 Wi l
(3.184)* (3.599)* (1.505)

43.7505 Wi 1
2

(1. 320)
120.7802 Wi2 - 59.4152 Wi2

2

(1.327) (1.270) (4-24)

= .45 F ratio = 4.278

In these relationships soil moisture has been reduced to almost

100 percent prior to irrigation. As before, the variables age and

nitrogen are the most significant, statistically. With the exception

of the water variable for stage onc, all the others are significant at

less than 10 percent. The percent variation explained showed a slight

increase.

The statistical results shown in equation 4-24a represent relation-

ships established when available soil moisture was reduced to different

levels in both stages. In stage two, the available moisture is reduced
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by 60 percent and by the full amount in stage one. This was based on

the hypothesis that plants would tolerate high levels of moisture

depletion rate early in the growing season and much lower levels during

the late stage. This implies that irrigation could be less frequent

during the early stage and needs to be more frequent prior to maturity.

TCA = 8.6055 + 2.6913 Age .3233 Nitrogen + 67.0765 Wi l
(3.184)* (3.599)* (1.505)

- 43.7502 Wi 2 201.2890 Wi2 - 165.0324 W~2 (4-24a)1
(1.320) (1.327) (1.271)

~

R4 = .45 F ratio = 4.278

In all cases, the regression coefficients for the included variables

are statistically similar to those for equation 4-24. This also holds

for the amount of explained variation in the dependent variable. One

apparent difference between both equations is the slope of the water

variable for stage two. It is twice as sharp in equation 4-24a as it is

in 4-24. Yield maximizing Wi (composite variable) for both equations

are as follows: .77 and 1.01 for stage one and stage two, for equation

4-24 and .77 and .61 for equation 4-24a. For equation 4-24a, 60 percent

of the available soil moisture has been removed during the second stage

of growth while in stage one all the available soil moisture has been

depleted.

Information presented in Table XVIII is based on equation 4-24

and 4-24a. Close examination shows that equation 4-24a is better for

prediction because the estimated yields are much closer to the observed

yields than in the case of equation 4-24. These equations were also

used in computing the Durbin-Watson statistic and Von Neumann ratio.

The computed statistics did not reveal any strong evidence of



TABLE XVIII. SA}!PLE OF OBSERVED AND ESTINATED YIELDS FOR SUGAR CANE PRODUCED
ON IRRIGATED FIELDS -- SUGAR PRODUCING AREA B

Equation 4-24 Equation 4-24a

Observed Yield Estimated Yields Difference Estimated Yields Difference
TCA TCA TCA TCA TCA

83.11 84.10 - 0.99 74.72 8.39
92.21 82.74 9.47 58.27 33.94
91.42 78.71 12.71 72.58 18.84
80.31 103.70 -23.39 88.06 - 7.75
72.31 89.99 -17.68 89.78 -17.47
66.73 76.29 - 9.56 80.91 -14.18
61.39 88.54 -27.15 94.21 -32.82
60.23 61.04 - 0.81 51.42 8.82
72.59 85.86 -13.27 79.99 - 7.40
70.47 76.82 - 6.35 33.04 37.43
81.05 83.58 - 2.53 77 .49 3.56
80.57 83.19 - 2.62 95.35 -14.78
45.08 56.44 11. 36 60.89 -15.81
77 .00 80.53 - 3.53 76.34 0.66

105.02 85.04 19.98 87.09 17.93
110.55 84.88 25.67 70.86 39.69
98.75 82.39 16.36 79.62 19.13
77 .56 86.50 - 8.94 72.59 4.97
72.06 79.01 - 7.55 74.66 - 2.60

co
w
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autocorrelation among the data. In both cases, thc computed values are

much higher than thc tabulatcd valucs and are significant at the 1

perccnt lcvel.

Whilc thcsc results do not give conclusive evidcnce whether to

accept or reject the hypotheses on the two stage relationships, they do

providc somc valuablc information as to the likely rcsults when the

frcquency of irrigation is modified according to thc stagc of growth.

Decisions to incrcasc or decrcase thc watcr applied at each stagc will

have to be based on economic reasoning. This requires a knowledge of

the marginal products during each stagc of growth relativc to the cost

of applying the watcr. Thesc rclationships will be discussed in the

appropriate section. The main purposc of the two stagc estimation was

to test whethcr the composite variable was workable in this rcspect.

Though the results were not highly succcssful, the composite variable

demonstrated the needed flexibility even with the relativcly small

sample used. Thc overall performance was not too different from that

obtained for irrigated fields of sugar producing area A. The

unirrigated fields of sugar producing area B will now be considered.

Statistical Results--Group Two: Unirrigated Ficlds

Two hundrcd and sixty-four observations, obtained from 44 fields

were used in estimating statistical production functions for thc

unirrigated fields and are distributed as follows: 66 for elevation 1

(750 feet), 168 for elevation 2 (1,125 feet) and 30 for elcvation 3

(1,500 feet and over). The composite variable used in this section

reflects only the ratio of the effective water to the potential
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evapotranspiration for the entire crop. Since no irrigation is

practiced on these fields, the effective water is based only on the

total amount of rainfall received by each field per crop. Production

functions were estimated for (1) all elevations combined and (2)

separate elevations and are presented in this order in the equations

that follow. The original equations as estimated appear in Tables XIX

and XX. These that appear below are adjusted functions. Mean values

for the omitted variables were substituted into the regression

equations followed by appropriate adjustments in the constant values:

Equations 4-25 to 4-28 correspond to equations 3, 5, 2, and 7 in

Table XIX.

All Elevations Combined

F ratio = 19.705

TCA = 68.3569 + 7.0266 Elevation 1 - 2.5849 Elevation 3
(3.524)* (1.006)

- 5.3336 Land Quality C - 4.6763 Wi- l
(2.860)ic (2.694)~'c

R2 = .38

(4- 25)

TCA = 73.6786 + 7.6636 Elevation 1
(3. 774)~'(

3.3196 Elevation 3
(1.262)

- 4.9281 Land Quality C - 8.6300 Wi- l

(2.580)°:C (5.06l)ic (4- 26)

= .35 F ratio = 19.386

TCA = 38.0072 + 7.3637 Elevation 1
(3.578)"k

2.5035 Elevation 3
( .9631)

- 5.3637 Land Quality C - 19.1573 Wi + 44.3031 ~
(2.839)~·c (1.839)~~~b·( (4-27)

F ratio = 18.879



TABLE XIX. PRODUcrION FUNcrIONS FOR SUGAR PRODUCING AREA B -- UNIRRlGATED FIELDS

All Elevations Combined

TCA = 28.4072 + 1.8766 Age - .1418 Nitrogen - .0112 Phosphorus - 5.3637 Land Quality C
(5.367)* (6.712)* (1.314) (2.839)*

+ 7.3637 Elevation 1 - 2.5035 Elevation 3 - 19.1573 Wi + 44.3031 Vwi
(3.578)* ( .9631) (1.662)~~ (1.839)*** (1)

R2 = .37 F ratio = 18.879

TCA = 28.4136 + 1.8767 Age - .1418 Nitrogen - .0112 Phosphorus - 5.3669 Land Quality C
(5.367)* (6.711)* (1.314) (2.839)*

+ 7.3633 Elevation 1 - 2.5033 Elevation 3 - 17.0232 Wi + 41.7573~
(3.578)* ( .963) (1.662)**** (1.839)*** (2)

R2 = .37 F ratio = 18.878

TCA = 61.1148 + 1.7410 Age - .1419 Nitrogen - .0207 Phosphorus + .6786 Crop Year
(5.139)* (6.621)* (2.492)~~ (1.320)

+ 7.0266 Elevation 1 - 2.5849 Elevation 3 - 5.3336 Land Quality C - 4.6763 Wi- 1

(3.524)* (1.006) (2.860)* (2.694)* (3)

R2 = .38 F ratio = 19.705

TCA = 61.1149 + 1.7409 Age - .1419 Nitrogen - .0207 Phosphorus - 5.3335 Land Quality C
(5.139)* (6.621)* (2.492)m~ (2.860)*

+ .6786 Crop Year + 7.0266 Elevation 1 - 2.5849 Elevation 3 - 5.2608 Wi- 1

(1.320) (3.524)* (1.006) (2.694)* (4)

R2 = .38 F ratio = 19.705
~

0'



TABLE XIX. (Continued) PRODUGrION FUNCTIONS FOR SUGAR PRODUCING AREA B -- UNIRRIGATED FIELDS

TCA = 47.6410 + 1.8649 Age - .0328 1~K + 1.3581 Crop Year - 4.9281 Land Quality C
(5.481)* (6.126)* (2.345)** (2.580)*

+ 7.6636 Elevation 1 - 3.3196 Elevation 3 - 8.6300 Wi- 1

(3.774)* (1.262) (5.061)* (5)

R2 = .35 F ratio = 19.386

TCA = - 2.1768 + 1.8111 Age - .0334 NPK + 1.3519 Crop Year - 4.7108 Land Quality C
(5.065)* (5.426)* (2.137)m~ (2.428)~~

+ 7.3282 Elevation 1 - 3.1900 Elevation 3 - 18.3870 1vi + 61.4274 v-wi
(3.516)* (1.190) (1.552) (2.523)** (6)

R2 = .33 F ratio • 15.702

TCA c - 19.6395 + 2.1964 Age + 1.6146 Crop Year - 4.9452 Land Quality C + 7.1397 Elevation 1
(6.288)* (2.665)* (2.670)* (3.590)*

.0353 NPK + 120.6444 Wi - 81.9293 \vi2 + 14.1005 Wi3

(6.003)* (6.185)* (5.723)* (5.644)*
- 3.2667 Elevation 3 

(1.277)

R2 = .39 F ratio = 18.192

(7)

co
--.J



TABLE XIX. (Continued) PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR SUGAR PRODUCING AREA B -- UNIRRIGATED FIELDS

TCA = 162.1953 + 2.2774 Age + 1.7083 Crop
(6.466)* (2.854)*

- 3.2195 Elevation 3 + .1196 NPK -
(1.264) (2.669)*

+ 5.2545 '(Wi VNPK
(3.427)*

R2 = .41

Year - 6.3772 Land Quality C + 8.6792 Elevation 1
(3.396)* (4.356)*

12.7069 ~K - 90.2624 Wi + 44.5l70~i
(5.505)* (4.960)* (1.42)

F ratio = 17.626

(8)

* t ratios significant at 1 percent level

** t ratios significant at 2 percent level
*** t ratios significant at 5 percent level

*AAA t ratios significant at 10 percent level

co
co



TABLE XX. PRODUCTION FUNGrIONS FOR UNIRRIGATED FIELDS AT SPECIFIED ELEVATIONS

Elevation 750 Feet

TCA .: 50.2458 + 2.3757 Age + 1.4247
(2.872)* (1.086)

- 9. 8043 ~Vi-1
(3.079)*

R2 = .38

Crop Year - 9.7902 Land Quality C - .0362 NPK
(2.279)~~ (2.893)*

F ratio = 7.511

(1)

TCA = 100.0132 + 1.8564 Age - .2733 Nitrogen - .2733 Phosphorus + 1.2707 Crop Year
(2.517)~h~ (5.177)* (1.758)m~k* (1.137)

- 10.8849 Land Quality C - 6.1543 Wi- 1

(2.861)* (1.905)~~ (2)

R2 = .53 F ratio = 11. 268

TCA I::: 100.0131 + 1.8564 Age - .2733 Nitrogen - .0257 Phosphorus + 1.2706 Crop Year
(2.516)** (5.177)* (1.758)~h~k (1.114)

- 10.8849 Land Quality C - 5.4704 Wi- 1

(2.861)* (1.905)*~~ (3)

R2 = .53 F ratio = 11. 268

TCA = 33.4032 + 2.046 Age + 4.6971 Crop Year - 7.3455 Land Quality C - .0820 NPK
(2.478)** (2.567)* (1.719)*i~~~ (3.726)*

+ 20.3198 Wi + 14.9727 V-Wi
( .817) ( .295) (4)

R2
I::: .44 F ratio = 7.646

co
\0



TABLE XX. (Continued) PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR UNIRRIGATED FIELDS Kr. SPECIFIED ELEVKr.IONS

TCA = 83.2301 + 1.7595 Age - .2891 Nitrogen - .0569 Phosphorus + 7..7142 Crop Year
(2.326)** (5.346)* (2.040)*~k (1.720)~~~

- 9.9212 Land Quality C + 10.4672 Wi + 3.7518 ~Wi
(2.567)'1: ( .488) ( .081) (5)

R2 = .54 F ratio = 9.784

TCA = 83.2281 + 1.7595 Age - .2891 Nitrogen - .0569 Phosphorus
(2.326)** (5.346)* (2.040)~nl:

- 9.9213 Land Quality C + 11.7736 Wi + 3.9836~
(2.567)* ( .488) ( .081)

+ 2.7142 Crop Year
(1. 720) i>"ir.I:*

(6)

R2 = .54 F ratio = 9.784

TCA = 140.7817 + 1.8645 Age - .8145 Nitrogen - .0663 Phosphorus + 3.0614 Crop Year
(2.451)** (1.698),n~1: (2. 338)'hl: (1.923)~nrk

+ 8.6607 Land Quality D + .0010 N2 + 10.3505 \H + 1.4488 Wi2

(2. 218),nl: (1.086) ( .757) ( .375) (7)

R2 = .55 F ratio = 8.785

TCA = 140.7817 + 1.8645 Age - .8145 Nitrogen - .0663 Phosphorus + 3.0614 Crop Year
(2.451)ml: (1.698)**** (2.338)** (1.924);~1:;1:

+ 8.6607 Land Quality D + .0010 N2 + 9.2008 Wi + 1.1423 Wi2

(2.218)*,1: (1.086) ( .757) ( .375) (8)

R2 = .55 F ratio = 8.785

\0
o



TABLE XX. (Continued) PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR UNIRRIGATED FIELDS AT SPECIFIED ELEVATIONS

TCA = 166.1693 + 2.3016 Age + 4.7466 Crop Year - 7.4982 Land Quality C - .0959 NPK
(2.814)* (2.604)* (1.786)mnh~ ( .435)

- 83.4128 Wi - 75.2238 ~i - 7.2952 \[NPK + 9.6696 ilWi~
(1.697)m~ (.766) ( .752) (2.155)~~k (9)

R2 = .49 F ratio = 5.38

(10)

C - .0820 NPK
(3.737)*

- 7.5691 Land Quality
( 1. 778) ~"***

11.6765 \n~
(1.890)~~*

11.8618 + 2.2759 Age + 4.7516 Crop Year
(2.684)* (2.604)*

2
+ 105.4256 Wi - 65.2557 Wi +

(2.317)m~ (1.847)****

TCA =

R2 = .47 F ratio = 5.54

Elevation 1,125 feet

TCA = 53.6681 + 1.6078 Age + 1.2602 Crop Year - 2.8006 Land Quality C - .0381 NPK
(3.911)* (1.804)m~~~ (1.330) (5.071)*

- 8.6382 Wi- 1

(3.782)* ( 11)

R2 = .33 F ratio = 15.625

TCA = 70.4413 + 1.4614 Age - .1591 Nitrogen - .0227 Phosphorus + .6659 Crop Year
(3.543)* (5.667)* (2.077)~hh~ (1.082)

- 3.7099 Land Quality C - 4.0612 Wi- 1

(1.781)~~ (1.512) (12)

R2 = .37 F ratio = 15.853 \0
I-'



TABLE XX. (Continued) PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR UNIRRIGATED FIELDS AT SPECIFIED ELEVATIONS

F ratio = 15.853

TCA

TCA

= 70.4410 + 1.4614 Age - .1590 Nitrogen - .0227 Phosphorus + .6659 Crop Year
(3.543)* (5.667)* (2.077)mrk (1.082)

- 3.7099 Land Quality C - 3.6099 Wi- 1

(1.7813)~~~ (1.512)

R2 = .37

=-107.8076 + 2.0612 Age + .9555 Crop Year - 2.8545 Land Quality C - .0286 NPK
(4.876)* (1.400) (1.400) (4.467)*

- 151.5035 Wi + 291.9912~
(4.613) (4.891)*

( 13)

(14)

R2 = .37 F ratio = 15.954

TCA = -51.2290 + 1.9241 Age - .1423 Nitrogen - .0204 Phosphorus + .4747 Crop Year
(4.555)* (5.142)* (1.930)m~* (1.795)

- 3.6537 Land Quality C - 109.7526 Wi + 214.1675' Wi
(1.812)m~k (3.732)* (3.723)* (15)

R2 = .41 F ratio = 16.122

TCA =- 51.2075 + 1.9240 Age - .1423 Nitrogen - .0204 Phosphorus + .4746 Crop Year
(4.556)* (5.143)* (1.930)~~* ( .795)

- 3.6537 Land Quality C - 123.4489 Wi + 227.1168 v-wi
(1.8123)~~k (3.732)* (3.723)* ( 16)

R2 = .41 F ratio = 16.122
\0
N



TABLE XX. (Continued) PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR UNIRRIGATED FIELDS Kr. SPECIFIED ELEVKr.IONS

TCA = 49.5272 + 1.8588 Age - .3674 Nitrogen - .0913 Phosphorus + .5020 Crop Year
(4.364)* (2.326)** (1.825)·~·h~ ( .837)

+ 4.0866 Land Quality D + .0004 N2 + 66.1333 Wi - 36.3086 Wi2

(2.017)*** (1.433) (3.491)* (3.616)* (17)

R2 = .41 F ratio = 14.061

TCA = 49.5347 + 1.8588 Age - .3674 Nitrogen - .0193 Phosphorus + .5019 Crop Year
(4.364)* (2.326)** (1.825)**'~ ( .837)

+ 4.0867 Land Quality D + .0004 N2 + 58.7722 Wi - 28.6821 Wi2

(2.017)~h~ (1.433) (3.490)* (3.616)* (18)

R2 = .41 F ratio = 14.061

TCA g 11.7496 + 2.2596 Age + .9188 Crop Year - 4.6529 Land Quality C + .0961 NPK
(5.138)* (1.361) (2.19).h~ (1.907)~~

- 8.0693 v-NPK - 155.4199 t~i + 248.9661 ~i + 1.7905 ~i ~K
(2.921)* (4.758)* (3.287)* ( .893) (19)

R2
g .41 F ratio = 10.71

TCA = -47.6662 + 2.0435 Age + .9157 Crop Year - 2.6120 Land Quality C - .0277 NPK
(4.824)* (1.337) (1.269) (4.276)*

+ 231.4134 Wi - 212.2081 Wi2 + 60.1721 Wi3

(3.133)* (2.498)~~ (1.969)**'~ (20)

R2 = .38 F ratio = 10.83

\0
W



TABLE xx. (Continued) PRODUCIION FUNCIIONS FOR UNIRRIGATED FIELDS AT SPECIFIED ELEVATIONS

Elevation 1,500 Feet
,

TCA = 27.9860 + 2.0339 Age + 1.5891 Crop Year - .0238 NPK - 4.9570 Wi--
(2.438)m~ (.850) (1.331) ( .543) (21)

R2 = .35 F ratio = 2.575

TCA .. 29.3548 + 1.7569 Age - .0014 Nitrogen - .0418 Phosphorus + .5368 Crop Year
(1. 920)*** ( .031) (1.236) ( .370) (22)

- 7.3365 Wi- 1
( .703)

R2 = .35 F ratio = 2.086

TCA = 29.3548 + 1.7569 Age - .0014 Nitrogen - .0418 Phosphorus + .5369 Crop Year
(1. 920)*** ( .030) (1. 236) ( .370)

- 6.5213 Wi- 1
( .703) (23)

TCA = -

R2 ;:: .35

155.2374 + 2.7280 Age +
(2.880)* (

+ 295.3591 iWi
(1. 608)

R2 = .41

F ratio = 2.086

.6869 Crop Year - .0101 NPK - 139.2270 Wi

.360) ( .520) (1.590)

F ratio = 2.642

(24)

\0
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TABLE XX. (Continued) PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR UNIRRIGATED FIELDS AT SPECIFIED ELEVATIONS

TCA = -167.6882 + 2.5414 Age + .0165 Nitrogen - .0280 Phosphorus + .2499 Crop Year
(2.490)** (.372) ( .328) ( .177)

- 132.1229 Wi + 298.4402 \H
(1.713)'~~~k (1.743)'~~k (25)

R2 ... .42 F ratio = 2.272

TGA = 167.7734 + 2.5418 Age + .0165 Nitrogen - .0280 Phosphorus - .2498 Crop Year
(2.490)m~ (.372) ( .828) ( .177)

- 148.7052 Wi + 316.6841 Wi
(1.714)~~ (1.743)mh~

R2 = .42 F ratio = 2.272

(26)

TCA ... 4.9962 + 2.5184 Age - .3182 Nitrogen - .0132 Phosphorus + .5513 Crop Year
(2.525)** (1.197) ( .385) ( .390)

+ .00043 N2 + 79.2715 Wi - 32.1379 Wi2
(1.265) (1.786)~h~k (1.764)~~~ (27)

R2 III .48 F ratio = 2.389

TCA = 4.9935 + 2.5184 Age - .0318 Nitrogen - .0131 Phosphorus - .5513 Crop Year
(2.525)m~ (1.197) ( .384) ( .390)

+ .00043 N2 + 70.4641 ~i - 25.3932 Wi2 (28)

R2 = .48 F ratio = 2.389

\.D
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TABLE XX. (Continued) PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR UNIRRIGATED FIELDS AT SPECIFIED ELEVATIONS

TCA = 509. 4773 + 2.2069 Age + 3.0671 Crop Year + .4311 NPK - 71.6871 Wi
(2.180)*** (1.388) (1.760)m~~~ (.740)

F ratio 1:1 2.05

- 68.6758
( .167)

R2 = .52

'H - 33.5509
(1. 486)

NPK + 7.9962
( .779)

,-Ii NPK
(29)

F ratio = 2.01

TCA = 83.1936 + 2.5906 Age + .3965 Crop Year - .0106 NPK - 286.2273 'vi +
(2.698)** (.205) ( .542) (1.006)

+ 297.7720 Wi2 - 89.6834 Wi3

(1.177) (1.317)

R2 = .47

(30)

~~ t ratios significant at 1 percent level

** t ratios significant at 2 percent level
*m~ t ratios significant at 5 percent level

**** t ratios significant at 10 percent level

\0
Q'\
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TeA = 13.4855 + 7.1397 Elevation 1 - 3.2667 Elevation 3
(3.590)* (1.277)

+ 120.6444 Wi - 81.9293 Wi2 + 14.1005 Wi3

(6.185)* (5.723)* (5.644)*

= .39 F ratio = 18.192

* t ratios significant at 1 percent level
*7,,~ t ratios significant at 10 percent level

Equations 4-25 and 4-26 represent reciprocal functions and are

based on version "a" of the composite variable as defined earlier. AB

shown in the table, several alternative functions were found acceptable

based upon empirical evidence. Only a very small amount of the

variation in sugar cane yield was explained by the included variables.

However, our variable of concern, the composite variable, performed

reasonably well in nearly all the various forms of algebraic functions.

This can be noticed by the statistical significance of the regression

coefficients in each case. The basic difference between equations 4-25

and 4-26 is that in the former, fertilizers (nitrogen, phosphorus, and

potassium) are treated independently while in the latter they are

grouped together. This was largely responsible for the 3 percent

difference in the explained variation as well as the difference between

the significance of regression coefficients. Though in both cases the

regression coefficients for the composite variable are significant at

the 1 percent probability level, the "t" values are much higher in the

case of equation 4-26.

As was indicated at the outset, differences in elevation were

introduced as shift variables. The effect then would be a parallel

shift upwards or downwards in the entire function, depending on the
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sign that precedes the regression coefficient for elevation. The func

tion that corresponds to a particular elevation can be obtained by

either adding, subtracting, or deleting the appropriate regression

coefficient or coefficients. A similar procedure can be adopted where

estimates are required for a particular land quality. In this case the

situation is very simple. Because there are only two types of land

quality, the function as estimated represents the relationships for

the land quality included. If the regression coefficient for the

included land quality is deleted then the remaining variables represent

relationships for the omitted land quality. As was expected the

coefficients for land quality C were negative which indicate tlmt lower

yields can be expected as one shifts from higher to lower quality land.

A similar result was obtained for elevation. This can be noted by the

signs of the regression coefficients.

Alternative production functions of the square root and cubic

variety are presented in equations 4-27 and 4-28. Scrutiny of these

fitted functions shows slight improvements over the preceding ones.

Equation 4-28 showed more overall strength in the relationships

established. This can be noticed by the significance levels of the

regression coefficients, particularly those for the composite variable.

The inclusion of an added variable, the interaction between fertilizer

and the composite variable was responsible for the increase in the

percent variation explained as well as the decline in the probability

levels of the regression coefficients in equation 8 of Table XIX.

However, the results of the equation show substantial improvements

over similar ones estimated previously without the interaction term.
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The effect of the added variable on the predictive ability of these

equations will be discussed later.

Functions for Individual Elevation

As mentioned previously, the purpose of estimating separate

functions for three different elevations was to test the vrilidity of

the equations estimated for the three elevations combined. In effect,

combining all elevations suggests that the fitted equations for any

crop year are parallel to each other as one shifts from elevation to

elevation. Because of this the marginal values obtained can be expected

to be similar in amount between elevations. If the theory holds, then

all the equations fitted should have similar slopes especially for the

water variable. The fitted functions are presented below and are

specified according to each elevation:

Functions for Elevation 1 -- 750 feet

The original functions in their fitted form are presented in

Table xx. Those appearing below have been adjusted using the technique

for adjustment mentioned above.

TCA = 86.1182 - 9.7902 Land Quality C - 9.8043 Wi- l

(2.280)** (3.080)* (4-29)

= .38 F ratio = 7.511

TCA :::I 80.1095 - 10.8849 Land Quality C - 5.4704 Wi- l

(2.861)* (1.905)irirk (4-30)

R2 = .53 F ratio = 11. 268

Elevation 2 -- 1,125 feet

TCA = 29.5729 - 2.8006 Land Quality C - 8.6382 Wi- l

(1. 330) (3.782)* (4-31)



= .33 F ratio = 15.625

100

(4-32)

TCA = - 40.0733 - 3.6537 Land Quality C - 123.4489 Wi
(1.812)m~* (3.732)*

227.1168 fii
(3.723)i(

= .41 F ratio = 14.061

Elevation 3 -- 1,500 Feet and Over 9

TCA = 100.1583 148.7052 Wi + 316.6841 ~i
(1.714)*** (1.743)*** (4-33)

= .42 F ratio = 2.389

TCA = 15.5972 + 79.2715 Wi
(1. 786) -Irk*

32.1379Wi2

(1. 764) *-Irn (4-34)

= .48 F ratio = 2.389

* t ratios significant at 1 percent level
** t ratios significant at 5 percent level

irim t ratios significant at 10 percent level

The resulting statistical functions presented above for the

separate elevations provide several interesting results. Two equations

of the ten estimated are presented for each elevation and form the

basis of the inter-elevation analysis. As indicated previously, the

basic difference between each function is the treatment of the

fertilizer variable. The regression coefficient obtained for the water

variable for equation 4-29 is significant at a higher probability level

than for equation 4-30, even though the functional form was similar.

In fact, it is almost twice as large. When the fertilizers used enter

the equation in combined form, the regression coefficient is less

9 All of the fields used are located on Land Quality D.
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significant than when they enter separately. However, as before the

total explained variation in sugar cane yield increases from 38 to 53

percent.

Equations estimated for elevation 2 (1,125) 4-31, 4-32, behaved

in almost a similar manner. An added result is that the square root

and the quadratic formulations meet established statistical and

algebraic criteria. In fact, there is very little to choose between

the two. The percent variation accounted for also increased from 33

percent for the reciprocal formulation to 41 percent for the quadratic

and square root formulations. The t ratios describing the probability

levels are in most cases higher than those obtained previously, despite

similarity among the included variables with exception of two cases.

In both cases, the variable Land Quality D was substituted for Land

Quality C (Table XX).

Of those estimated for the third elevation, 1,500 feet and over,

only the two presented above, 4-33 and 4-34, offered any basis for

empirical analysis. These are the quadratic and square root

formulations. The regression coefficients for the water variable are

acceptable at the 10 percent probability level in both cases, with

those for the square root equation slightly higher. The amount of

variation explained in both cases is 48 percent. This change in the

behavior of the functional forms of the equations-supports the

contention made earlier that response does indeed differ as we move to

higher elevations. It appears that high elevations and cooler

temperatures affect yield adversely even though temperature was not

considered explicitly in the analyses. In fact, the figures for the
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average cane yield produced as well as their standard deviation lend

support to this contention. The respective amounts were 65, 61, and

59 tons for elevations, 750, 1,125, and 1,500 feet and over,

respectively. Their corresponding mean and standard deviation for all

elevations combined are 61 and 16 tons, respectively. The functions

estimated for the respective elevations are further illustrated in

Figures 8, 9, and 10. Figure 11 describes one of several algebraic

relationships when elevation differences are introduced into the

equation as a shift variable. This relationship is based on equation

4-27.

Comparison of the fitted curves indicates that more accurate

results will be obtained if yield predictions as well as marginal

values are estimated with functions fitted for individual elevations.

This conclusion is based on the differences be~leen the slopes of the

fitted equations which are largely due to climatic differences.

In order to make sure that the fitted functions can yield reliable

estimates, as done previously, tests for interrelationships as well as

independence of the included variables and the error terms were again

performed. These tests are based on two functions chosen from among

those fitted for elevations 750 feet and 1,500 feet, respectively. As

expected, all the functions containing either the squared, square root

or interaction variables are highly corr~lated with their corresponding

untransformed forms. These results are shown in the correlation

matrices presented in Tables XXI and XXII. The information presented

in Table XXI represents relationships established for all elevations

combined. Table XXII shows interrelationships estimated for elevation
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TABLE XXI. CORRELATION ~~TRIX FOR INPUT VARIABLES - ALL

Age Crop
Year

Crop Age (in months)

Crop Year

Land Quality C

Nitrogen (lbs./ac.)

Phosphorus (lbs./ac.)

Total Fertilizer, NPK

Composite Variable Wi

Composite Variable weI

Composite Variable Wi 2

Composite Variable Wi 3

Composite Variable fWT
Interaction, rwr VNPK

Total Fertilizer ~NPK

1.000 - . 063

1.000

Land
Quality Nitrogen Phosphorus NI

C

- .083 - .199 - .151 - · (

.003 .313 .356 c· "

1.000 - .164 - .077 - · 1

1.000 .177 .~

1.000 · ")

1.(



T VARIABLES - ALL ELEVATIONS CQ-lBINED - UNIRRIGATED FIELDS

Phosphorus NPK Hi Hi -1 Hi 2 Hi 3 '{Wi '/Wi ~ NPK 'INPK

- .151 - .099 .309 - .337 .137 .010 .359 .182 - .091

.356 .545 - .211 .193 - .180 - .148 - .214 .106 .564

- .077 - .142 - .077 .038 - .071 - .056 - .072 - .131 - .156

.177 .496 - .203 .306 - .088 - .026 - .254 .056 .494

1.000 .793 .839 - .156 .418 .431 .282 .636 .762

1.000 .252 - .075 .314 .316 .201 .672 .994

1.000 - .748 .892 .736 .974 .878 .220

1.000 - .448 - .249 - .862 - .654 - .068

1.000 .960 .773 .802 .263

1.000 .577 .677 .258

1.000 .850 .179

1.000 .650

1.000



TABLE XXII. CORRELATION MATRIX FOR INPtIT VARW

Crop Land
Age Year Quality Nitrogen Phosphorous

C

Age in Months 1.000 -.059 - .050 -.207 -.149

Crop Year

Land Quality C

Nitrogen (lbs./ac.)

Phosphorous (lbs./ac.)

Total Fertilizer NPK
(lbs./ac.)

Composite Variable Wi

Composite Variable Wi- l

Composite Variable Wi2

Composite Variable Wi3

Composite Variable (Wi
Interaction '{Wi 'fNPK

Total Fertilizer ~NP:K

1. 000 -0.000

1.000

.378

-.221

1.000

.386

.146

1.000



lATRIX FOR INPtIT VARIABLES - UNIRRIGATED FIELDS - 1,125 FEET

rogen Phosphorous NPK Wi Wi-1 Wi2 Wi3 (Wi (Wi VNPK VNPK

207 -.149 -.054 .481 -.401 0.489 0.484 0.470 .296 -.045

378 .386 .582 -.208 .235 -.189 -.171 -.217 .168 .574

221 .Ot.9 -.142 -.027 .019 -.037 -.048 -.023 - . l.l5 -.174

000 .146 .466 -.285 .366 -.231 -.184 -.3l.l .037 .471

1.000 .771 .164 - .190 .145 .125 .173 .570 .745

1.000 .134 -.084 .142 .139 .126 .673 .995

1.000 -.909 .983 .941 .995 .814 .136

1.000 -.823 -.736 -.946 -.747 -.085

1.000 .987 .959 .793 .143

1.000 .904 .752 .141

1.000 .813 .127

1.000 .675

1.000
t-'
0
(Xl
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1,125 feet. The dangers in making estimates from functions of this

nature were indicated earlier. Results of the tests for lack of

independence among the variables as well as errors are presented in

Table XXIII and are based on the Durbin-Watson statistic and the Von

Neumann ratio.

TABLE XXIII. DURBIN-WATSON STATISTIC AND VON NEUMANN RATIO
FOR SPECIFIED EQUATIONS AND ELEVATIONS

Durbin-Watson Von Neumann
"(Results'

Elevation Equation Statistic Ratio dL d

750 feet 4-29 1.6925 1. 7186 1.44 L 1. 69

4-30 1.6846 1.6846 1.44 L 1. 65

1,500 feet
and over 4-33 1. 8168 1. 8795 1.07 L 1. 81

4-34 1. 8697 1. 9342 1.07 L 1.86

* Results are based on the 5 percent probability level

In all cases there was conclusive evidence that the observations,

as well as the errors, were independent of each other. A sample o~ the

magnitude and distribution of the errors is presented in Tables XXIV

and xxv. Though some of the estimated differences may appear to be

quite large, it should be remembered that anyone figure represents

deviations for one field which average between 30 and 150 acres of

sugar cane.

Summary of Results

This section has been concerned with the empirical estimation of



TABLE XXIV. SAHPLE OF ACTUAL AND ESTll1ATED YIELD FOR SUGAR CANE PRODUCED
AT. ELEVATION 750 FEET

E~~~tio~~ 4-29 Equations 4-30
Actual Yields Estimated Yields Estimated Yields Difference

TCA TCA Difference TCA TCA

44.79
79.11
19.07
92.87
41.34
85.57
45.34
79.61
51·88

105.37
78.76
71.70
73.10
84.50
61.09
74.30
70.90
71.63
61.31
99.40
75.83

104.07

56.02
65.62
44.86
67.39
58.32
62.74
65.87
60.95
65.00
82.68
77.40
70.17
75.62
65.11
55.57
74.45
88.55
69.94
80.20
72.40
79.39
75.11

-11.23
13.49

-25.79
25.48

-16.98
22.83

-20.53
18.66

- 7.12
22.69

1. 36
1.53

- 2.52
19.39
5.52

- 0.15
-17.65

1. 69
-18.89
27.00

- 3.56
28.96

61.08
68.97
48.36
71. 76
47.14
65.31
53.47
70.11
68.88
86.40
72.91
72.22
67.01
75.54
54.72
75.04
86.63
71.82
72.79
75.91
74.54
90.76

-16.29
10.14

-29.29
21.11

- 5.80
20.26

- 8.13
9.50

-11.00
18.97
5.85

- 0.52
6.09
8.96
6.34

- 0.74
-15.73
- 0.19
-11.48
23.49

1.29
13.31

t-'
t-'
o



TABLE XXV. SANPLE OF AGrUAL AND ESTINATED YIELD FOR SUGAR CANE PRODUCED
AT ELEVATION 1,500 FEET & OVER

Equations 4-33 Equations 4-34
Actual Yields Estimated Yields Difference Estimated Yields Difference

TCA TCA TCA TCA TCA

62.94
70;67
55.68
65.25
37.32
36.41
64.85
67.98
60.21
72.16
38.17
47.58
56.35
62.50
72.92
59.11
57.81
44.77
52.01
75.74
66.86

52.93
62.50
57.99
68.14
42.94
55.82
51.81
58.23
58.84
62.00
49.81
50.34
47.55
65.17
61. 92
57.98
83.53
55.95
47.57
67.77
62.07

10.01
8.17

- 2.31
1.11

- 5.62
-19.41

13.04
9.75
1.37

10.16
-11.64
- 2.76

8.80
- 2.67

11.00
1.13

-25.72
-11.18

4.44
7.97
4.79

56.07
64.21
58.01
62.98
43.45
54.46
46.13
58.27
57.85
62.34
45.16
52.98
46.96
68.71
65.56
57.04
83.29
54.34
53.71
68.31
65.80

- 6.87
6.46

- 2.33
2.27

- 6.13
-18.05
18.72
9.71
2.36
9.82

- 6.99
- 5.40

9.39
- 6.21

7.36
2.07

-25.48
- 9.66
- 1. 70

7.43
1.06

......

......

......
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water-yield relationships for sugar cane under varying production

conditions in Hawaii. A relatively large number of equations was

fitted for each situation so that the stability of the regression

coefficients could be tested, especially those for the water variable

iIT which we are interested. Below each regression coefficient for

equations included are the t values which indicate their level of

s ta tis tica1 significance. l11(!se v:llues were obtained by dividing the

standard error into the corresponding regression coefficient. In most

cases the R2, the multiple correlation coefficient, and the F statistic

which is used to test the significance of the R squared, were also

included. Besides being used to compute the t ratios, the standard

errors are used as a measure of the variation or scatter about the

regression line. It is an average of the deviations about the

regression line. Therefore, the larger the value of the standard error

of the estimate, the greater will be the scatter about the regression

line which indicates a poor relationship among the variables. The

value of the R2 indicates the total amount of variation in the

dependent variable that is explained by the included independent

variables. Decisions to retain a variable in each of the fitted

equations were based on these calculated statistics. In most cases,

only variables that were significant at 10 percent level and above

were retained in the equations. Consideration was also given to the

production logic regarding a particular variable. Additional tests

were given to each equation. These were mainly for the presence or

absence of multicolinearity and autocorrelation.
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The statistics obtained indicated a reasonably good fit of the

conceptual model formulated considering the nature of the data used.

In nearly all cases, the regression coefficients obtained for the

water variable (Wi) proved to be statistically significant, even in

the two-stage analysis. However, the total amounts of variation

explained in the dependent variable, tons of cane per acre were not

very high. They varied from about 18 to 54 percent. These results

are comparable to similar studies conducted earlier. Experience has

shown that it is only under experimental conditions that very high

correlation coefficients are obtained.

Specific results obtained for sugar producing area A indicated

some very interesting information. As was also demonstrated in the

analyses for area B, it was evident that the incorporation of accepted

agronomic theories can lead to improved estimates during production

function estimation. This was clearly indicated in the analysis. By

considering the physical characteristics of the soil, water quality,

as well as the relationship between available soil moisture and

critical moisture stress, it was possible to introduce a great deal of

refinement. The results show substantial improvements over those

obtained when the data was treated on a plantation-wide basis.

Reference to Tables VIII and IX will support this contention. One of

the important findings is that when irrigating with brackish water,

soil moisture can be allowed to fall between 40 and 70 percent of the

field capacity before conditions for maximum yield become critical.

In the case of non-brackish water, it appears that irrigation is not

required until 60 percent of the available water is used up. However,
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these conditions must be related to the specific soil group on which

sugar cane is produced. The results of the analysis for brackish

water appears to contradict one of the accepted agronomic theories

(Equation 6, Table VIII). In a study done on the effect of soil

moisture on photosynthesis of sugar cane in 1956 by Ashton,lO it was

demonstrated that photosynthesis would not be affected until the

moisture content was depleted to 40 percent or less. On the other

hand, high moisture content had very little effect on photosynthesis.

As was shown earlier, when moisture content is high, soil moisture

stress is low and when moisture content is low, soil moisture stress

is high. Further, the use of brackish water calls for more frequent

irrigation because of its tendency to increase the moisture stress in

soil due to its salt content. So that while the results of the analysis

for non-brackish water agrees with Ashton's findings, the same

conclusions cannot be made for brackish water. However, it was never

made clear whether he was working with salt-free water or water

containing salt.

These findings, as is the case with Ashton's, can be used to

regulate the interval between irrigation rounds, but must be associated

with the conditions under which these results were obtained. They also

agree with the findings of physical scientists who are conv~nced that

yields can be increased by over irrigating or irrigating more frequently

in order to leach salts that have accumulated in the root zone. It

10 F. M. Ashton, "Effects of a Series of Cycles of Alternating Low
and High Soil Water Contents on the Rate of Apparent Photosynthesis of
Sugar Cane", Plant Physiology, Vol. 31, 1956, pp. 266-274.
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should be indicated that similar results were obtained when both

versions of the composite variable (water adequacy) were used. Another

finding which \vas not surprising was the fact that because water was

adequate in this particular area, there was very little variation in

the yields obtained over the six-year period. However, there was a

marked difference in production on various qualities of land. As

production shifted to lower quality land, there was the tendency for

yield to decrease. These results can be noticed by the difference in

the size, sign, and statistical significance levels for the regression

coefficients of the shift variables that were used to represent various

land qualities. These findings support the hypotheses regarding the

importance of land productivity differences made earlier.

Empirical results obtained from analysis of data for sugar

producing area B were different from those obtained for area A. This

was not too surprising because of the apparent differences in physical

characteristics of the areas. (These differences were described

earlier). As indicated early in this section, two separate analyses

were conducted for area B, one for the irrigated fields and one for

the unirrigated fields. However, in general, the same basic principles

were employed. One apparent difference was estimation of two-stage

functions for the irrigated fields. Only limited success resulted.

It is believed that this was mainly due to the small number of

observations that could be considered. However, this procedure provided

more refinement in data treatment. Sugar cane yield could now be

related to quantity of water and effective water applied during two

stages of growth, as well as over the entire crop cycle and then be
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compared with the composite variable constructed for the study. Even

though the irrigated fields were not of the same land quality, land

productivity differences were not significant enough to be retained in

the fitted equations as was the case with area A.

Different results were obtained on the unirrigated lands. There

was a definite difference between production on land qualities C and D

though not as marked as in sugar producing area A. The effect of

elevation seemed to have reduced the significance of land quality

differences. It was demonstrated that as production shifts from lower

to higher elevations, sugar cane yield had a tendency to decline. The

shift variable used as a proxy for differences in elevation had highly

significant regression coefficients, as well as the appropriate signs.

Similar conclusions can be made from the equations fitted for separate

elevations.

Results for the analysis for the two-stage functions were also

encouraging despite the limitations mentioned above. Most of the

variables included, except the water variable in the equation, were

statistically significant at the one percent probability level. The

regression coefficient of the water variable referred to as the

composite variable was generally significant at the ten percent level

or slightly less. Further, the coefficients for stage two were

frequently more significant than in stage one. The reason for this

was that irrigation was infrequent during the first six months of crop

growth (stage one). Most of the water that the crop received during

this stage was mainly in the form of rainfall. Irrigation, and

sometimes rainfall, were more frequent during stage two. Another
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factor responsible was the patterns of irrigation followed because

there is often not enough water to supply all fields in the irrigation

zone. Consequently, a schedule was adopted where alternative crops

were irrigated. It was also thought that the low statistical

significance of the water variable, despite a relatively high

correlation coefficient, may have been caused by interrelationships

among the composite variable for each stage, since they were both

included in the fitted equation, but a check of correlation matrix did

not reveal any marked interrelationships.

The composite variable constructed for area A from management

records, as well as information from other sources, demonstrated the

required flexibility despite the fact that records from which the

information was obtained were not designed for these purposes. In

most cases, the regression coefficients were significant at very high

probability levels and so could be used as a basis for effective

analysis.

It should be recalled that this composite variable represents a

ratio of the actual evapotranspiration to the potential evapotranspi

ration (both were defined earlier) and also defines a single estimate

of the adequacy of water for the entire crop cycle or various stages

of growth. The way in which this variable is defined specifies that

maximum sugar cane yield is obtained when the effective water is equal

to the potential evapotranspiration. Either value can be used to

represent the sum of the plant requirements throughout the crop when

water is not limiting. However, current agronomic thought suggests a

need to allow for differential effects on growth of water deficits
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occurring at different stages of the crop cycle. As shawn in the

functions estimated, such allowances can be made. These allowances

were made by modifying the length of the irrigation cycle as specified

by the critical moisture stress for the soil group in question. It is

evident that maximum yields can be obtained before or after the ratio

becomes unity. Without considering the form of the equation, whenever

the ratio exceeds unity, there is an indication that the amount of

water applied was excessive.

Since the composite variable as constructed is only a ratio, or

an index, before the marginal productivity of water is derived, this

ratio or index must be expressed in terms of quantity of water. This

can be easily extracted from the variable due to the way in which it

was constructed. However, it would be meaningless to derive marginal

values for each of the functions presented. What has to be done is to

use some choice criteria to select from among them the ones that best

explain the water-yield conditions for the various situations presented.

The derivation of these marginal values is the main reason for the

next section. However, in closing this section, it should be noted

that the model, as presented, has been accepted as being free from

serious statistical defects. Therefore, the estimates of the

parameters should be efficient. Efforts were made to include variables

based on statistical performance and production logic. The model or

the method of analysis is by no means free of faults. These will be

dealt with in the appropriate section.



CHAPTER V

PRODUCTIVITY OF IRRIGATION WATER

The main objective of this chapter is to show how the statistical

production functions fitted in the previous sections can be used to

determine the productivity of irrigation water and how these values

may be expressed in economic terms using marginal analysis. The

material presented here is organized into four sections. The first

section gives a brief discussion of the usc of marginal analysis and

its weak points. Section two contains the procedures used as well as

the selection of appropriate functions on which the estimates of

productivity of irrigation water are based. It also includes a brief

note about the statistical properties of marginal product equations.

Actual productivity values are derived in section three. Economic

applications are presented in section four.

~illrginal Analysis

In the present study, marginal analysis is used to value the

factors used in production according to their contributions to the

total product. In the present application the fixed factor is land

with all other factors in the production process variable. The prices

of the factors determine the extent to which resources are to be used

in the production process. Any variable resource will be employed in

the production process until the point is reached where the value of

its marginal product is equal to its price. To determine this point

is often difficult because prices are not available and even if they

exist they are constantly changing. The usual way to handle such
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situations is to assume them away by specifying perfectly competitive

conditions in both the product and factor markets. In such cases, the

individual firm is faced with a constant sales price so that the total

revenue obtained becomes a function of the output and total costs

becomes a function of total inputs used. The revenue obtained reflects

the proceeds that are available to pay the factors of production for

their contributions to the total product.

These assumptions of constant input and output price is sometimes

used as a basis for criticisms of the concept of marginal analysis.

Obviously the real world is dynamic and disturbances in the factor

product market will cause new prices to emerge from time to time.

Marginality is also frequently criticized because of the implication

that when factors are paid according to their marginal product, such

payments are "just". Imperfections in the market tend to negate this

implication. If imperfections exist in the product market, the value

of the marginal product will differ from the marginal revenue product.

The above limitations do not appear to be critical in the present

application. It was suggested earlier that water is not of the

conventional free market type. Its pricing is largely institutionalized.

Therefore, the price charged for water may be above or below the true

value. In fact the water used in producing sugar cane in both areas

considered in this study is "free" in the sense that it is collected

from rainfall or artesian wells and the only costs involved are cost of

catchment or pumping and delivery system as well as costs of labor and

equipment used during irrigation.
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Marginal Value Product of Irrigation Water

Selection of the best functions from among those estimated

previously to be used in estimating marginal product of irrigation

water is very complex. This is so mainly because there is no one set

of rules that is satisfactory. However, there are certain guidelines

used by many researchers which are considered applicable to this study.

For convenience these guidelines will be classified as technical and

theoretical. Te~hnical guidelines include empirical criteria that

generally describe "best fit" conditions. These conditions are

described by such computed statistics as the mul·tiplc correlation

coefficient (coefficient of determination), standard errors of the

parameters, F ratios and t ratios. An addition~l consideration is the

degree to which the assumptions of the estimating procedure has been

violated. These are purely statistical considerations and can usually

stand by themselves. They merely describe how well the estimated

function fits the data. However, they must be reinforced by

theoretical considerations--biologic and economic, when attempts are

made to use the functions they describe.

Biologic guidelines played an important role during the estimating

procedures but must be considered once more when choosing from among

alternative functions. The functions that best satisfy the biologic

constraints are generally the ones selected. Biologic guidelines

reflect current agronomic theory underlying the production process.

One example where both agronomic and economic theory work well is in

the case of diminishing returns to a variable factor. A typical case

is where the function exhibits this characteristic as well as a point
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at which maximum yield is described. Introduction of price-cost

relationships is generally useful in selecting from alternative

functions because they help to determine which function requires the

least amount of inputs.

As mentioned elsewhere, the computed statistic R2 (coefficient of

determination) describes the percent variation explained by the fitted

form of the equation. Naturally the desired value is one that is close

to 100 percent provided other criteria are not violated. A high t ratio

is also desirable because it gives an indication of the significant

differences between the regression coefficients and zero. Variables

with highly significant regression coefficients generally have a much

greater chance of influencing the selection of a particular equation

than those with lower significance levels. If the function satisfies

both the statistical and theoretical criteria then the final equation

chosen would be the one that comes closest to predicting the observed

yields over the entire production surface. However, the final test

does not stop here as this comes in some future period when the function

will be utilized.

Once the total product function has been chosen from among the

alternatives the derivation of the marginal product is relatively

simple as illustrated below:

Given the total product equation shown as equation 5-1, marginal

products for the respective inputs X2 and X3 , can be computed by

differentiating the total function to get equations 5-2 and 5-3.

y

MPX2

=

=

2 2a + b l X2 + b2X3 - b3X2 - b4X3 + b5X2X3

bl - 2b3Xz + b5X3

(5-1)

(5-2)
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MPX3 = b2 - 2b4X3 + bSX2 (5·· 3)

Equations 5-2 and 5-3 are the marginal product equations for

factors X2 and X3 . The variables that determine the values of the

marginal products are the same as those used in estimating the total

product function. If the data used in deriving the parameter estimates

(beta coefficients) are inserted into the marginal product equations,

empirical estimates of the marginal physical values will be obtained.

Monetary values can be obtained by multiplying the physical values by

the per unit price of the product. The coefficients of the marginal

product equations are derived from the total product equations. In a

sense they can be thought of as functions of the original equations

and because of this they are assumed to have similar statistical

properties as those in the original equations. If the original

coefficients were statistically significant then the estimates of

marginal values will be reliable within ~ne zone of prediction.

The marginal products derived from the total product functions

may be of interest to the irrigator. Frequently, he may be faced with

the decision on how to allocate a given amount of water between sections

of the plantation or even among particular fields or he may want to know

what is the optimum amount of water he should apply in the presence of

other inputs to make sure that his profits are maximized. Alternatively,

he may need to bring new sugar lands into production. A knowledge of

the marginal product or irrigation water will be most helpful in this

respect. An illustration of how the marginal values can function

follows the presentation of the total product equations for the various

conditions in each study area.
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Marginal Value Products for Irrigation Water in Various Sugar Producing
Areas

This section will present the marginal values for irrigation water

derived from the production functions estimated for the various sugar

producing conditions investigated. The functions presented in Chapter

IV revealed strong relationships among the variables, however, not all

the variables operated with equal significance in all of the cases.

Part of this is due to the variation in production conditions. Several

functions were estimated for each situation. Those presented here are

thought to be representative for each condition and have been selected

with the criteria established above. The respective functions will be

presented followed by a brief justification for their selection.

For sugar producing area A, the following equations have been

chosen from which the marginal products of irrigation water will be

derived. One function has been selected to represent each of the soil

group on which sugar cane is produced as well as the type of water used

for irrigation purposes.

Brackish Water

Soil Group A: TCA = 144.5810 23.3510 Wi- l

Soil Group B: TCA = 146.8226 - 12.5395 Wi- l

Non-Brackish Water

Soil Group A: TCA = 138.6413 - 18.3090 Wi- l

Soil Group B: TCA = 167.0962 41.9282 we l

(5-4)

(5-5)

(5-6)

(5-7)

Equations 5-4 through 5-7 represent relationships established when

60 percent of the available soil moisture has been depleted. In this
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case sugar cane is produced on land quality A. ll All the other

variables have been held constant at their mean values. The a values

(constants) have been adjusted accordingly. The amount of variation

explained by these relationships varied between 26 and 54 percent. The

original variables and their corresponding parameter estimates are

presented in Table XXVI. These equations were selected because they

appeared to be logically and statistically appropriate even though the

quadratic equations seemed to function equally well. Reciprocal

functions were preferred to the quadratic functions mainly because of

the potentially large errors in prediction if the quadratic equations

are used to determine the marginal products. In some cases the

quadratic functions accounted for a larger proportion of the variation

in sugar cane yield.

Most of the regression coefficients for the included variables

were significant at the 10 percent probability level and greater. From

a purely theoretical point of view, the quadratic equations may be

preferred to the reciprocal functions because they allow water-yield

relationship to attain a definite maximum as well as some of the

characteristics mentioned earlier. The interesting point to note is

that even among the quadratic formulations the statistically significant

functions were those established when soil moisture was depleted to 40

percent. These results apply equally well when sugar cane fields are

irrigated with brackish and non-brackish water. When the moisture

11 Because land quality is a shift variable it would not have any
effect on the slope of the composite variable.
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TABLE XXVI. REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND STANDARD ERRORS
FOR SPECIFIED EQUATIONS

Regression Coefficients
Variables 5-4 5-5 5-5 5-7

Age

Crop Year 1.4182 1.6854
( .8061) -Jd( ( .6196)"k

Land
Quality A 25.7155 37.4626 7.3674

(4.6002),'( (3. 7884)"J( (2.6597)"k

Land
Quality B 21.4945 38.4404

(5.2273)* (14.6111);'(

Wi- l - 23.3518 - 12.5395 - 18.3090 - 41. 9282
(4.4222)* (3.0498)ok (3.9629)* (7.7073)"(

A Value 123.4720 109.3600 137.3089 167.0962
(constant)

R2 .38 .54 .26 .36

R .62 .74 .51 .60

F ratios 15.719 36.040 13.060 29.566

* Coefficients for standard errors of estimate significant at 1
percent level. All others at 10 percent level.
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content in fields irrigated with brackish water is reduced to zero

levels prior to irrigation, more water is required in the long run in

order to maximize yields. As already indicated, in these situations,

the longer irrigation is postponed, the greater will be the moisture

stress which adversely affects yield because of its effect on

photosynthesis.

Because of the physical differences of sugar producing area B,

seveal functions were fitted for each situation. The following

equations were selected to represent each of these conditions.

Unirrigated Fields - All Elevations Combined

TCA = 61.1148 + 1.7410 Age
( .3387)·)(

.1419 Nitrogen
( .0214)*

.0207 Phosphorus
( .0083)-Im

(5-8)

- 5.336 Land Qlty C + .6786 Crop Year + 7.0266 Elevation 1
(1.8646)* ( .5137) (1.9934)**

- 2.5849 Elevation 3 - 4.6763 Wi- l

(2.5684 (1.7355)*

= .38 F ratio = 19.705

* Standard errors of estimate, significant at 1 percent
probability level. All others with ** are significant
at 5 percent level.

Equation 5-8 represents relationships estimated when all the

unirrigated fields were grouped together irrespective of elevation.

Once again this equation was chosen mainly for its small errors in

prediction when compared to the square root and quadratic formulations.

This equation corresponds to equation 4-25 in the text and equation 3

in Table XIX. A glance of Table XIX will show that equations 7 and 8

could also be used. However, they were not chosen for obvious reasons.

Because these fields were not irrigated but depended solely on rainfall
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for water no consideration was given to any particular agronomic

theory. Rather the composite variable measures the adequacy of water

over the crop cycle. Information obtained would still be useful in

case irrigation of the fields is anticipated.

More detailed information is obtained when each elevation is

analyzed separately. The following functions were chosen to represent

the unirrigated sugar cane fields located at the specified elevations.

Elevation 750 feet

TCA = 50.2458 + 2.3757 Age + 1.4247 Crop Year
(.8272)* (1.3123)

- 9.7902 Land
(4.2954)70:

R2 = .39

Q1ty C - .0362 NPK - 9.8043 Wi- 1

(.0125)* (3.1841)*

F ratio = 7.511

(5-9)

TCA 0 100.0131 + 1.8564 Age + 1.2706 Crop Year
( .7374 (1.1178)

- 10.8849 Land Q1ty C - .2733 Nitrogen
(3.8040)* ( .0528)*

.0257 Phosphorus - 5.4704 Wi- 1

( .0146) (2.8709)*** (5-10)

= .53 F ratio = 11.268

* Standard errors) significant at 1 percent probability levels
** Standard errors) significant at 5 percent probability levels

**7: Standard errors) significant at 10 percent probability levels

Two equations are chosen to represent fields located at

approximately 750 feet above sea level. The main difference is the

treatment of the fertilizer variables. When nitrogen) phosphorus and

potassium are combined together, equation 5-9 results and when they

are separated equation 5-10 results. When all things are considered)
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equation 5-10 is selected as the one from which the marginal products

will be derived. Comparison of the difference in predictive ability

is shown in Table XXIV. Equation If-29 is equivalent to 5-9, while

4-30 corresponds to equation 5-10. In nearly all cases the

differences between the calculated yields and the observed yields were

smaller for equation 5-10.

Elevation 1,125 Feet

TCA 53.6681 + 1.6078 Age + 1.2602 Crop Year
(.4110)* (.6984)***

(5-11 )

F ratio = 15.625.33

- 2.8006 Land Qlty C - .0381 NPK - 8.6382 Wi- l

(2.1061) (.0064)* (2.2842)*

R2

TCA = - 51.2075 + 1.9240 Age + .4746 Crop Year
(.4223);" (.5968)

- 3.6537 Land Qlty C - .1423 Nitrogen
(2.0159)** ( .0276)*

.0204 Phosphorus - 123.4489 Wi + 227.ll68\fW'i
( .0106) (33.0745)* (61.0082)* (5-12)

.41 F ratio = 16.122

* Standard errors significant at 1 percent probability level
** Standard errors significant at 5 percent probability level

*** Standard errors significant at 10 percent probability level

Sugar producing fields located at an average elevation of 1,125

feet are represented by equations 5-11 and 5-12. If we rely mainly

on statistical consideration then equation 5-11 would be prefferred

to equation 5-12. But because the latter accounts for approximately

8 percent more variation in sugar cane yield it cannot easily be

rejected. If we separate fertilizer into the three components, then

the effect would be a 4 percent increase in the total amount of
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variation explained and the water variable would be reduced to less

than 10 percent significance level. The equation would still account

for four percent less variation than equation 5-12. Therefore, in view

of the overall high statistical significance of the included variables,

as well as the overall performance, equation 5-12 is retained instead

of equation 5-11.

Elevation 1,500 Feet and Over

All the equations estimated for sugar cane field located at

approximately 1,500 feet above sea level are presented in Table XX.

Close examination of these functions will show that despite the

relatively significant amount of variation in sugar cane yield

accounted for the regression coefficients for the included variables

were in most cases significant at the 10 percent level or less. These

conditions apply equally well to all the included functions. Perhaps

the poorest results were obtained for the reciprocal functions. This

automatically reduces the selection to either the quadratic or square

root formulations.

Equation 5-13 was selected to describe water-yield relationships

for sugar cane fields located at elevation 1,500 feet and over. The

only variables that are significant above 10 percent level are age

and water.

TCA = 4.9962 + 2.5184 Age
( .9973)*

.0132 Phosphorus
( .0343)

.3182 Nitrogen
( .2658)

.5513 Crop Year
(1.4151)

+ .00043 N2 + 79.2715 Wi - 32.1379 Wi2

(.00034) (44.382)** (18.2162)** (5-13)
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R2 = .48 F ratio = 2.389

* Standard errors significant at 2 percent level

** Standard errors significant at 10 percent level

It is evident that the inclusion of two squared terms in the

equation will cause problems of intercorrelation and thus relatively

large standard errors. However, besides being the best choice und,~r

existing conditions it was found that the exclusion of the squared

2term (N ) from the equation would not have any marked effect on the

results. There were no significant changes in the characteristics

of the coefficients, however the total amount of variation explained

decreased by approximately 4 percent. In addition, because this

variable would be held constant at its mean value or disappear from

the marginal equations, the effect would not have any significant

effect on the marginal values obtained.

Irrigated Fields

As indicated in the section describing the empirical analysis,

two sets of water-yield relationships were established for the

irrigated fields. In one case, the composite variable was constructed

for two stages of growth and used to estimate several alternative

functions. Production functions estimated in the second case were

based on the composite variable constructed for the entire crop cycle.

In each case, the construction of the composite variable was based on

observed pan evaporation during the crop cycle, i.e., from planting

to harvesting. This differs from the previous cases where the

atmospheric demand for water was based on monthly pan evaporation

estimates multiplied by some conversion factor.
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Equation 5-14 is chosen to represent water-yield relationships

for the irrigated fields when the composite variable (water adequacy)

is constructed for the entire crop cycle.

TeA = - 7.9484 + 2.4141 Age
( .7770)*

.3248 Nitrogen
( .0849)*

+ 393.5273 Wi - 353.6162 Wi2

(220.5307)** (209.6380)** (5-14)

= .44 F ratio = 6.665

* Standard errors significant at 1 percent probability level
** Standard errors significant at 10 percent probability level

This relationship accounts for approximately 44 percent of the

variation in sugar cane yield from the irrigated fields. The

regression coefficients for the variables, crop age and nitrogen were

significant at the 1 percent level while the composite variable was

significant at the 10 percent level. The standard errors are located

beneath the regression coefficients. These results are based on

conditions existing when 60 percent of the available soil moisture was

used up. Equation 5-14 was selected from among those presented in

Table XV. At first glance it may appear that other functions included

in Table XV would be more representative than equation 5-14. The

logical choice would be from among the reciprocal functions but they

are rejected mainly because of the low statistical significance of the

water variable. Their elimination left two alternatives--the quadratic

or the square root formulations. In this respect equation 7 of Table

XV might have been chosen but was also rejected mainly on grounds of

agronomic theory and (2) the ~elatively large errors in prediction

that would result, even though on the whole, the water variables
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performed reasonably well. While the differences between predicted

yields and observed yields were the smallest in the case of equation

7, Table XV, it was still rejected because of the behavior pattern of

the variables. The 3 percent increase in the coefficient of

determination was due to the presence of the interaction term VWi fN
which was also responsible for the reduction in the statistical

significance of nitrogen as well as the size of the differences between

the observed and estimated yield.

Two-Stage Functions--Irrigated Fields

Equations 5-15 and 5-16 describe water-yield relationships for

irrigated fields when two stages functions ~ere fitted to the data. In

the first equation, available soil moisture has been reduced to almost

100 percent in each stage prior to irrigation. In the second equation,

available soil moisture has been reduced to almost zero levels in stage

one and 40 percent in stage two.

TCA = 8.6019 2.6913 Age 
( .8451 )"'"

. 3233 Ni trogen
( .0898 );';

+ 67.069 Wi
(44.5743)

- 43.7505 Wi12
(33.2027)

120.7802 Wi2
(91. 0109)

- 59.4152 Wi 2
2

(46.7592) (5-15)

= .45 F ratio = 4.278

TCA = 8.6055 + 2.6913 Age 
( .8452);'·

.3233 Nitrogen
( .0898)

+ 67.0765 Wi l - 43.7502 Wi1
2 + 201.2890 Wi 2

(44.5744) (33.2028) (151.6832)

- 165.0324 Wi 2
2

(129.8849) (5-16)



= .45 F ratio 4.278
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* Standard error of estimates, significant at 1 percent
level

The quadratic formulations were found to be the best fitting

eq"Jations. The regress Lon coefficients for the water variables had a

much lower statistical significance than those for age and nitrogen.

This is true in both equations. Statistically, there was very little

to choose between the two functions. However, it will be recalled that

both functions describe two different agronomic theories and should be

treated accordingly. Equation two stipulates a more frequent irrigation

pattern late in the crop growth than in the early period while equation

one requires one that is evenly distributed throughout the crop growth.

Because of this both functions will be used in deriving the marginal

products for the irrigated fields.

The information presented in Tables XXVII through XXX are the

marginal physical products for irrigation water derived for the

indicated production conditions. These marginal values represent a

small sample taken from those derived and presented in Appendix C.

Before these values are described in detail, they will be used to

further test the validity of the independent analyses conducted for the

types of water used on sugar cane fields in area A and for different

elevations in area B.

The procedure on which the test was based is described in detail

in (8, pp. 261-266) and rests on a comparison of the variations between

means of the various sample groups and those within the sample. The

variations between sample means are expressed as a ratio of the



TABLE XXVII. MARGINAL PRODUcrS FOR IRRIGATION WATER--SUGAR
PRODUCING AREA A--BRACKISH WATER SOIL GROUP A

Composite Variable Marginal Physical
Wi Product = TCA

.46 108.12

.56 74.10

.63 58.45

.68 50.42

.76 39.90

.85 32.52

.8& 31.40

.92 27.29

Brackish Watcr--Soi1 Group B

.46 58.68

.52 49.75

.58 36.97

~.63 31.52

.69 26.32

.74 22.83

.80 19.41

.92 14.97

1.03 11.88

1.09 10.61
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TABLE XXVII. (Continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PRODUCT FOR
IRRIGATION WATER SUGAR PRODUCING AREA A--NON-BRACKISH

WATER SOIL GROUP A
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Composite Variable
Wi

.58

.64

.70

.75

.78

.84

1.03

Marginal Physical
Product = TCA

54.24

45.01

37.18

32.30

29.73

26.15

17.40

Soil Group B

.46 198.72

.53 151. 44

.60 115.08

.66 95.12

.72 81. 74

.77 71. 15

.82 62.00

.84 59.95

.98 44.03



TABLE XXVIII. MARGINAL PHYSICAL PRODUCTS FOR WATER-SUGAR
PRODUCING AREA B--UNIRRIGATED FIELDS--SOIL GROUP B
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Composite Variable
Wi

Elevation 750 feet--Eguation 5-9

.46

.56

.66

.75

.82

.88

.95

1.07

1.10

Nargina1 Physical
Product = TCA

47.15

31.19

22.18

17.40

14.57

12.59

10.91

8.58

8.17

Equation 5-10

.46 26.31

.56 17.22

.66 12.38

.75 9.71

.82 8.13

.88 7.03

.95 6.09

1.07 4.79

1.10 4.56



TABLE XXVIII. (Continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PRODUCTS FOR
WATER-SUGAR PRODUCING AREA B--UNIRRIGATED FIELDS--SOIL GROUP B

Composite Variable Marginal Physical
Wi Product = TCA

Elevation 1,125 feet

.44 47.80

.50 37.12

.55 29.77

.60 23.39

.68 14. 74

.76 6.46

.82 2.16

.94 - 6.58

1.03 -11. 33

1. 09 -14.75

E1evatlon 1,500 feet and over

.57 42.95

.67 36.05

.74 31.58

.80 27.71

.86 24.10

.91 21.08

1.02 13.62

1.04 12.54

1.10 8.33

J 1.12 7.22
I

f.

I

/
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TABLE XXIX. MARGINAL PHYSICAL PRODUCTS FOR IRRIGATION
WATER--IRRIGATED FIELDS--SUGAR PRODUCING AREA B

Composite Variable Marginal Physical
Wi Product = TCA

.36 140.10

.38 124.07

.40 110.52

.48 56.37

.52 26.00

.55 7.79...

.62 - 45.46

.66 - 73.19

.74 -132.21
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TABLE XXX. MARGINAL PHYSICAL PRODUCTS FOR IRRIGATION WATER,
IRRIGATED FIELDS, SUGAR PRODUCING AREA B--EQUATION 5-15 and 5-16

(Two Stage Functions)

Stage 1 Stage 2

Composite Marginal Composite Marginal
Variable Physical Variable Physical

Wi l Products Wi 2 Products
TCA TCA

Equation 5-15

.36 35.79 .92 11.13

.44 28.71 .91 12.83

.49 23.91 .83 21.90

.56 18.19 .94 9.62

.60 14.73 .99 2.76

.66 9.39 1. 28 -31.19

.71 4.64 .76 30.85

.72 4.40 1.47 -53.89

.90 -11.71 .79 37.63

Equation 5-16

.44 28.71 .55 21.38

.49 23.91 .50 36.51

.52 21.32 .54 21. 57

.57 17.23 .41 65.85

.59 15.80 .42 62.21

.64 11.41 .33 91.41

.68 7.22 .53 27.30

.72 4.40 .88 -89.82

.84 - 6.04 .35 85.41

.90 -11.71 .48 44.34
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variation within the sample. The resulting value is the computed F

statistic which is then compared with tabulated values for statistical

verification of the hypothesis postulated. In order to make the

situation clearer the hypotheses formulated earlier will be restated

in terms of the marginal products derived.

Hypothesis 1: Because of the physical differences between soil

types analysis for the various soil groups must be conducted separately

especially when the crop is irrigated with both brackish and non-

brackish water. These conditions are sufficient to cause significant

differences in the results obtained. Therefore, the mean value for

the marginal products derived will be significantly different frorn each

other. Similarly elevation differences are sufficient to tause

differences in sugar cane yield and hence the marginal products. This

led to the Second Hypothesis. In general, if the means of the respective

samples exhibit statistical independence then the hypotheses are accepted

and vice versa. With the aid of the computational formula presented in

Appendix C the following results were obtained:

Sugar producing area A
Sugar producing area B

Computed
F Statistic

4.750*
1.02

Tabulated
F Statistic

4.570
3.47

Result
accept hypothesis
decision reserved

* Significant at 1 percent level

Based on the sample used, the hypothesis as formulated for sugar

producing area A was accepted because the computed F statistic is

larger than the tabulated values. Results obtained for area B did not

give any indication that the hypothesis could be accepted at either the

one percent or the five percent level. From this it can be concluded
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that differences do exist but that they are not significantly different

from each other. This test should be regarded only as an approximation

because of the small sample used and that in some cases the composite

variables used to compute the marginal values were not similar.

As already indicated the marginal values were obtained by taking

the partial derivative of the original functions with respect to the

composite variables and then substitute the original Wi values into the

marginal product equations. In order to interpret these results

correctly the definition of the composite variable should be recalled

and the meaning of the derivative be understood. As defined, the

composite variable is used to measure the adequacy of water over the

entire crop cycle as well as for different stages of crop growth. In

this sense it represents the average adequacy maintained for one period.

The adequacy is measured by the amount of used water over the potential

evapotranspiration and should be interpreted as such. On the other

hand, the derivative results from a mathematical oper£tion on the

original functions that were estimated in each case. Because of this,

the marginal functions may be regarded as a derived function. The

operation performed on the total product function is intended to

explain the effect on the dependent variable when changes in the

independent variable occur. If we ~egard Y as the dependent and X as

independent, changes in both Y and X can be specified as ~ Y and AX

respectively. This Ay can be divided by .Ii X ( t *)to get the

increment ratio. As ~ X approaches zero, i.e. gets smaller and

smaller--the change in amount of water applied becomes smaller and

smaller--the derivative becomes the limit of the increment ratio. It
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is clear that ~ y and ~ X can be given definite values. Therefore,

for any value of ~ X, a ~ Y can be generated from the original

function. This is essentially the mechanics of the operation performed.

The derivative then may be expressed in a general functional form in

which all possible values of the independent variable may be substituted

or it can be evaluated for fixed values of the independent variable.

When fixed values of the independent variables are inserted, the derived

values represent the rate of change of the function at that particular

point.

When interpreted the value of the derivative must be expressed in

the same units as used in estimating the: total function. We therefore,

get so many units of the dependent variable per unit of the independent

variable. The economic interpretation adopts the same format. However,

it should be remembered that in terms of economics we are generally

concerned with variations in the dependent variable at the margin that

results from small variation in the independent variable rather than

the average variation over the entire function. The marginal product

therefore, represents the rate of change in the total product that

results from correspondingly small increases in the input. This change

in output is then used as an estimate of the value of the resource.

With the above information the content of the tables should be

easily interpreted. Any example of the interpretation reads as

follows: For any of the composite variable given in column one of the

tables, the corresponding marginal physical product in tons of cane

per acre is given in column three. All of the marginal values presented

in the tables are point estimates and are of little value when used for
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prediction unless the specific conditions under which they were obtain

ed are duplicated. In order to increase their efficiency in prediction

confidence intervals should be constructed at some specified proba

bility limits. Confidence intervals or limits are defined as a range in

values within which the computed marginal values are expected to fall,

i.e., there is an upper and a lower limit, and the computed average

marginal product lie somewhere between this limit.

The tables themselves are self explanatory. The information

contained in them clearly indicates that as the value of the composite

variable increases the marginal products decrease. Each table should

be interpreted separately especially those for area A because they

describe different production conditions. With the exception of those

for the irrigated fields, the results for area B (tables XXVIII to XXX)

are more directly comparable. Even then one should exercise caution

in his interpretations. As already shown the marginal products are

not significantly different from each other but there are small

differences as production moves from low to high elevation. Marginal

products are positive for elevation 750 and 1,500 feet where the

composite variable exceeded 1.0 however, they are relatively low. At

1,125 feet the marginal products become negative when the composite

variable is slightly above .82.

The marginal products derived for the irrigated fields are in

general higher than those for the fields that depended on rainfall.

However, they become negative when the composite variable is between

.55 and .62 (Table XXIX). It should be recalled that in this case

water was depleted to almost one hundred percent; therefore, the fact
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that they are higher than those for the two stage functions are not

surprising. When water was depleted to one hundred percent in the

two-stage function (5-15), the marginal products were higher for

stage one than for stage two. When the available water was depleted

to 40 percent in stage two and 100 percent in stage on (Table XXX,

Equation 5-16), the marginal products were higher for stage two than

for stage one. However, in these comparisons, consideration should

also be given to the composite variables. In general when values for

the composite variables are low, marginal products are high and when

they are high the marginal products are low.

What does the above information indicate? Before an answer is

given to this question one should recall that the discussion has been

based on a very small sample drawn from Appendix C. However,

examination of the information given in Appendix C will show that the

pattern of behavior is consistent with the sample used. One of the

answers to the question is that they show the results obtained when

differential effects of water are introduced empirically into water

yield relationships. Further, they offer evidence on the accuracy of

several hypothesized relationships between soil-water and yield. But

most of all they provide some of the information that the irrigator

must have in order to maintain or improve his efficiency in water

management. As will be shown in the next section, decisions to

irrigate when 60 percent of the available water has been used up or

rather to wait until all the soil moisture has been depleted is no

longer an agronomic problem. It is an economic problem. Such decision

must be made within the framework of economic theory.
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Economic Optimum

How much water to apply and how frequently should these amounts

be applied are important questions for the irrigator. However, given

the marginal product of water derived with sound agronomic principles

as well as the price of water, the irrigator has in his possession

most of the information needed to answer these questions. In the

following section an attempt will be made to show how the information

presented earlier in this study can be used to supply these answers.

The marginal products for water were derived and presented earlier

for various production conditions. Also the statement was made that

the optimum water application is where the marginal product is equated

to the price of water. In a general way determination of optimum

application rates is straightforward once the necessary coefficients

become available. The problem is reduced to one of solving for unknown

quantities from either a set of simultaneous equations or a single

equation. However, sometimes difficulty is encountered due to a lack

of complete information. Such is the present case as will be seen

later.

We will begin by presenting a general method of solution using a

hypothetical production function for water followed by particular

solutions. Given the total product function described below in

equation 5-17 where as before, Y is the total yield and X2 ' X3 aLe the

inputs nitrogen and water respectively, marginal products can be

derived in the usual way to get 5-18.

=

Y =

MPX2

2a bl X2 + b2X3 - b3X2

bl - 2b3X2 + b5X3

(5-17)

(5-18)



= (5-18)
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To carry the analysis further it is assumed that product price and

per unit input price are known with certainty so that the following

price ratios can be established.

Pz = price of Xz------,
price of Y

= price of X3

price of Y

Equation 5-18 can now be combined with the respective price ratios to

get equation 5-19. Values for the unknown quantities Xz and X3 can now

be obtained using matrix algebra.

=

= (5-19 )

Rewriting 5-19 in matrix form the following is obtained.

A = B =

-bZ

c =

A represents vector of unknowns, quantities XZ' X3 •

B represents the matrix of known coefficients.

C represents the matrix of coefficients for Xz and X3 •

The following relationships can now be established.

CA = B,

The matrix B is the product of the C matrix and A vector. The objective

is to determine the values for A. These values can be obtained by

inverting the matrix C and then using the result to multiply the B
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matrix. It is evident that only equations of the general form, i.e.

those containing an interaction term, used in this illustration need

to be solved in this way. If there are no interaction terms the

problem is reduced to one in which the partial derivatives taken with

respect to specific input is equated to the price ration and then

solving for the optimum quantity of water. To show that these

procedures work, a practical application will be attempted. Most of

the coefficients that will be used are drawn from the study. Others

are of necessity drawn from other sources and will be appropriately

indicated.

Cost estimates

The cost of an acre-inch of irrigation water constitutes only a

very small portion of the total costs of producing an acre of sugar

cane. Despite this, water prices are difficult to measure especially

when no pricing policy exists. In the absence of such provisions one

has to seek some alternative mechanism in order to get the estimates

needed.

For purposes of this study we adopt a theory that explains costs

as payments made in order to induce factors to continue their service

in the production process. Accordingly these costs are broken down

into two components fixed expenses and variable expenses. Fixed

expenses are independent of the level of output ~vhile variable expenses

are directly related to the level of output. The amount of fixed

expenses per unit can be expected to decline with increasing output.

Variable expenses may decline early but are expected to increase as

total output increases. In the absence of actual prices paid for water
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on the plantation the following assumptions will be made in order to

develop some estimates of water costs. The cost of irrigation water

in the study area is equal to its application cost plus prices paid for

water elsewhere. The application cost largely reflects variable

expenses--cost of labor and cost of using the irrigation equipment, and

depends on the quantity of water applied. If these costs are known

then the average and marginal costs per acre-inch of water can be

determined.

The cost estimates presented in Table XXXI below are based on data

collected from one of the study areas. The sample was drawn from a

majority of the fields on which irrigation was practiced and was

limited to 49 observations. These observations covered the last 3

crop years of the study period because the data for previous crops was

not detailed en0ugh. However, these estimates reflect changes in costs

of labor and e'luipment over a six year period. After the costs of

labor and equi~ment per irrigation were derived, a charge of 8 cents per

thousand gallonR of water was added. This additional charge represents

current prices charged for water supplied by the State of Hawaii for

agricultural uses in other areas of the State.

The total cost of water in any irrigation round constitutes the

cost of labor, operating costs of equipment, depreciation, and the cost

of water itself. It is not customary to include equipment charges in

optimizing decisions. Such decisions are generally based on variable

expenses especially in the short run. But if water is to be used

profitably, then the returns from its use should cover the purchase

price as well as its application costs. The equipment charges included
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here can be regarded as variable expenses because they were incurred

during irrigation.

TABLE XXXI. ESTIMATED WATER COSTS PER ACRE- INCH

Standard
Cost Items Mean Values Deviation

cost of water per acre $ 8.014 $2.104

cost of application per acre $ 11. 014 $3.022

total costs per acre $ 19.028

avg. amount applied ac. in. $ 3.71

cost per acre inch $ 5.128

Product Price

In general it can be stated that no market price exists for

sugar cane in the unprocessed form. However, this is not exactly a

true statement as will be shown below.

It may be worthwhile to note that not all the sugar cane produced

in Hawaii is grown by the large plantations. As late as 1962 there

were approximately 949 independent growers cultivating about 17,000

acres of sugar cane. These were marginal sugar lands prior to the

development of heavy equipment but are now adopted to plantation use. 12

It is evident that these independent growers are unable to invest huge

sums of capital in the necessary processing equipment and so must

12 John A. Mollet, The Sugar Plantation in Hawaii: ~ Study of
Changing~~£~ Management and Labor Organization. 1965 Agr.
Econ. Bulletin No. 22. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station.
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process their sugar cane at the mills of the large plantations.

Proximity to the large plantations led to the development of special

arrangements between these producers and the large plantations.

Understandably these arrangements are not homogenous and while the

price received by these producers for their unprocessed cane is a good

approximation to the true price it is not exactly a market price because

of these imperfections. One could also question whether it is

representative of the price for the sugar cane grown on the plantation.

However, in order to complete the illustration some form of price

estimate i. required.

Two estimates of this value of the unprocessed sugar cane have

been developed, based on information supplied by the Hawaii Crop and

Livestock Reporting Service. 13 The value of sugar cane in each case

is $10.04 and $7.86 per ton for area A and area B, respectively. These

prices reflect the "farm price" for sugar cane. The farm price is a

computed price which mayor may not reflect the average price at which

14the transfer of ownership of the sugar cane occurred. It is the price

received by farmers at the processing point. Data on these prices are

available for seven years of the study period and are used in deriving

the estimates above. With the preceding price information particular

solutions can now be obtained for selected production conditions.

The main objective is to determine the optimum quantity of water

that should be applied given these price relationships. To meet this

13 Hawaii Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, Statistics of
Hawaiian Agriculture 1967. Honolulu, Hawaii, 1~68.

14 Ibid., p. 64.
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objective, the production functions must be expressed in terms of the

effective water applied. The general form of the equation for sugar

producing area A can be rewritten as equation 5-20.

TCA = a - bEp (5-20)
Wa

Where TCA = tons of cane per acre

a = constant

b1 = regression coefficient

~ = the reciprocal of Wi
Wa

Wa = effective water

Ep = potential evapotranspiration

The marginal product equation then becomes equation 5-21. Marginal

va1u", product

(5-21)

is obtained by multiplying the marginal physical product by the price

of cane (MPPWa X Pc). The point of maximum efficiency in water use is

obtained when the marginal value product is equated to the price of

water, MVP = Pw. The amount of water required to achieve this point

can be derived by inserting coefficients into equation 5-22 below.

(a) MPPWa P... = Pw

(b) bEp Pc = Pw

Wa2

(c) PwWa2 = bEpPc

Wa = ~ b~PC (5-22)

Equation 5-22 can be used to derive the optimum quantities of

irrigation water that should be applied per acre at given prices (water

and sugar cane) and production conditions for area A. An additional
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requirement is the estimated potential evapotranspiration rate.

Assuming that the potential evapotranspiration rates are 190 and 180

inches for the entire crop produced in soil group A and B respectively,

the optimum water requirements for the various production conditions

are given in Table XXXII. These results were obtained by substituting

the relevant coefficients from the functions estimated as well as the

prices and the respective evapotranspiration into equation 5-22.

TABLE XXXII. OPTIMUN WATER REQUIREMENTS

AREA A
Type of Irrigation Water

Brackish Water

Non-Brackish Water

Soil Group A

80.312

Soil Group B

68.300

124.800

a: Optimum quantities of water are in acre inches. The potential
evapotranspiration rates were arbitrarily chosen

Equation 5-23 is developed for adaptation to those conditions where the

quadratic equation is applicable.

Wa = ~c;.Pw..;:.c_a b_l_E_P_-_l....:;]~_E_'p_2

2b2 (5- 23)

This is also suitable for the square root formulations after the

necessary adjustments have been made. Development of 5-23 can be found

in Appendix C. The optimum water requirements for area B presented in

Table XXXIII was calculated with equations 5-22 and 5-23 where applicable

and are based on the estimates of cane price, water cost and the average

total potential evapotranspiration for the entire crop. Quite

noticeable is the fact that more water is required at lower elevations
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TABLE XXXIII. OPTIMUM WATER REQUIREMENTS

AREA B
Production Conditions

Unirrigated Fields

Elevation 1, 750 feet

Elevation 2, 1,125 feet

Elevation 3, 1,500 feet

Irrigated Fields

Stage 1

Stage 2

Non-staged function

Acre Inches of Water

46.69

38.94

20.02

18.55

44.69

59.52

because potential evapotranspiration is higher at lower elevations

than at high elevations. These optimum quantities of water computed

for both areas include irrigation water and effective rainfall. The

quantity of irrigation water can be obtained by substracting the

effective rainfall from these amounts.

Equation 5-22 and 5-23 can also be used for deriving factor demand

curves, i.e. demand curves for irrigation water under partially static

conditions. This can be done by inserting a series of prices of water

and sugar cane into the equation and then generate new equilibrium

quantities of water. The demand curve can then be plotted according

the general price-quantity relationships.

It was stated earlier that the choice of an irrigation cycle,

i.e. the timingoc water application should be based on economic

rationale. Naturally, the irrigator should choose the one in which
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the potential returns are greatest and in which the amounts of water

applied are optimum. In order to test the criteria, two equations

representing alternative agronomic theories were analyzed. These are

the two-stage relationships represented by equations 5-15 and 5-16.

Equation 5-15 represents relationships established when available

water is depleted "to almost 100 percent" in both stages. Equation

5-16 represents relationships established when available water is

depleted to 100 percent in stage one and 40 percent in stage two. The

results for equation 5-16 are already presented in Table XXXIII

(irrigated fields) above. The resulting optimum water requirements

for stage one, 5-15 is similar to that of 5-16, approximately 19 acre

inches while for stage two it was approximately 2 acres inches higher

(46 acre inches). These results were obtained under the same

conditions as those imposed on equation 5-16, i.e. the same product

price relationships as well as the average total potential evapotrans

piration. Therefore, under these simulated conditions the time to

irrigate would be when 100 percent of the water is depleted during

early crop growth and when approximately 60 percent is removed from

the soil late in the crop cycle. Similar analyses can be conducted for

the various situations analyzed in the study.

Some Implications

Even though the results presented above are largely illustrative

they were intended to provide irrigation management with some necessary

tools which may lead to efficient water management if adopted. However,

there are some obvious refinements will be indicated in the light of

the shortcomings of the general method of analysis.
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The first weak point is that the optimizing process was based

solely on water. No consideration was given to other inputs such as

fertilizer and temperature which are known to be as important as water.

In any ev~nt an optimizing model that can handle these situations was

presented in equation 5-19. Secondly, no consideration was given to

the total supply of water available for irrigation purposes. Such

considerations would require alternative optimizing models. It should

also be recalled that in some cases no irrigation water was applied

yet optimizing criteria were still applied.

Thirdly, the entire analytical model was developed from data

obtained from field records that were not designed for analyses such

a5 these. In some cases the required data had to be simulated. Despite

this, for the most part data that came from field records did not lack

the needed accuracy. It appears that if efficiency in water management

is to be practiced, some attention should be given to are-orientation

of records systems in this area. Some specific areas that should

receive attention are soil classification information by fields,

increases in the number of weather static~s (wind, pan evaporation,

solar radiation, etc.), moisture release curves for the various soil

types present in sugar cane fields, and records of the actual amounts

of ,~ater released on a particular field. These are only a few examples

of the areas that appear to need immediate attention if the methodology

presented in this study is to be used to develop meaningful coefficients

for irrigation water. It is anticipated that this study is a first

step in a series of exhaustive investigations in which experimental

data is somehow combined with historical data by the physical scientist
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as well as the economist in order to identify all the factors that

affect water value in sugar cane production. It is only then that

the irrigator will be assured that the coefficients given him are

realistic so that he can make correct water management decisions.

By correctly specifying the coefficients for irrigation water the

irrigator will be able to use them in combination with price

relationships to (1) release fairly exact amounts of water over the

crop cycle (2) allocate water among fields correctly and (3) be able

to build adequate storage facilities in order to reduce yield losses

due to droughts and to an extent regulate his production.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has concentrated on the development of an operational

model for determining the productivity of irrigation water with respect

to sugar cane production in Hawaii. An operational model of the type

developed in this study is needed by sugar cane irrigators so that they

can improve their efficiency in water management, and by policy makers

concerned with the pricing and allocation of available water supplies.

Of necessity, the study draws heavily from and builds on the

experiences of previous investigations in the general areas of

agricultural economics and plant sciences. From an integration of

these ideas a composite variable evolved. The composition of this

variable includes number of irrigation rounds, soil moisture storage

capacity, effective rainfall, pan evaporation and critical moisture

stress. Most of the information required to construct this variable

is available from management records though they sometimes lack the

necessary detail. Pan evaporation data was incomplete because

standard evaporation pans were only recently installed on the sugar

plantations so that on the average only two crop years of complete

data were available. Two estimating procedures were adopted, using the

available data in order to cover the study period -- one for each area.

A prediction equation was used in estimating the pan evaporation for

each field in area A, while the estimates for area B were obtained by

statistical manipulation of the monthly means and standard deviations

of the observed data for each pan evaporation station. The composite

variable is designed to incorporate the necessary established agronomic

theories on soi1-moisture-plant relationships for sugar cane.
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Estimates of the productivity of irrigation water were based on

the composite variable together with other variables considered

important in sugar cane production. Data were collected from sugar

plantations located in two sugar producing areas chosen to represent

the various sugar producing conditions in the State. One of the

plantations used depends exclusively on water from artesian wells for

irrigation. The other depends mostly on rainfall and irrigation is

supplementary. The plantations differ in their physical terrain.

Empirical analyses of the data collected were based on a single

equation least squares regression model. The composite variable was

held responsible for a significant amount of the variations in sugar

cane yield. From the total product equations estimated with the aid

of an IBM 360 computer, marginal physical products were derived for

the various production conditions. These marginal products were used

together with estimated product and input prices for general economic

analyses. The single equation regression model was adopted not only

because of its computational ease but also for its efficiency in

predicting various levels of output from specified inputs and also

because the standard errors of the regression coefficients are

relatively small. Each area was analyzed separately because combining

the data from both areas would lead to problems of agregation and

possibly hybrid production functions.

In general the results of the empirical analysis demonstrated

that the conceptual model as formulated was operational with a fair

degree of success. The model was used to measure marginal products

for irrigation water for irrigated sugar cane fields, unirrigated
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fields, over the entire crop cycle, for two stages of growth as well

as for various sugar producing environments. In nearly all cases the

water variable was statistically significant at relatively high

probability levels.

From a statistical viewpoint the results collaborated with some

of the general agronomic theories on soil-water-yield relationship with

respect to sugar cane. An exception to this was failure to find total

empirical support for the theory that photosynthesis in sugar cane

would not be retarded until approximately 60 percent of water has been

removed. Empirical evidence suggests that when brackish water is used

sugar cane should be irrigated when at least 30 percent of the available

water has been depleted. This indicates a higher irrigation frequency

than in the case of non-brackish water. Most of the empirical findings

were consistent with the hypotheses formulated. Productivity of

irrigation water varies with the physical environment as well as the

availability and quality of water used. Because of this extreme

caution should be exercised when making comparative analyses in this

respect. Based on limited evidence productivity differences were most

noticeable in sugar producing area A. Point estimates of the marginal

products were in general higher for soil group A than for soil group B

and for non-brackish water than for brackish water.

Productivity differences were significant between land classes.

As was expected, when production shifts from high quality to low

quality land yields ghowed downtrends. However, differences in marginal

productivity could not be investigated because land productivity

differences were introduced as shift variables and so would not affect
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the slope of the water variable. This indicates that the marginal

products for irrigation water are essentially the same among land

classes A, Band C. Differences in marginal products between the

various land classes can be noted by analyzing each land class

separately. However, preliminary investigations indicate that this

would present a problem because one particular land class sometimes

includes more than one soil group which makes the inclusion of the

moisture stress concept complex. It appears that soil grouping

dominates land quality differences.

With the exception of those for the two stage functions, point

estimates of the marginal products differed only slightly for sugar

producing area B. Unlike the results for area A land quality

differences played a less significant role in the analysis for area B.

Its insignificance appears to be influenced by elevation differences.

The behavior pattern of elevation differences was similar to that of

land quality in sugar area A. As production shifted to higher

elevations yields tended to decline. This was attributed mainly to the

influence of solar radiation. These results were obtained from the

unirrigated fields when elevation was introduced as a shift variable and

was supported later when each elevation was analyzed separately.

Almost similar results were obtained for the irrigated fields of

area B. All the fields had approximately the same elevation. However

land quality differences did not have any significant effect on results.

In the case of the two-stage functions it appears that productivity of

irrigation water is higher after the first six months of growth than

during the late period.
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As a possible tool for decision making during irrigation management

the model was tested to see its applicability for numerous situations.

In each case the marginal products derived were combined with crude

price and cost estimates to get some indication of the optimum amount

of water that should be applied in each case. For sugar cane produced

on soil group A and irrigated with brackish water approximately 91 acre

inches of water is required during the crop cycle. This was

approximately 11 acre-inches more than when these fields are irrigated

with non-brackish water. Sugar cane produced on soil group B required

approximately 68 and 124 acre inches when irrigated with brackish and

non-brackish water, respectively. These results apply to sugar

producing area A. For sugar producing area B the water requirements

were lower especially for the unirrigated fields. Sugar cane produced

at approximately 750 feet above sea level required a total of 47

inches. At 1,125 feet and 1,500 feet respectively, the water require

ments were 39 and 20 inches. The irrigated fields of sugar producing

area B had optimum water requirements of approximately 60 acre-inches.

The average water requirements when the crop cycle is divided into two

stages were 19 and 45 acre inches for stage one and stage two,

respectively.

The above results, while not conclusive, show that effective

water-management should consider the various conditions that

characterize the production process in great detail, especially in the

short run. It would be incorrect to specify certain irrigation

practices without considering the likely response as well as the price
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and quality of irrigation water and the price of sugar cane if these

prices are available. Further irrigation practices should be adopted

to the physical'environment on which the crop is grown •
...

Water quality appears to be a critical factor. \{hile an attempt

was made to approximate rather crudely the optimum requirements for

fields irrigated with brackish water, the determination of these amounts

appears less simple. Considerations along this trend of thought could

lead to an interesting topic for further investigations. These results

were obtained under highly static restrictive and exploratory

conditions which should be used as a background for their use and

interpretation. Host of tbese -:-c.nditions are adequately described in

the text.

The composite yariable appears to be highly suitable for measuring

the productivity of irrigation water in quantitative dimensions not
~._._ _. --,- .

only in the case of sugar cane but for any crop on which there is

sufficient information that is detailed and accurate. In empirical

analysis of this nature these particular features of research data

cannot be sacrificed or else the results will be of limited value. At

the present, mo~t farm records lack the necessary precision often
".

required and so the researcher quite often has to resort to some

ingenious method of obtaining the necessary information. One way in

which the situation could be improved is to increase the number of

meteorological stations (wind, pan-evaporation, rainfall, radiation),

so that record keeping could become more precise. This would reduce

the size of the errors when these data are transferred from the

stations to a particular field. Similarly, where irrigation is
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practiced greater efforts should be made to measure the amount of water

applied if it is economically feasible. In this case the composite

variable could be more accurately defined. The analytical model

adopted should reflect most controllable factors that are involved in

the problem at hand.

This study tried to develop a simple yet operational model from

available data and while considerable success was obtained several

inherent weaknesses should be pointed out. One apparent weakness was

in the choice of the sample size as well as the exclusion of

independent sugar cane growers from the physical aspects of the

analysis. Independent sugar cane growers are mostly located in close

proximity to large sugar plantations in Hawaii and generally operate

on the same principles but with considerable less precision than that

required by the study and so were excluded mostly for this reason.

Further explorations in this area could be expanded to include some

independent growers as well as more of the large sugar plantations.

However, it is highly unlikely that significantly different results

will be obtained due to the cooperation among sugar plantations with

respect to management and general efficiency in operation. One

exception would be the case where record keeping invo~ve the type of

refinement referred to earlier a~cl"needed for similar studies. In

this case there will be less use of simulated data.

In the estimation of the two-stage functions it was assumed that

growth in each stage was independent of the other, which may be in

violation of agronomic theory. The preliminary evidence indicated that

the two-stage function could also be extended to the entire analysis.
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But besides being thought.uneconomical at the present time the idea

was purely conceptional and exploratory. However, if it becomes

feasible to estimate a multi-stage function then problems of optimum

inter-stage allocation of irrigation water would require a more

sophisticated but operational model for handling such situations.

Finally, other weakness may lie in the use of a single equation to

express production relationships which may in fact be explained in

terms of simultaneous equations. However, ;;ti~2re was no evidence that

a simultaneous approach wO!lld give more meaningful results. Attempts,_4'
to use the results of this study should be accumpanied with caution

I!$ ..~
because besides the1;~rmitations mentioned and as indicated earlier the

,"

analyses were primarily exploratory involving a fair amount of simulated

data and may need further investigations.

A logical direction for future research appears to be one that

begins with data requirements with a view to a re-orientation of the

record systems as already mentioned. Secondly attention should be

given to the structui~ of the composite variable. Some method should

be devised to incorporate the effects of solar radiation and

temperature into the varIable. These are important factors in sugar

cane production that were pot considered explicitly in the study.

Thirdly, attention should be focused on the functional forms of the

equations because even though those that were used in the study
".

performed reasonably well, it appears that ,better fits could be

obtained with refinement in data inclusion of other omitted factors

and perhaps further experimentation with other forms of equations.

Consideration should also be given to the idea of the multi-staged
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functions. However it appears that this will only be successful if the

data requirements are met. Finally further efforts should be made to

extend the analytical model to other sugar producing areas as well.



APPENDIX A



TABLE I. PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR SUGAR PRODUCING AREA A CROPS 1955 - 1966

Land Land Land ~~ "'In'~

Equation A Value Age Crop Year Quality quality Quality Wi- 1 Wi- 1 R R2 F
A B C

1955-1966

1 96.6272 .4433 - .9841 31.5761 24.1180 --- 23.1769 --- .59 .35 41.88
(2.147)C (2.469)b (13.941)a (9.831)a (6.672)a

2 96.6007 .4445 - .9910 31. 5360 24.1080 --- --- -26.0191 .59 .35 41. 85
(2.153)C (2.487)b (l3. 936)a (9.826)a (6.665)a

Wi Wi2

3 32.9450 .4471 - .9869 32.2386 24.8885 --- 52.4999 -13.2209 --- .35 34.27
(2.157)c (2.466)b (13.209)a (9.39l)a (3.063)a (l.78l)d

l.J'i ih2

4 32.9464 .4471 - .9919 32.2352 24.9099 --- 46.6530 --- --- .35 34.29
(2.157)c (2.479)b (13.219)a (9.405)a (3.066)a (1.778)d

a Significant at 1 percent level (t ratios)
*b Significant at 2 percent level (t ratios) Wi = (NxS) + Re

c Significant at 5 percent level (t ratios) 1. 71 APE
d Significant at 10 percent level (t ratios) ,,;hL

\.J'i = (NxS) + Re
1. 52 APE

....
(j\
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TABLE III. MODIFIED QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS FOR SUGAR PF

C A Land Land
Equation Factor Value Age Crop Year Quality Qua1it)

A B

1 .4 38.5919 .2836 - .8284 31.4845 24.156l
(1. 360) (2.08) °/(ok (13.719)* (9.702;

2 .4 36.3847 .2743 - .8162 31.5055 24.1041
(1. 320) (2.053)** (14.222)* (9.990:

3 .5 35.7812 .3090 - .8633 31.9490 24.6081
(1. 484) (2.168)~·r* (13.623)* (9.687:

4 .5 34.2600 .3002 - .8500 32.0777 24.6601
(1.444) (2. 139)idr (14.205)* (10 .045:

5 .6 34.2222 .3325 - .8938 32.2320 24.877
(1. 600) (2.243) ir'x* (13.513) * (9.642

6 .6 33.1160 .3242 - .8804 32.4346 25.001'
(1.560) (2.150)*** (14.143)* (10.01,3

7 .8 33.0694 .3709 - .9419 32.4952 25.115
(1. 785) (2.360)ir* (13.302)* (9.523

8 .8 32.3794 .3636 - .9291 32.7818 25.325
(1.752) (2.333) ih'r (13.978)* (9.968

* t ratios significant at 1 percent level a

** t ratios significant at 2 percent level Wi =
**ir t ratios significant at 5 percent level

All other t ratios significant at 10 percent level



[C FUNCTIONS FOR SUGAR PRODUCING AREA A CROPS 1955 - 1966

Land Land
'11i Wi2

b .
Quality Quality W1 Wi2 R2

A B

31.4845 24.1568 80.9259 -30.7977 .36
(13.719) * (9. 702) ~\' (2.791) -I, (1. 420)

31.5055 24.1046 98.4238 -44.3381 .36
(14.222)* (9.990)* (5.019)7' (3.212) j,

31.9490 24.6084 75.6555 -26.5173 .36
(13.623)* (9.687)* (2.999);" (1. 630)

32.0777 24.6600 88.7890 -35.3762 .36
(14.205)* (10 .045)* (5.075);" (3.315);"

32.2320 24.8773 69.3164 -22.1833 .35
(13.513) * (9.642)* (3.117)* (1. 756)

32.4346 25.0019 79.7426 -28.4250 .35
(14.143)* (10.01,3)* (5.065);" (3.351)·/(

32.4952 25.1155 57.4079 -15.4100 .35
(13.302)* (9.523)~\' (3. 217) ~\' (1. 880)

32.7818 25.3252 64.7812 -19.0228 .35
(13.978)* (9.968)* (4.964) 7' (3.329)*

a b

Wi = c(NxS) + Re Wi = c(NxS) + Re
1.52 APE 1. 71 APE

.....
-...J
0
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TABLE IV. PRODUCIION FUNCIIONS FOR ALL FIELDS IRRIGATED WITH BRACKISH AND NON-BRACKISH
WATER FOR SOIL GROUPS A AND B: CROPS 1955-1966

Land Land a Soil
R2Equation C Factor A Value Crop Year Quality Quality Wi Wi2 Group

A B

1 .60 - 8.5228 -1.4741 26.6162 21.9770 230.7810 -127.2630 A .39
(1.834)*** (5.702)* (4.191)* (2.836)* (2.242)**

2 1.00 -37.4120 -1.4616 28.7317 23.7988 212.9740 - 86.1990 A .41
(1.867)*** (6.299)~\- (4. 645)~\- (3.983)·\- (3.365)~\-

we 1

3 .12 110.4430 -1.8298 22.9457 17.5009 - 5.3196 --- A .29
(2.145)** (4.649)* (3.142)* (3.424)~\-

4 .25 116.8010 -1. 6241 23.7206 18.7667 -10.3069 --- A .32
(1. 948) ~'n\- (4.965)* (3.474)* (4.286)*

5 .60 123.4720 -1.4182 25.7155 21.£,945 -23.3518 --- A .37
(1. 759)*** (5.590) .\- (4.112)~\- (5.281)*

6 .30 109.3600 --- 37.4626 38.4404 -12.5395 --- B .54
(9. 888) ~\- (2.631)* (4.111)*

7 .60 109.8990 --- 39.7575 41.1728 -20.3715 --- B .53
(9.1804)* (2.792)* (3.821)'\-

8 .80 109.2050 --- 40.1787 42.2701 -24.6234 --- B .52
(8.851)* (2.849)* (3. 642)·\-

t-'
.......
N



TABLE IV. (Continued) PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR ALL FIELDS IRRIGATED WITH BRACKISH AND NON-BRACKISH
WATER FOR SOIL GROUPS A AND B: CROPS 1955-1966

Land Land a Soil
Equation C Factor A Value Crop Year Quality Quality loli Wi2 Group R2

A B

9 .25 48.0566 - .9771 10.2336 --- 236.4360 -231.2010 A .23
(1.41) (3.683)~'< (1.891) (1. 455)

10 .60 27.1563 -1.0563 10.5975 --- 209.1420 -135.5030 A .23
(1.513) (3. 806 )~'< (2.569)* (2.143)~b'<

11 1.00 28.2827 -1. 0911 10.6858 --- 144.7360 - 66.2184 A .22
(1.533) (3.819)~'< (2. 659)~'; (2.270)~b'<

Wi- 1

12 .12 119.8480 .9222 10.0833 --- - 4.5857 --- A .22
(1.339) (3.654)~'< (3. 586)~';

13 .25 125.019 -1. 0475 10.0093 --- - 7.8806 --- A .23
(1. 537) (3. 649)~'" (3.796)*

14 .60 128.1490 -1. 2865 10.0280 --- -14.4979 --- A .22
(1. 877)~b';':'< (3.633)~'< (3. 596)~'<

15 1.00 126.5320 -1.3848 10.1213 --- -19.2886 --- A .21
(1. 993)~'<~'< (3. 629)~'; (3.232)~'<

* t ratios significant at the 1 percent level a
** t ratios significant at the 5 percent level \.Ji = C(NxS) + Re

~~~"* t ratios significant at the 10 percent level 1. 71 APE
,.....
""-I
W



TABLE V. PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR FIELDS IRRIGATED tvITH NON-BRACKISH WATER
SOIL GROUP B: CROPS 1955 - 1966

Soil
Equation C Factor A Value Age Crop Year Wi tVi2 Group R2

1 .30 66.4210 --- -1.4247 123.3240 -62.1591 B .18
(1. 032) (2.401)1b\- (1. 934)m\-1\-

Wi- 1 Wi- 1

2 .60 124.7180 .3559 -1.9113 --- -14.9842 B .19
(1.273) (1.396) (2. 586 )1'~

3 .80 123.3350 .3799 - 1. 9882 --- -17.5927 B .18
(1.354) (1.451) (2.493)*1\-

* t ratios significant at 1 percent level

** t ratios significant at 2 percent level
*** t ratios significant at 5 percent level

,.....
-...J
.po.



TABLE VI. PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR FIELDS IRRIGATED WITH NON-BRACKISH WATER
FOR SPECIFIED SOIL GROUPS: CROPS 1955 - 1966

Land Land a Soil
Equation C Fa~tor A Value Crop Year Quality Quality Variety we l Group R2

A B

1 1.00 154.6865 -1.1053 --- --- -7.0320 -34.8872 A & B .27
(1.780)*1\"* (2.05 )1b\- (6.340)*

2 .25 127.6432 -1.8192 7.1349 --- --- - 7.1234 A .21
(2. 850)~\- (2.590)1\- (3.610)~\-

3 .60 137.3089 -1.6854 7.3674 --- --- -18.3090 A .26
(2.720)* (2. 77)1\- (4.620)

4 1.00 140.9430 -1.6760 7.1781 --- --- -29.4910 A .28
(2. 740))\- (2. 740))\- (4. 90C)~'"

5 .60 167.0962 --- --- --- --- -41. 9282 B .36
(5.440))\-

6 .80 170.7154 --- --- --- --- -54.4826 B .40
(5. 840)~'"

7 1.00 172.1573 --- --- --- --- -65.9184 B .41
(6.060)*

,,,: t ratios significant at 1 percent level a
,,;h'~ t ratios significant at 2 percent level Wi = c (NxS) + Re

;'d~"k t ratios significant at 10 percent level 1. 52 APE

...... r-'
""-l
V1



TABLE VII. PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR ALL FIELDS IRRIGATED WITH BRACKISH WATER
FOR SPECIFIED SOIL GROUPS: CROPS 1955 - 1966

a Soil
Equation C Factor A Value Land Quality A Land Quality B Wi- 1 Group R2

1 .12 108.0432 21.8818 17.9732 - 6.8693 A .31
(4.280)~': (4.010)~': (4.690)~':

2 .25 111. 7362 22.3359 19.4523 -11.3854 A .32
(4.410)~'~ (4. 320)~': (4. 890)~':

3 .60 110.5260 23.5454 20.7803 -19.1651 A .29
(4. 580)~': (4.490)~~ (4.400)~':

4 .30 100.7198 26.8099 8.7119 - 8.8542 B .34
(6. 81 )~~ (1.450) (2. 320)""~':

5 .60 102.8423 27.8390 8.9838 -16.1116 B .34
(6. 840)~': (1. 490) (2. 33)~"~\-

6 .80 102.6994 28.0575 8.7220 -19.8906 B .34
(6. 790)~\- (1.450) (2. 270)~bb"

* t ratios significant at 1 percent 1eve1 a
.,,,* t ratios significant at 2 percent level tli = c(NxS) + Re
*m~ t ratios significant at 5 percent level 1. 52 APE

t-'
-....J
0\



TABLE VIII. QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS FOR FIELDS IRRIGATED WITH BRACKISH WATER
SOIL GROUPS A AND B: CROPS 1955 - 1966

Land Land Soil
Equation C Factor A Value Crop Year Quality Quality Wi iJi2 Group R2

A B

1 .80 -15.7604 -1.4039 26.9000 22.2864 221. 5370 -110.1250 A .39
(1. 754)-k-k;" (5.796)* (4.272)* (3.018) (2.424)**

2 1.00 -46.6312 -1. 3739 29.1318 24.1953 203.7060 - 73.9165 A .43
(1. 768) ~"** (6.440)>\" (4.761)* (4.230)* (3.611)*

3 1.00 41.2818 --- 40.9001 44.1795 39.5664 - 6.2003 A .53
(8.457)* (2.963)* (1.286) ( .601)

4 .30 41. 7407 --- 38.3449 37.5784 89.8446 - 30.4412 B .55

* t ratios significant at 1 percent level
** t ratios significant at 2 percent level

*** t ratios significant at 10 percent level

~

-.,J
........



TABLE IX. ADJUSTED FUNCTIONS FOR FIELDS IRRIGA'lED WITH NON-BRACKISH '-lATER
LAND QUALITY A - CROPS 1955 - 1966

Land Land Soil
Equation C Factor A Value Age Crop Year Quality Quality ~i lH2 Group R2

A B

1 .60 47.7902 --- -1.1774 10.5773 --- 134.7030 - 75.5681 A .21
(1. 661) (3.737)* (1. 944) (1. 560)

2 1.00 47.6313 --- -1.1890 10.6893 --- 95.7955 - 38.5475 A .20
(1. 650) (3.764)* (2.073 (1. 725)

3 .30 27.4992 .2902 -1.7119 --- --- 261.5210 -213.267 B .21
(1.027) (1. 234) (1. 755) (1. 392)

4 1.00 14.0118 .4131 -1. 9694 --- --- 141. 6560 - 55.3461 B .20
(1.475) (1.419) (1. 945) (1. 623

~
-....;
co
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TABLE X MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROWCT--IRRIGATED FIELDS SUGAR PROOOCIID
AREA A--BRAKISH WATER SOIL GROUP A--EQUATION 5-4

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TCA

.57 97.69 72.47

.46 88.76 108.12

.57 86.17 72.85
·72 108.61 45.44
.56 108.34 74.10

.62 94.26 60.24

.59 89.69 67.77

.61 117.69 62.99

.63 120·55 59.55

.62 96.17 60.50

.44 80.18 122.45

.66 99.81 53.45

.65 96.04 55·15

.61 93.11 62.39

.66 99·75 53.58

.55 103.04 78.24
·72 132.37 45.42
.40 64.14 142.60
.44 70.52 118.25
.44 68.81 119·26

.45 70.03 113.82
·35 54.32 196.08
.43 66.12 127 .50
.65 122.02 55.61
·52 100.63 85.19

.58 90.01 69.33

.45 80.65 117.87

.59 79.58 66.70

.65 101·70 55.51

.69 90.46 48.75

·55 74.81 76.50
.57 96.29 71.50
.63 110.05 58.45
.66 95.69 54.22
.51 85.73 91.40
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TABLE X (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCT--IRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PROOOCrm AREA A--BRACKISH WATER SOIL GROUP A
EQUATION 5-4

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TeA

·73 89·65 43.74
.84 105·77 32·72
.76 94.20 39.94
.65 79.58 54.88
.69 117·59 48.58

.68 114.47 50.42

.56 80.19 75.41

.54 90.46 81.13
·76 97·73 40.00
·73 92.66 43.46

.69 91.99 48.45

.67 109.60 52.80

.76 126.68 39·90

.63 108.51 58.06

.60 100.16 65.69

.57 95.42 71.70

.54 89.27 80.36

.89 133.06 29.76

.69 104.34 49.62

.68 102.39 51.19

.65 99·50 55.07

.56 85.67 73.61

.61 94.47 62.14

.61 95·15 62.93

.66 103.93 54.31

.48 77.69 99.78

.54 83.78 80.54

.36 69·72 183.61
·92 136.81 27·29
.66 99·52 52.98

.65 95.39 55.00
·77 117·21 39.89
.56 81.58 74.08
.60 87·58 64.46
.49 77·29 97.60
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TABLE X (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCT--IRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PROOOCIID AREA A--BRACKISH WATER SOIL GROUP A
EQUATION 5-4

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TCA

·51 81.34 88.89
.41 64.24 141.61
.39 14.91 152.84
.86 134.18 31.40
.46 15.52 110.54

.49 15.32 98.31

.52 19.26 81·10

.41 64.49 136.13

.43 66.41 125.56

.61 93·50 63·16

.60 93.83 63.81

.61 94.51 63.14

.39 93.13 150.55

.85 132.81 32·52

.65 112.63 55·35

.51 81·31 88.94

.61 90.69 52.13

.53 83.48 84.39

.49 83.20 91·95
·12 104.05 45.66

.61 85.45 62.69

.62 90.01 61·52
·51 86.25 90·12
.69 85.92 49.50
.16 93.15 40.12

.80 95.95 36.11
·18 95.65 38.30
.68 83.11 50·16
·11 94.85 39.59
.81 111·53 35.64

.69 100.21 48.90

.61 88.81 61.99

.51 86.25 89.81

.61 16.19 62.46

.84 106.45 33.13



TABLE X (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCT--IRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PROOOCIm AREA A--BRACKISH WATER SOn. GROUP A
EQUATION 5-4

183

Composite Variable
Wi

.68

.85

.52

.64

Acre Inches of
Effective Water

84.46
109.04

64.40
81.11

Marginal Physical
Product

TCA

50.66
32.13
81.83
56.63
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TABLE XI MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROWCT--IRRIGATED FIELDS SUGAR PROWCIID
AREA B--BRACKISH WATER SOIL GROUP B--EQUATION 5-5

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TeA

·55 90.22 40.90
.66 129.21 28.41
·53 101.36 44.02
.43 80.33 68.09
.54 90.42 43.55

.60 102.19 34.83
·54 88.69 42.93
.46 86.12 58.68
·33 64.46 112.19
.46 88.10 59·74

.65 110.26 29.81

.47 82.49 55.98

.48 88.10 54.04

.47 80.09 55.64
·50 84.24 49·75

·52 88.10 45.70
.61 101·73 33·27
.63 89.72 31.95
.40 67.09 79·11
.43 82.32 68.85

.69 106.20 26.32
·70 84.55 25.94
.63 82.69 31.43
·53 80.52 45.39
·50 75.94 50·71

.46 76.92 60.53
·58 112.05 36.97
·54 102·70 42.88
·53 97.80 44.67
.37 69.51 90·27

·74 93.18 23.18
.38 72.26 86.87
.49 92.62 51.55
.46 86.35 58.37
·50 84.49 50.29
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TABLE XI (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCT--IRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PROOOCING AREA B--BRACKISH WATER SOIL GROUP B
EQUATION 5-5

Composite Variable Acre Itlch~~s of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TeA

·70 107·44 25.46
1.07 133.67 11.05

·79 120.64 20.19
.80 123.04 19.41
.67 126.61 28.06

·74 113.68 22.83
·98 145.00 13·17
.85 128.65 17·53
.82 126.25 18.47
.63 117·82 31.65

.61 92.27 34.25
·92 135·55 14.97
.81 123.49 19·15
·77 118.09 20.91
·75 125·73 22.44

.84 111.37 17·80

.67 105·97 27 .56
1.03 136.34 11.88
1.03 136.34 11.88

·51 81.31 47.71

.85 104·97 17·27

.98 138.42 13.16

.96 117·67 13·72

.96 117·67 13·70
·71 117·11 24.62

·96 127 .01 13.69
1.22 148.54 8.36
1.09 142.12 10.61
1.19 155.49 8.85

.46 88.40 54.54

.81 123.17 19.32

.84 125·73 17·89
·59 117·00 35.80
·50 85.01 49.33
.62 94.65 32.25
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TABLE XI (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROroCT--IRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PROroCIID AREA B--BRACKISH WATER SOIL GROUP B
EQUATION 5-5

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TeA

.48 89·92 54.06
·79 117·12 19·97
·77 114.40 20.96
.58 106.49 37·07
.86 126.47 16.92

.39 74.06 83.58
·70 -- 108.36 25.26
.60 92·77 35·37
.52 99.26 46.53
.65 99·94 29.39

.63 113·91 31.52

.56 83.16 39.31

.84 136.80 11.89

.76 139.88 21.60

.59 95.06 35.92

.62 101.17 32·39

.93 113.56 11~.42

1.04 127·11 11.63
.67 109·53 27 .63
.85 105.78 17.18

.56 92.65 39·29

.85 106.92 17·25

.86 107·03 16.94

.68 111.93 26.92

.86 105·78 16.90

·27 46.76 167.32
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TABLE XII MI'.RGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCTS--IRRIGATED FIELDS SUGAR
PROOOCIru AREA A--NON-BRACKISH WATER SOIL GROUP A
EQUATION 5-6

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TCA

·75 128.85 32.59
.67 115.84 40.74
·73 107·39 34.17
.64 94.96 45.01
.56 97·11 58.65

.42 81.81 106·27

.65 88.67 42.94

.57 78.12 56.72

.58 100.49 54.45
·73 124.30 34.17

.60 103.40 50.55
·70 119.02 37·18
.59 98.15 52.62
.66 91.76 41.89
.66 91.57 41.46

.58 99.35 53.61

.44 82.75 35·72
·72 96.14 95·10
.61 83.15 49.55
.69 118.21 38.09

.68 111.49 39.95
·70 116.84 37·72
.63 104.71 46.24
.50 83.42 72.23
.50 85.79 71.80

.55 77.08 60·93

.57 77.17 57·28

.46 78.12 86.60

.34 65.53 156.51
·53 76.01 65.80

·51 68.70 70.28
.52 87.21 67.06
.67 114.09 40.60
.51 86.02 69·34
.50 84.83 73.18
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TABLE XII (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCTS--IRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PROWCIID AREA A--NON-BRACKISH WATER SOIL GROUP A
EQUATION 5-6

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TCA

.69 105.45 38.04

.50 77·21 11.99

.69 89.89 38.82
·10 92·79 31·50
.61 73.51 49.34

.54 81·10 62.41

.69 92.48 38.33

.61 72.02 48.82
·72 110.56 35.30
.55 81·80 61.19

.68 101.13 39·32

.65 106.30 43.32

.58 81.15 54.24

.61 100.48 41.01

.61 86.68 40.49

.65 83·72 43.14

.52 18.04 61.56

.63 93.98 45.65

.18 85.14 29·13

.64 10.61 44.68

.58 86.48 55.09
·17 111.22 30·91
.61 92.29 49.28
·76 110·74 32.05
·70 98.20 31.58

.64 93.65 44.13
·71 103.29 36.28
.68 81.01 39·93
.64 93.83 45.30
.52 19.24 61·19

·75 86.35 32.20
.64 14.81 44.33
.69 96.68 38·78
·10 101.46 31·39
.67 91·31 40.88
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TABLl!: XII (continued) MARGINJ\L PHYSICAL PROroCTS- - IRRIGATED FIELDS
..' SUGAR PROroCIID AREA A--NON-BRACKISH WATER SOn. GROUP "A

EQUATION 5-6

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TCA

·31 46 ..76 192·97
.56 98.14 57.76
.56 94.44 58.08
.58 99·97 53.94
.61 104.08 49.77

.46 81.57 84.85

.61 82.69 48.88

.85 114.64 25.43

.57 93·70 56.23

.57 93·17 57.29

·52 81.06 68.10
·70 115·97 37·70
.47 75.84 84.47
.65 98.07 43.34
.88 119·02 23.84

.45 76.99 ' - 89.49

.41 69.39 110.54

.37 62.73 134·78

.47 79.47 82.41

.37 63.34 132.81

.54 75·77 63.05

.62 84.79 47.45

.43 69.46 99.60. __
·57 92.29 56.84
·51 83.26 69.31

.69 112.30 38.81
·50 81.38 72.65
·71 81.89 35.85
.85 102.88 25.12
.66 96.43 42.38

.66 97.54 42.15

.67 99·13 40·70

.67 98.67 40.36
·51 75·95 71.60
.69 76.81 37.96



TABLE XII (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCTSwwIRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PROOOCnn AREA Aw-NON-BRACKISH WATER SOIL GROUP A
EQUATION 5-6
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Composite Variable
Wi

Acre Inches of
Effective Water

Marginal Physical
Product

TeA

1.03 111.01
.46 77·71
.46 70·51
.66 97·31
.59 89.36

.41 59.08
·72 85.47
.84 98.48

17·40
86.18
85.33
42.52
52.83

110.76
34.84
26.15
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TABLE XIII MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROWCT--IRRIGATED FIELDS SUGAR
PROWCIID AREA A--IDN-BRACKISH WATER SOIL GROUP B
EQUATION 5-7

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TCA

·75 129·21 75.08
.54 89.90 145.73
.57 96.72 129.68
.60 101.36 116.29
.46 76.99 198·72

.44 74.05 212.98

.48 80.33 179.89

.68 100.35 91.94

.60 90·71 116.48

.60 90.42 115.08

.61 91.32 114.18

.61 92.52 113.76

.67 102.19 92.04

.69 100.18 87.83

.67 99.56 92.15

.61 88.69 113.32

.53 92.45 151.44

.82 121.52 62.70

.63 108.33 104.59
·70 119·20 86.69

.66 112.07 97 ·27

.56 75.94 134.09

.55 89.54 138·76
·77 109·55 71.15
.63 104.71 105.88

.60 100·75 116.04

.58 96.87 125.96
·59 80.52 119.96
.47 81.10 192·57
.58 75.68 124.58

.66 111.87 95.12

.50 85.43 165.43

.84 142.92 59.95
·71 82.69 83.09
.60 90·26 116.58



TABLE XIII (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCT--L~P.IGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PROOOCIID AREA A--NON-BRACKISH WATER SOIL GROUP B
EQUATION 5-'"(

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TCA

.16 106.03 12.48

.63 102·10 106.28
·12 111·10 81.14
·11 126.35 69.81
·18 84.55 68.54

.42 11.13 240.91

.82 103.18 62.00

.98 120.41 44.03

.61 91·43 94.80

.68 101.65 89.36

.18 90.22 69.55

.48 10.19 180.92
·11 101.54 83.54
.31 46.16 446.00
·10 106.36 86.08

.53 16.45 150.61
·51 10.28 158.41
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TABLE XIV MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCTS--UNIRRIGATED FIELDS SUGAR
PROroCIOO AREA B--ELEVATION 750 FEET--EQUATION 5-9

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TeA

·79 119·71 15.69
1.05 156.22 8.95

.82 123·30 14.51

.61 91·31 26.62

.60 81·15 26.84

.88 118.35 12.58

.88 116.63 12·59

.58 94.20 28.85
1.23 115·20 6.53

·18 124.21 16.09

.56 11.10 30.89

.74 111.15 11.81
·19 111.45 15.56

1.09 163.42 8.18
.82 123.30 14.51

.60 84.90 27 .21

.62 88.12 25.51

.84 112·27 13.80

.86 123.75 13.34
1.10 163.50 8.11

.82 123·30 14.51

.60 86.41 27·31

.55 78.45 31.86

.85 113·02 13.48

.13 111.00 18.41

·19 129·52 15·12
.60 88.95 21.24
.56 86.25 30.81

>- .60 84.38 27 .41
.86 119.40 13.19

·15 99.60 11.58
·11 110.02 19·10

1.55 226.21 4.08
.66 100·50 22.18
.46 62.55 45.38
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TABLE XIV (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROWCTS--UNIRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PRODUCING AREA B--ELEVATION 150 FEET--EQUATION 5-9

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TeA

.68 104·11 20.91
·55 13·95 31.89
.42 66.31 56.11

1.01 121·80 8.58
.68 108.15 21.38

·30 42.00 101·95
·15 110.40 11.40
.59 85.65 21·11
·15 112·35 11.63
.68 93.60 21.36

.50 16.51 38.90

.48 61·80 43.28

.95 131·32 10.91

.81 118·50 14.99
·51 19.50 38.23

1.51 222.22 4.31
.18 28.42 296.41
.36 56.85 11.38
·11 106.35 19.41
·51 83.41 30.22

.84 121.12 14.02
·11 103·95 19.26
.46 51·01 46.26
·11 113·11 16.63
.56 18.90 31.19

.46 10·12 41.15

.83 . 121.12 14.39

.69 104.11 20.60

.40 58.51 60.51
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TABLE XIV MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROWCT--UNIRRIGATED FIELDS SUGAR
PROOOCIOO AREA B--ELEVATION 750 F'EET--EQUATION 5-10

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TeA

·79 ~19·77 8.75
1.05 156.22 5.00

.82 123.30 8.13

.61 87.37 14.85

.60 87.75 14.97

.88 118.35 7·02

.88 116.63 7.03

.58 94.20 16.10
1.23 175·20 3.64

.78 124.27 8.98

.56 71.10 17.23

.74 111.15 9.94

.79 111.45 8.68
1.09 163.42 1~.56

.82 123.30 8.13

.60 84.90 15.21

.62 88·72 14.24

.84 112·27 7·70

.86 123·75 7.44
1.10 163.50 4.56

.82 123·30 8.13

.60 86.47 15·27

.55 78.45 17·78

.85 113.02 7.52
·73 111.00 10.3)

·79 129·52 8·77
.60 88.95 15.20
·56 86.25 17.22
.60 84.38 15.29
.86 119.40 7.36

·75 99·60 9.81
·71 110.02 10.99

1.55 226·27 2.28
.66 100·50 12.38
.46 62.55 25·32
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TABLE XIV (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROWCT--UNIRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PRODUCING AREA B--ELEVATION 750 FEET--EQUATION 5-10

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TeA

.68 104.77 11·70

.55 73.95 17.80

.42 66.37 31.67
1.07 127·80 4.79

.68 108.15 11.93

.30 42.00 60.23
·75 110.40 9·71
·59 85·45 15.46
·75 112.35 9.84
.68 93.60 11.92

.50 76.57 21·71

.48 67.80 24.15
·95 134.32 6.09
.81 118.50 8.37
.51 79.50 21.33

1.51 222.22 2.41
.18 28.42 165.39
.36 56.85 43.18
·71 106.35 10.38
.57 83.47 16.86

.84 121.12 7.82
·71 103·95 10·75
.46 57·07 25.81
·77 113·17 9.28

.56 78.90 17.40

.46 70·72 26.31
-~ .83 121.12 8.03

.69 104.17 11.49

.40 58.57 33.76
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TABLE XV MARGINAL PHYSICAL PRODUCT--UNIRRIGATED FIELDS SUGAR
PRODUCING AREA B--ELEVATION 1,125 FEET--EQUATION 5-12

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TCA

·95 125.40 - 6.86
1.22 176.02 -20.44
1.13 157.65 -16.74

.66 90.52 16.84

.56 78.52 28.85

.85 113·10 - 0.05
·93 124.20 - 6.00

1.22 176.02 -20.44
1.13 157·65 -16.47

.66 88.65 16.47

·57 78.37 26.36 r..._

.84 113.10 0.19

.87 115·35 - 1.81

.63 93·00 19·52
1.29 177.00 -23.49

.88 118.65 - 2.13

.42 55·35 51.24

.81 114.97 3·02
·94 123.82 - 6.58
·70 92·70 12.68

1.35 187·80 -25.68
.85 118.65 - 0.23
·58 75.67 25.17

1.03 136.57 -11. 59
.84 114.60 0.39

.63 92·70 19·75
1.19 160.80 -19·30

.80 104.40 3.42

.49 68.92 39·51
1.05 138.52 -12.81

·74 100.20 8.91
·57 90.00 26.85

1.34 166.57 -25.21
.81 118.87 2.34
.41 55.65 53·03
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TABLE XV (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCT--UNIRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PRODUCING AREA B--ELEVATION 1,125 FEET--EQUATION 5-12

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TCA

.84 121·95 0·31

.80 108.67 3.48

.94 132.67 - 6.56
1.03 136.12 -11.33

.60 86.63 23·39

·55 76.65 29·77
.94 126.22 - 6.12
.83 111·52 1.29
·92 129.82 - 5·29

1.30 172.80 -23.68

.65 93·75 17·03

.54 75·37 31.15

.84 112.12 0.56

.83 111.97 1.04
1.07 150.67 -13·77

1.25 165.60 -21.80
.63 89·77 20.11
·51 71·70 35·55
.94 125.40 - 6.03

- .80 - -' - 105.67 3·39

.66 96.30 15·90
1.38 185.77 -26.67

.66 92·70 15.96
·53 71.25 32·52
·76 108.45 6.46

.67 90·75 15·01
·95 125.62 - 6.81

1.49 216.82 -30·53
·72 100.50 10·77
·55 72.45 29.64

.84 119·25 0.44

.89 118.72 - 2·93
1.21 181.87 -20.21

·96 135.90 - 7.82
.58 80.85 25·37
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TABLE ~ (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCT--UNIRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PROOOCING AREA B--ELEVATION 1,125 FEET--EQUATION 5-12

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective' Water Product

TCA

.65 83.10 16.81
·19 112.05 4.28
.81 116.63 - 1.85
.62 93.45 20.51

1.25 116.10 -21.81

.81 120.15 - 1.31

.58 13·"(2 25·53
·18 110.85 4.91
.68 91.80 14.14
.41 10.20 41.48

·93 129·15 - 5.56
.81 112.81 3.04
.44 51·90 41·80
.82 101.62 2.16
.60 18.61 23.36

·55 80.62 29.56
.98 134.85 - 8.86
.64 86.10 18.25
·29 41.10 86.81
.66 86.10 16.68

..

.62 81.91 20.56
·50 12·52 31·12

1.02 131.41 -10.81
.60 88.81 23.64
·34 45.15 10.85

.61 88.12 21·10

.63 82.51 19.48
·50 15·91 36.31
.88 118.81 - 2.09
.66 91·12 16.12

.61 82.80 21.42

.89 115.95 - 2·15
·59 19.65 24.25
·16 106.05 6·13
·11 102.30 6.22
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TABLE x:v (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROWCT--UNIRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PRODUCING AREA B--ELEVATION 1,125 FEET--EQUATION 5-12

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Wa-cer Product

TeA

.58 82.95 25·09
·51 18.30 26.93
.83 110.55 1.29
.18 99.60 5.24
·16 110.02 1·00

1.29 112.35 -23·55
.60 84.38 22.59
.41 63.15 42.22
.82 111·22 2.25
.84 112.80 .59

.98 13e.15 - 8.90
1.36 118·12 -26.23

.58 82.12 26.11

.48 61.42 40.21

.83 110·11 1.24

.91 114.61 - 4.48
1.09 160.12 -14.15
1.36 118·12 -26.11

.53 16.05 31.81

.48 61.50 41.02

.98 131.02 - 8.95

.85 113.41 - 0.02
1.13 163.80 -16.54
1.40 118·12 -21.45

.51 80.92 26.58

.50 69.61 37·84

.84 112.05 0·53

.81 109.80 2.83
1.24 112·12 -21.44
1.49 200.02 -30·30

.54 11·02 31.63

.41 61·35 41.60

.96 121·65 - 1·30

.64 83.11 18.50

.48 69.60 40.85
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TABLE XV (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROWCT--UNIRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PROOOCIID AREA B--ELEVATION 1,125 FEEr-EQUATION 5-12

Composite Variable
Wi

Acre Inches of
Effective Water

Marginal Physical
Product

TCA

.89 125.32
·73 100.20
.38 48.75
.89 129.15
.63 86.77

.98 130·72
1.04 147.07

.68 94.80
·53 71.40
·79 105.15

·71 93.90
·70 103.57
·77 103.50
.80 119.62
.62 80.25

.81 108.45
·71 101·77
.83 122.70

1.59 220.95
.82 106.57

·37 52.65
·91 127.95
.64 84.38
.89 118.42

1.52 219.37

1.02 139.72
.45 59.40

- 2·97
9.40

61.35
- 2.98
19.67

- 8.67
-11.89
14.41
32.45
4.61

11.11
12.10
5·79
3.34

21.06

2.57
11.22
1.02

-33.43
2.28

63.22
- 4.14
18.59

- 2.93
-31.29

-11.02
44.96



TABLE XVI MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCT--T.JNIRRIGATED FIELDS SUGAR
PROOOCING AREA B--ELEVATION 1,500 FEET--EQUATION 5-13

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TeA

·92 88.12 20.12
1.11 118.50 8.23

·90 91.12 21.61
.84 85.27 25.13
·77 83.25 29·52

1.10 114.75 8.33
1.10 103.20 8.87

·73 79·95 32·32
.65 66.37 37·41

1.11 113.62 7·61

·91 96.75 21.08
·73 73.65 32.19
.81 79.65 27·47
.58 60.00 42.12
.67 67.95 36.05

.80 81.75 27·71

.64 67.50 38.41
1.18 118.27 3.66
1.02 102.00 13.62

.86 84.00 24.07

.85 90·75 24.52

.86 85·72 24.10
·57 55·95 42.95

1.07 116.63 10·56
1.04 102.07 12·54

1.12 109.65 7·22
1.99 210.97 -48.63

·90 90.67 21.60
·74 74.47 31.58
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TABLE XVII MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROroCT --IRRIGATED FIELDS SUGAR
PRoroCING AREA B--EQUATION 5-14

Composite Variable Acre Inches of Marginal Physical
Wi Effective Water Product

TeA
.48 78.08 56.37
.32 39.67 164.40
.49 67.19 49.91
.34 54.71 156.58
.43 61.31 91.98

.38 56.94 121.44

.45 68.75 77·59.62 104.90 - 45.46

.42 70.19 97.18

.46 70.80 65.60

.34 47.68 154.74

.39 63.60 117.26

.38 58.45 124.92

.39 64.75 120.31

.40 62.18 110.52

.49 71.97 46.00

.40 65.84 111.48

.52 76.60 26.00

.74 104.89 -132.21

.66 97 .40 - 73.19

.45 72.26 74.91

.36 55.40 140.10
·33 48.32 159·32
.45 64.06 78.72
.38 52.63 123.86

.43 51.04 90.17

.44 59·93 84.35

.52 84.48 23.33

.41 63.55 105·05

.42 66.11 93.39

.46 67.97 66.73

.36 46.41 137·29

.43 55.55 86.84

.38 66.59 124.07

.46 62.85 65.24

.47 59.30 60.54

.44 88.83 79·37

.55 72.26 7·79



TABLE XVIII MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCT--IRRIGATED FIELDS SUGAR
PROWCIID AREA B--EQUATION 5-15 (TWO STAGES)
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StB.P:e 1 StB.P:e 2
Composite Acre Inches Marginal Composite Acre Inches Marginal
Variable of Physical Variable of Physical

Wi1 Ef1'·~cti ve Product Wi2 Effective Product
Water TCA Water TeA

·71 24.75 4.85 .86 111.58 17·99
.56 25·37 18.07 .60 55.65 49.67
·57 25·92 17·01 1.00 92.55 2·52
.14 6.48 54.56 ·73 86.32 33.85
.49 18.65 23.91 .83 88.20 21·90

.35 14.73 36.39 ·79 83.85 26·78

.36 14.98 35·79 .92 103.35 11.13
1.24 71.91 -41.41 .99 109.65 3.40

·55 17·27 19.10 ·76 104.02 29.89
.90 23.14 -11.71 ·79 100.65 26.60

.21 8.36 48.27 ·70 79·77 37.63

.65 22·74 9.90 .69 88.93 38.22
·57 21.59 17·23 .68 79.33 39·51
.60 18.88 14.80 .69 93·75 38.87
.15 6.35 53.66 .87 98.88 17·71

.56 18.38 18.19 .94 105·70 9.62
·32 14.73 39.12 .83 98.69 22.23
.60 20.58 14.73 .99 112.23 2·76
.72 29.44 4.40 1.47 146.99 -53.89
.66 22.81 9·39 1.28 144.51 -31.19

.61 20.85 14.04 .83 104.80 21.94

.84 34.95 - 6.44 .59 66.12 51.25

.64 24.11 11.41 ·55 59.92 54.85

.56 18.38 18.19 .84 92.97 21.25
·59 20.57 15.80 ·70 72.33 37·33

.84 29·55 - 6.80 ·75 62.91 31.78

.65 22.87 10.06 .81 82.74 24.39

.47 16.34 25.51 1.01 128.55 0.50

.65 22.49 10.53 ·74 89.05 33.33
·71 24.83 4.64 ·76 91.57 30.85

.44 15·39 28·71 .91 101.74 12.83

.45 15·95 27 .32 ·70 65.39 37·23
·71 24.83 5.18 .80 73.96 26.28
·71 24.43 5.30 .67 71·59 41·27
.52 19.82 21.32 ·91 98.01 12·94
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TABLE XVIII (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROWCT--mRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PROOOCrm AREA B--EQUATION 5-15 (TWO STAGES)

Stage 1 Stage 2
Composite Acre Inches Marginal Composite Acre Inches Marginal
Variable of Physical Variable of Physical

Wil Effective Product Wi2 Effective Product
Water TeA Water TCA

.68 23.60 7·22 .88 87.06 16.28

.68 23.60 7·22 .82 81.13 23.39
·71 29·92 4·59 1.04 125.64 - 2.61



TABLE XIX MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROOOCT--IRRIGATED FIELDS SUGAR
PROOOCING AREA B--EQUATION 5-16 (TWO STAGES)
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Stap,:e 1 Sta.cz::e 2
Composite Acre Inches Marginal Composite Acre Inches Marginal
Variable of Physical Variable of Physical

Wi1 Effective Product \o1i2 Effective Product
Water TeA Water TeA

·71 24.75 4.85 ·52 66·95 29·99
.56 25.37 18.07 .36 33·39 82.79
.57 25.92 17·01 .60 55·53 4.21
.14 6.48 54.56 .44 51·79 56.21
.49 18.65 23.91 ·50 52·92 36.51

.35 14.73 36.39 .47 50·31 44.63

.36 14.98 35·79 .55 62.01 18.55
1.24 71.91 -41.41 .59 65·79 5.66

·55 17·27 19.10 .46 62.41 49.81
.90 23.14 -11.71 .48 60.39 44.34

.21 8.36 48·27 .42 47.86 62.71

.65 22·74 9·90 .42 53.36 63.69

.57 21.59 17·23 .41 47·60 65.85

.60 18.88 14.80 .41 56.25 64·77

.15 6.35 53.66 .52 59·33 29·52

.56 18.38 18.19 .56 63.42 16.04

.32 14.73 39.12 .50 59·21 37·05

.60 20.58 14.73 .60 67·34 4.60
·72 29.44 4.40 .88 88.20 -89.82
.66 22.81 9·39 ·77 86·71 -51. 98

.61 20.85 14.04 .50 62.88 36.57

.84 34.95 - 6.04 .35 39.67 85.41

.64 24.11 11.41 .33 35·95 91.41

.56 18.38 18.19 ·50 55·78 35.42
·59 20·57 15.80 .42 43.40 62.21

.84 29·55 - 6.80 .45 37·75 52.97

.65 22.87 10.06 .49 49.64 40.64

.47 16.34 25·51 .61 77·13 .83

.65 22.49 10·53 .44 53.43 55.54
·71 24.83 4.64 .45 54.94 51.41

.44 15.39 28.71 ·55 61.05 21.38

.45 15.95 27 .32 .42 39·23 62.04
·71 24.83 5.18 .48 44.38 43.79
·71 24.43 5·30 .40 42.96 68.78
·52 19.82 21·32 .54 58.81 21.57



TABLE XIX (continued) MARGINAL PHYSICAL PROWCT--IRRIGATED FIELDS
SUGAR PROWCINJ AREA B--EQUATION 5-16 (TWO STAGES)
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Stap:e 1 Stas;l:e 2
Composite Acre Inches Marginal Composite Acre Inches Marginal
Variable of Physical Variable of Physical

Wil Effective Product Wi2 Effective Product
Water TeA Water TeA

.68 23.60 7·22 .53 52.24 27 .13

.68 23.60 7·22 .49 48.68 38.99
·71 29.92 4.59 .62 75.38 - 4.34
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COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR TESTING
HYFOTHE SE SIN CHAPTE R V

l. Null hypothesis: Xl = Xz = X
3

2. Alternative hypothesis: Xl t: Xz 1= X
3

The samples of marginal physical products for the different elevation

can be arrayed as follows:

Elevation 1

Heans

Elevation Z Elevation 3

Step 1 Find the average of the 3 means, X, which is then used as the

basis for calculating their variance. The variance is the

standard deviation squared and is calculated with the following

formula:
= (Xl - X)Z + (XZ - X)Z +(X3 - X)Z

n-l

Step Z Use n.S~ as an estimate c1Z, the variation between sample means.

Step 3 Involves calculating the variation within the samples with the

formula:

3
Sl = -----:----

for all S' s

Step 4 Value obtained in step 5
Value obtained in step 3 = F ratio

Step 5 Compare F ratio with tabulated value at assigned probability

levels and appropriate degree of freedom. If the computed F

value is greater than the tabulated value, reject the first
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hypothesis, i.e. the all mean values in the sample of the marginal

products are not equal. But if the computed F is equal to or less than

the tabulated value accept the first hypothesis. This procedure was

also used for area A.
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ESTIMATING PROCEDURES FOR EQUATION 5-23

The original quadratic formulations given below as equation one

can be rewritten as equation two which expresses yield as a function

of quarterly effective water and potential evapotranspiration.

TCA = a + blWi - b Wi 2
2

TCA -1 -1)2= a + blWaEp - b2(WaEp

TCA = b E -1 2b
2
waEp-2

Wa 1 p

(1 )

(2)

(3 )

Setting the partial derivative with respect to Wa "quarterly

effective water" (3) equal to the water - cane price, ratio results in

(4). Optimum amounts of water are derived in (5).

Wa

=Pw
Pc

=Pw
Pc

=~

(4 )

(5 )
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